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Abstract

Web spaces have been the subject of in-depth studies since the Web became
the largest data and information repository publicly available. Nevertheless,
the vast amount of data that Web mining techniques generate from them
is difficult to understand, suggesting the need to develop new techniques to
gather insight into them in order to assist in decision making processes.

This dissertation explores the usage of InfoVis/VA techniques to assist in the
exploration of Web spaces. More specifically, we present the development
of a customisable prototype that has been used to analyse three different
types of Web spaces with different information goals: the analysis of the
usability of a website, the assessment of the students in virtual learning
environments, and the exploration of the structure of large asynchronous
conversations existing in online forums.

Echoing the call of the Infovis/VA community for the need for more research
into realistic circumstances, we introduce the problems of the analysis of
such Web spaces, and further explore the benefits of using the visualisations
provided by our system with real users.
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Resum

Els espais Web han estat objecte d’estudi des de que la Web s’ha convertit
en el repositori públic d’informació més gran. Tot i això, el gran volum
de dades que les tècniques de mineria Web proporcionen sobre aquests és
generalment molt dif́ıcil d’entendre, provocant la necessitat de desenvolu-
par noves tècniques que permetin generar coneixement sobre les dades de
manera que facilitin la presa de decissions.

Aquesta tesi explora la utilizació de tècniques d’Infovis/VA per ajudar en
l’exploració d’espais Web. Més concretament, presentem el desenvolupa-
ment d’un prototipus molt flexible que hem utilitzat per analitzar tres tipus
diferents d’espais Web amb diferents objectius informacionals: l’anàlisi de
la usabilitat de pàgines Web, l’avaluació del comportament dels estudiants
en entorns virtuals d’aprenentatge i l’exploració de l’estructura de grans
converses aśıncrones existents en fòrums online.

Aquesta tesi pretén acceptar el repte proposat per la comunitat d’Info-
vis/VA de fer recerca en condicions més reals, introduint els problemes
relacionats en l’anàlisi dels espais Web ja esmentats, i explorant els avan-
tatges d’utilizar les visualitzacions proporcionades per la nostra eina amb
usuaris reals.
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Resumen

Los espacios Web han sido objeto de estudio des de que la Web se ha
convertido en el mayor repositorio público de información. Sin embargo,
el gran volumen de datos que las técnicas de mineŕıa Web generan sobre
ellos puede llegar a ser muy dif́ıcil de entender, provocando la necesidad de
desarrollar nuevas técnicas que permitan generar conociomento sobre esos
datos con el fin de facilitar la toma de decisiones.

Esta tesis explora la utilización de técnicas de InfoVis/VA para ayudar
en la exploración de espacios Web. Más concretamente, presentamos el
desarrollo de un prototipo muy flexible que ha sido utilizado para analizar
tres tipos distintos de espacios Web con distintas metas informacionales: el
análisis de la usabilidad de páginas Web, la evaluación del comportamiento
de los estudiantes en entornos virtuales de aprendizaje y la exploración de la
estructura de grandes conversaciones aśıncronas existentes en foros online.

Esta tesis pretende aceptar el reto propuesto por la comunidad de Info-
Vis/VA de llevar a cabo investigaciones en condiciones más reales, intro-
duciendo los problemas relacionados con el análisis de los espacios Web ya
mencionados, y explorando las ventajas de utilizar las visualizaciones pro-
porcionadas por nuestra herramienta con usuarios reales.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The digital revolution we are living in has led to a large scale digitalisation
of data. We, as single users, are generating, on a daily basis, vast amounts
of data such as bank transactions, visits in the internet, medical records, or
footprints of our movements in our city thanks to the use of new technologies
and social systems. The potential of interpreting and discovering uncovered
patterns in this data is endless.

Nevertheless, data does not become information until it informs, that is,
until it can be used as a basis for problem solving and decision-making.
However, while the amount of data available is increasing at an exponential
rate, our brain’s capacity to interpret and analyse it remains relatively con-
stant. Hence, its correct treatment and appropriate presentation constitute
a key issue in the knowledge discovery process. These are the foundations
of the fields of Information Visualisation and Visual Analytics, which lay
on the generation of data representations that take advantage of the human
brain’s capabilities for processing visual information.

1.1 Motivation: Visualising Web Spaces

The Web has been the subject of lengthy studies due to its increasing growth
and interest, becoming the most popular global communication medium and
knowledge repository. As such, one of its critical issues is the ease of use,
which can be understood through the investigation of users’ navigation.

1
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The discipline of Web Mining was born to tackle such problems, focusing
on applying data mining techniques to the Web in order to discover its
structure, usage and semantics. Such techniques can be applied to many
contexts within the Web, usually called Web spaces. A Web space is a set of
connected pages that together, aim to deliver interconnected contents of a
specific matter. A single website or the pages appearing in a search engine
results page are typical Web spaces that can be studied and understood
with Web Mining techniques.

Nevertheless, the vast amount of data provided by Web Mining techniques
has encouraged researchers to explore the usage of visualisation in an effort
to improve its understanding, taking advantage of perceptual capabilities
of our brain to communicate information in a more intuitive way (Chi02;
FdOL03). Such visualisations attempt to benefit from the preattentive ca-
pabilities that allow us to digest information more easily. While much effort
has been made in order to provide visualisations that aid in the analysis and
understanding of Web spaces (e.g. visualisations for overcoming the “lost in
cyberspace” problem (And95; MB95)), less solutions have been investigated
in depth and further evaluated to support problems such as the analysis of
the usability of a website, the tracking of the success of online campaigns,
or the assessment of eLearning platforms.

The discipline behind the usage of visualisations to amplify cognition is In-
formation Visualisation. Since the nineties, researchers from this field have
focused on the development of new interactive visualisations that resemble
theoretical abstract data structures, called visual metaphors, proving their
benefits in gathering insight (CMS99a). However, the visual illiteracy of real
users still means they struggle when using simple business graphics tools ef-
fectively (Pla04), which is one of the reasons why some of the most relevant
visual solutions proposed during the last few decades have not reached cur-
rent analysis tools. Moreover, in the last decade, the emerging discipline
of Visual Analytics has tried to extensively use Information Visualisation
techniques to specifically support analytical reasoning. In a sense, Visual
Analytics can be understood as a broader field, as it embraces areas such
as visual representations, interaction techniques, data transformation, and
techniques to support production, presentation, and dissemination of the
results of an analysis (TC05).

In order to provide useful clues to push forward the boundaries of the re-
search in interactive visualisation, many authors have already proposed the
need to move research into practice (Pla04; TC05; Mun09), deploying In-
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formation Visualisation and Visual Analytics tools in real world scenarios
in order to learn from failure and success stories. Along the same lines of
thinking, such stories can help to identify the appropriate methods that
may assist the generation of insight into specific contexts and needs.

Hence, in this dissertation we will study, develop and evaluate a visualisa-
tion system that allows the representation, analysis and exploration of Web
spaces in an attempt to join the disciplines of Web Mining, Information Vi-
sualisation and Visual Analytics in real world scenarios. We will cover the
development of an interactive system extensively used to visualise and anal-
yse three different types of Web spaces, characterising the main problems
to be tackled as well as reporting evaluations with real users and domain
experts.

1.2 Research Goals

The visualisation of Web spaces has been tackled for a long time, as the Web
has become a large repository of information (And95; MB95; PB94). The
“lost in cyberspace problem” led researchers to develop of visual representa-
tions of networks representing the Web to assist users in the understanding
of their location and current context based on the surrounding pages.

Figure 1.1: Scope of the thesis.
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However, Web spaces have undergone a tremendous evolution since then,
with problems arising regarding their understanding and analysis. To tackle
the visual exploration of Web spaces this multidisciplinary thesis spans dis-
ciplines such as Information Visualisation, Visual Analytics, Web Mining
and Web Analytics. Figure 1.1 shows the scope of this dissertation, showing
the intertwined nature of its related research fields.

With this, the main research goals of this thesis are:

• The design and implementation of a flexible and customisable sys-
tem able to explore and analyse graph-based data from Web spaces:
the first steps involved the development of a reusable architecture to
store and manipulate data that will eventually be explored through
a visual tool that provides different hierarchical views of graph-based
data. We will follow a user-centred methodology, conducting evalua-
tions at different development stages to understand the success of the
developed techniques as well as to comprehend real users needs.

• The study of the possibilities of Information Visualisation and Visual
Analytics in the field of web analytics: we have implemented our
tool into different web analytics contexts, gathering evidence of its
usefulness and adequacy for specific tasks and within specific contexts.

• Explore contexts where non-expert users may benefit from the ex-
ploratory data analysis capabilities of our exploration tool: in this
regard, we have used slightly modified versions of our prototype to
address the exploration of large asynchronous conversations, which
are gaining popularity in the Web due to their widespread usage.

• Evaluate our visualisations and provide further guidance on best prac-
tices for developing visual tools to understand Web spaces.

In general, the aim of this thesis is to move research into practice, using well
known visualisation techniques to assist in the analysis of different types of
Web spaces which currently present analysis difficulties.

1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are:
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• the development of a system to assist the visual exploration of web
spaces.

• a novel approach for extracting contextually meaningful subgraphs
that reduce the problem of dealing with very large graphs.

• a novel method for extracting hierarchies from the users’ navigation
of a site.

• the implementation and evaluation of new techniques for visualising
web navigational data in real analysis scenarios.

• the characterisation of the problems that evaluators and instructors
of Virtual Learning Environments encounter, as well as the applica-
tion and evaluation of Information Visualisation and Visual Analytics
techniques in such a field.

• the evaluation of the usefulness of our system for assisting the reading
and exploration of large asynchronous conversations.

Most of these contributions have been previously published in international
conferences and journals:

• Pascual, V. and Dürsteler, J.C. WET: a prototype of an Exploratory
Search System for Web Mining to assess Usability. Proceedings of the
11th International Conference in Information Visualisation (2007)

• Pascual-Cid., V.An information visualisation system for the under-
standing of web data. Poster at the IEEE Symposium on Visual An-
alytics Science and Technology, 2008. VAST ’08. (2008) pp. 183
-184

• Pascual-Cid, V. and Kaltenbrunner, A. Exploring Asynchronous On-
line Discussions through Hierarchical Visualisation. Proceedings of
the 13th International Conference in Information Visualisation (2009)
pp. 191-196.

• Pascual-Cid, V., Baeza-Yates, R., Dürsteler, J.C., Mı́nguez, S., Mid-
dleton, C. New Techniques for Visualising Web Navigational Data.
Proceedings of the 13th International Conference in Information Vi-
sualisation (2009) pp. 621 -626.
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• Pascual-Cid, V., Vigentini, L., Quixal, M. Visualising Virtual Learn-
ing Environments: Use Cases of the Website Exploration Tool. Pro-
ceedings of the 14th International Conference in Information Visuali-
sation (2010) pp. 149 -155.

• Pascual-Cid, V., Baeza-Yates, R., Dürsteler, J.C. Visual Web Mining
for Website Evaluation. To appear in Journal of Web Engineering,
Rinton Press (Princeton, New Jersey).

1.4 Organisation of the Dissertation

After this introduction chapter, the reminder of the thesis is organised as
follows:

Chapter 2 discusses the related work and the state of the art in the fields of
Information Visualisation and Visual Analytics as well as in the represen-
tation of web spaces. We also cover the different definitions of the ’InfoVis
process’, that will guide the reader in the introduction of the techniques
and methodologies related to the generation of visual and interactive rep-
resentations of web spaces.

Chapter 3 presents the main characteristics of our visualisation system,
whose prototype has been used as a base to represent data from differ-
ent spaces. In this chapter we also introduce a usability test that helped
us to validate the radial tree as the main visual metaphor of the system.
Moreover, we introduce a new technique which aims to extract meaning-
ful contextual subgraphs that maximise the amount of information shown
within a specific problem while preserving the structural features of the
main graph.

Chapter 4 provides most of the contributions of this thesis, and it is ded-
icated to the development of new approaches for exploring website data,
aimed at supporting the assessment of the usability of websites. More specif-
ically, we introduce techniques that enable the representation of structure
and usage data of a website.

Chapter 5 presents a long term study based on the customisation of our
tool to assess the evaluation of Virtual Learning Environments. We will
present the main differences in the analysis of these kinds of Web spaces
compared to classic Web analysis approaches, as well as to characterise the
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main problems that teachers and instructors must face in order to improve
their online materials.

Chapter 6 goes deep into the characterisation of flash forums, the new type
of online asynchronous debates that are populating the Web. We intro-
duce the problems they involve, and explain how our visual system may
assist readers and social researchers to explore conversation threads of a
well known discussion website.

We conclude this dissertation with Chapter 7, where we discuss the main
contributions of our work, pointing at future research directions and final
remarks regarding the current state of the topics covered in this thesis.





Chapter 2

Background and

State of the Art

In this chapter we discuss the state of the art of the research fields involved
in this dissertation: Information Visualisation and Visual Analytics, Data
Mining, Web Mining and Web Analytics. The InfoVis process diagram
which describes the basic stages in the visualisation process will be used to
guide the presentation of such fields.

2.1 Information Visualisation and Visual
Analytics

The core of this dissertation focuses on the use of techniques from the re-
search fields of Information Visualisation (InfoVis) and Visual Analytics
(VA). InfoVis was defined for the first time by Card et al. as “the use of
computer-supported, interactive, visual representations of abstract data to
amplify cognition” (CMS99a). To provide a more detailed description of
what this discipline is about, we will focus on the different parts of this
definition as Few made (Few09):

• Computer supported : the visualisation is displayed by a computer with
a screen.

9
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• Interactive: the visual representation can be manipulated and should
respond to user actions to provide ways for exploring the data.

• Visual representations: in a broader sense, an InfoVis system can be
any system that makes extensive use of human senses to aid the user
in the generation of a mental map of a dataset. Nevertheless, this
discipline mainly focuses on the development of visual abstractions of
data. Ware (War04) highlighted the main advantages of visualisations:

– provide the ability to comprehend huge amounts of data.

– allow the perception of emergent properties that were not antic-
ipated.

– enable problems with the data itself to become immediately ap-
parent.

– facilitate understanding of both large-scale and small-scale fea-
tures of the data.

– facilitate formation of hypothesis.

• Abstract data: data that represents physical objects has a direct visual
representation either in 2D or in 3D, such as the case of geographical
data. However, quantitative data, processes or networks do not have
a natural way of being represented. Therefore, visual metaphors have
to be used to resemble real forms that may help provide a shape to
such data.

• Amplify cognition: while visualisations help convert data into infor-
mation, interacting with them helps users to grasp such information,
enabling them to see it from different perspectives that might provide
insight.

VA is “the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual
interfaces” (TC05). We now describe the main building blocks of this dis-
cipline that can be seen in Figure 2.1.

• Analytical reasoning : VA is about incorporating evidence to influence
the human brain, to allow it to apply judgements that will lead to
conclusions.

• Data representations and transformations: InfoVis techniques must
be applied to transform data into meaningful and comprehensive struc-
tures.
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Figure 2.1: The building blocks of Visual Analytics (TC05).

• Visual representations and interaction technologies: Generated visu-
alisations must allow the interaction and manipulation of the data.

• Production, Presentation and Dissemination: One of the most im-
portant concerns of VA is to communicate the analysis results in a
comprehensive way.

Although InfoVis and VA are intertwined fields, VA can be understood
as a broader field than InfoVis, as it represents “an integrated approach
combining visualisation, human factors and data analysis” (KMSZ06), and
focuses on exploring heterogeneous sources of data that usually are large
and complex.

Figure 2.2 represents a simple example of the power of visualisations. While
numbers on the left do not provide any clues about the data, the simple
line chart on the right helps us to rapidly identify a growing trend in the
stock market.

The reason why Information Visualisation and Visual Analytics techniques
are so effective is due to the use of preattentive features such as colour or
size, among others, that our brain is able to process rapidly. Such features
are used extensively by our working or short-term memory, shifting the load
of processing information from the cognitive system to the sensory system.
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Figure 2.2: Values from the Dow Jones index (left), and a plot of the same values
showing trend during 2009 (right).

Form now on, we will use the term InfoVis/VA to refer to the set of inter-
twining techniques embraced by the Information Visualisation and Visual
Analytics areas.

2.2 The Process of Information Visualisation

The understanding of the basis of data transformation into insight, known
as the the process of InfoVis, is crucial for developing effective strategies
that help users to reach their informative goals. Several conceptual approx-
imations to such a process have been presented, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.
However, all of them converge in the definition of three main steps, specifi-
cally named by Dürsteler and Engelhardt (D07a):

• From Data to Information: Once relevant data regarding a target
problem has been collected, it has to be structured and organised in
order to be transformed into information. Three tasks can be identi-
fied concerning such a conversion:

– the collection and storage of raw data relevant to the object of
study

– the processing and transformation of such data to filter errors.
This process implies the deletion of irrelevant and redundant
records, and the creation of derived magnitudes.

– the usage of metadata to build data tables organised according
to their meaning.

• From Information to Visual Representation: With the data already
transformed into information, this step deals with the conversion of
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(a) Shedroff’s approach (WLSW01). (b) Ware’s approach (War04).

(c) Card’s approach (CMS99a). (d) Dürsteler and Engelhardt ap-

proach (D07a).

(e) Fry’s approach (Fry04).

Figure 2.3: Diagrams of the process of InfoVis. Despite there being different
perspectives, all the approaches show three main steps over four stages. Images
have been extracted from (D07a) and (D07b).

information into a perceptual representation, mainly in a visual form.
This perceptual representation has to display the information in such
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a way that the underlying patterns and structures have to be easily
identified. A notational schema, which is a particular visual language
that maps information into graphics, must be applied to take advan-
tage of previous knowledge or experience of the user. There are two
kinds of representations, the arbitrary conventional and the sensory.
The former is the one learned over time by the receptor and its main
characteristic is that it does not have any perceptive base. The latter
is based on symbols and visualisation aspects that use the percep-
tual capacity of the brain without any previous knowledge or expe-
rience. To let the visualisation produce a perceptual impact to the
user, the designer has to take into account both sensory and arbitrary
conventional representations. Moreover, visual perception, cognitive
psychology and even linguistics must be considered in order to provide
a pleasant and understandable visual experience.

• From Visual Representation to Understanding : Once the visual repre-
sentation has been built, it has to be given to the receptor. In order to
help gain insight and build knowledge, the visualisation must allow the
user to interact with it and empower the analytic discourse. In this re-
gard, Shneiderman introduced the visual information seeking mantra:
“overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand” (Shn96).
This mantra suggests the need for providing a general overview of the
data,that can be filtered, zoomed and modified at any time so the user
can get a deeper insight.

We will cover each of these steps in the following sections, in an effort to
define the most important concepts as well as the state of the art of the
main disciplines involved at every step.

2.3 From Data to Information

The main goal of InfoVis is to provide an effective way to generate knowl-
edge about data. The first step to reach such knowledge is to make data
accessible, and to transform it into useful structures and patterns that fa-
cilitate its access, manipulation and representation. An illustration of this
stage can be seen in Figure 2.4.

The disciplines of Information Retrieval (IR) and Data Mining (DM) play a
key role in the first steps of the InfoVis process. While IR deals with the rep-
resentation, storage, organisation of, and access to information items (BYRN+99),
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Figure 2.4: The process of converting raw data into information requires its
organisation, the generation of derivative attributes and the addition of metadata
to better explain it. Image extracted from (D07a).

DM is a mechanised process for identifying and discovering useful structure
in data (FGW02).

From a philosophical point of view, IR and InfoVis can be understood as
parallel disciplines, as both seek the acquisition of knowledge. Nevertheless,
IR is more focused on the data treatment, storage and process; while Info-
Vis is centred on generating interactive visualisations to amplify cognition
and communicate information. At this point, collected data by IR pro-
cesses is analysed using DM techniques. DM comprehends techniques from
artificial intelligence and machine learning aimed at providing meaningful
structure to the data as well as derivative metrics to aid its organisation
and classification into patterns, models or relationships.

For DM to provide knowledge, it is important to include the user in the
data exploration process to combine the flexibility, creativity, and general
knowledge of him/her with the enormous storage capacity and the com-
putational power of today’s computers. Infovis/VA techniques may then
become crucial in providing this interaction layer which assists the user in
the manipulation of the data.

We will firstly review some of the most important aspects of graph theory.
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Afterwards we will explain how we can consider Web spaces as webgraphs,
as well as introducing the disciplines of Web Mining and Web analytics that
will provide an understanding of the type of data that can be analysed.

2.3.1 Representing Relations between Data: Graphs

A graph G can be formally described as the combination of two sets: G =
(V,E), where the elements of V are called vertices or nodes and the elements
of E are called edges or arcs. Each edge e ∈ E has two vertices (u, v) ∈ V

associated to it, which are called its endpoints. An edge is said to join
its endpoints. An undirected graph is made up of undirected edges, which
means that the pair of connected vertices (u, v) is not ordered. On the
contrary, a directed graph, also known as digraph, is made up of directed
edges, which means that the pair of connected vertices (u, v) is ordered. In
this case, the first vertex is called source and the second is called target.
A weighted graph contains edges that have an associated weight, which
represents the strength of the connection between the nodes. Moreover,
a subgraph can be defined as a graph G� = (V �, E�), where V � ⊂ V and
E� ⊂ E. Finally, the concept of graph walk or path can be described as a
sequence of connected vertices.

Let’s now define some of the most important structural measures of a graph
that capture important attributes according to (SNS06). Such measures can
be computed locally (i.e. according to every node in the graph), or globally,
(i.e. for an entire graph or subgraph). Local measures define how important
a node is in the graph, and are:

Node degree corresponds to the number of edges adjacent to it. This
measure can be divided into in- and out-degree. The in-degree of a
node corresponds to the number of incident edges, and the out degree
to the number of outward edges.

Size of the k-neighbourhood corresponds to the number of nodes within
a distance less or equal to a given k value, as can be seen in Figure 2.5.

Closeness or status is the result of the summed up lengths of all the
shortest paths from a node v to every other node in the graph.

Contrastatus is the sum of finite distances from all other nodes to a node
v.
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Figure 2.5: The 1-neighbourhood of the red node has 3 nodes while the 2-
neighbourhood has 9.

Eccentricity is the maximum length between all the shortest paths from
a node v to every other node.

Node betweenness has been defined as the number of all the shortest
paths that pass through a vertex v.

Node prestige is the difference between the status and the contra status.

Cliqueishness measures how much a node appears to belong to a clique. A
clique is defined as a group of nodes that is highly connected internally
but loosely connected to nodes outside the clique.

The local attributes defined above can be averaged per all nodes in a graph
to generate global attributes. These measures can be used to describe and
provide an overview of the whole graph. Other specific global measures are:

Diameter corresponds to the largest eccentricity value, contrary to the
radius, which corresponds to the smallest eccentricity value.

Compactness or density defines how well connected the graph is. A
high compactness value means that each node can easily reach other
nodes of the graph.

Tree-likeness measures the structural resemblance of a graph to a tree.
As defined in (SNS06), a graph is called (p, k)-treelike if it has no more
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than k cross-edges and the fraction of cross-edges with respect to all
edges is less than the percentage p.

An important feature of graphs, and therefore of webgraphs, is that they
can be easily converted into hierarchies or trees. A tree is a mathematical
structure that can be defined as an acyclic graph. That is, a graph with no
walks that start and end at the same vertex. A spanning tree of a graph is
a tree with vertices V � = V , having n− 1 edges e ⊂ E.

There are many algorithms for extracting spanning trees from graphs. Breadth
First Search (BFS) is one of the most used ones as it assures that every
node will be located at the lowest possible level. It consists of a level-order
traversal which starts at a given root, that is expanded to reach its chil-
dren. Children nodes are stored in a cue and sequentially expanded in an
iterative process. The complexity of this algorithm is O(|V |+ |E|). Another
approach is the extraction of trees from weighted graphs, generating mini-
mum spanning trees, which is a tree that minimises the sum of the weight
of the selected edges. Prim’s (Pri57) and Kruskal’s (KJ56) algorithms are
two of the most commonly used algorithms that deal with this problem
in undirected graphs. They are greedy algorithms that run in polynomial
time. For directed graphs, Edmond’s algorithm (Edm67) is one of the most
famous solutions. This algorithm selects the entering edge with the small-
est cost for each node other than the root. If such edges generate a cycle,
the algorithm tries to replace edges which have the minimum extra cost to
eliminate the cycle. The order of this algorithm is O(EV ).

2.3.2 Characterising Web Spaces

Turetken and Sharda (TS07) defined the concept of Web space as “a col-
lection that consists of pages that are linked to each other”, i.e. a website,
or collections more loosely connected such as the results of a web search.
Thus, any Web space can be understood as a graph, also known as webgraph
in this context.

We detail below how a Web space can be organised and understood to re-
semble a graph following the taxonomy presented in (TS07), which proposes
three types of organisations:

• Web space organisation based on connectivity : This kind of organisa-
tion can also be considered as explicit, as the most common webgraph
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is the one formed by the hyperlink structure that exists between a
set of pages. It could be, for instance, the connected pages within a
website, the result pages of the search engine results, or the relation
between the comments existing in online forums.

• Web space organisation based on semantic content : Contrary to the
webgraphs formed by connected pages, other possibilities contemplate
the usage of implicit relations among a set of web pages based on
content similarities. The foundation of these techniques is the repre-
sentation of each textual document as a vector of term frequencies,
whose projection and dimensionality reduction can help to discover
’close’ pages in terms of contents.

• Other Web space organisation: Other kinds of Web spaces consider a
mixture of implicit and explicit relations. For instance, query logs can
help in discovering relations based on the usage of query terms as well
as browsing patterns, extracted from the pages clicked by the users
when performing a query in a search engine. The resulting webgraph
contains strong relations between those pages visited by many users
who used the same query.

As we will see later on, in this dissertation we will mainly deal with Web
spaces based on their explicit connectivity and usage.

2.3.3 Web Mining

Figure 2.6: The three different types of Web Mining.

Web mining is the use of data mining techniques to automatically discover
and extract information from Web documents and services (KB00). The re-
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sulting growth in on-line information required the development of powerful
yet computationally efficient data mining techniques suitable for the charac-
teristics of the Web. Web Mining techniques provide statistics and measures
called web metrics that describe the characteristics of a site. These met-
rics can be understood as mathematical approaches to conceptualise such
characteristics. Web Mining can be categorised into three main areas of
interest (KB00), based on which type of data to mine from the Web: Web
Structure Mining, Web Content Mining and Web Usage Mining (see Fig-
ure 2.6).

Web Structure Mining (WSM)

Web Structure Mining is the name given to the discipline of Graph Mining
in the Web context. It deals with the hyperlinked structure of Web spaces,
providing structural summaries in the form of metrics based upon graph
theory (see section 2.3.1). Given a collection of interconnected web docu-
ments, interesting and informative facts describing their connectivity in the
web subset can be discovered.

The basic tool for collecting structural information of a Web space is called
crawler. Also known as spider, it is a software agent capable of traversing
the Web, starting by visiting the URLs of a starting list, called seeds. As
the crawler visits these URLs, it identifies the hyperlinks existing in the
HTML code, and stores them in a list of URLs to visit, called the crawl
frontier. URLs from the frontier are recursively visited according to a set
of policies, such as URL pattern or maximum reachable depth.

Web structure metrics reflect the structural organisation of the hypertext
and hence determine the readability and ease of navigation. For instance,
poorly organised web sites often cause user disorientation and the so-called
lost in cyberspace problem. As we will see in this dissertation, there are sev-
eral approaches from the perspective of WSM that can inform webmasters
or web operators of the structural organisation of their site.

Most web spaces, especially websites, are intrinsically organised in a hier-
archical manner. Think about an online store such as the one illustrated
in Figure 2.7. It has a home page (the root) that links to sections such as
books, movies or electronics (these pages represent nodes at the first level
of the hierarchy, below the root). Each category links to several detailed
product descriptions (nodes at level 2).
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Figure 2.7: Example of the hierarchy of a typical online store.

Botafogo et al. identified in (BRS92) two main tasks to be performed in
order to find an inner hierarchy of a web space:

• Identifying the root : The most important criterion for selecting a root
is by choosing a node that has a path to every node of the webgraph.
Following this guideline, the home page is usually a good root, as it
is commonly designed as the main entry point to the website. How-
ever, current web analytics practices also define several landing pages
from a commercial point of view, which are also good candidates for
representing the root of the hierarchy. In other web spaces where the
root page is less clear, Botafogo et al. proposed a metric named Rela-
tive Out Centrality, as a measure to decide whether a node is suitable
for acting as root or not. This measure is based on the Out-Distance
measure (OD), which represents the sum of the distances from one
node to the rest. Considering the distance matrix in Figure 2.8, the
Out-distance corresponds to:

ODi =
�

j

Ci,j

The Relative Out Centrality is then calculated by normalising OD by
the sum of all pair-wise distances between nodes

ROCi =

�
i

�
j Ci,j�

j Ci,j

A high ROC coefficient may suggest that the node might be a suitable
root of the hierarchy.
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(a) A simple directed graph. (b) Distance matrix.

Figure 2.8: An example of a directed graph and its associated distance matrix.

• Distinguishing cross-reference links from structural links: Structural
links are the ones that clearly identify a hierarchical structure in a
web space (i.e. the visible links in Figure 2.7). Cross-reference links
are those commonly used for easing the navigation, linking relevant
content. For instance, cross-reference links may link two categories or
pages, or allow the user to return to the home page. Although dis-
tinguishing between these two types of links is a difficult problem to
be tackled with only structural information, Botafogo et al. (BRS92)
proposed the usage of a Breadth First Search Algorithm as a first ap-
proximation. Selected nodes by the algorithm are good candidates to
represent structural nodes as they are located at the shortest distance
to every node from the root.

Web Content Mining (WCM)

Web content data consists of unstructured data such as free texts, semi-
structured data such as HTML documents, more structured information
such as data stored in databases, and multimedia files. The usage of text
mining techniques has been one of the most widely used approaches, allow-
ing the analysis and further classification of contents covered in web spaces.
For instance, mining textual content may give a crucial understanding into
which topics are covered within a web space.

An example of a current trend in the analysis of text is opinion mining
and sentiment analysis (PL08). This area of WCM has recently captured
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the interest of researchers. It makes extensive use of machine learning and
artificial intelligence techniques for categorising pages according to the sen-
timent they express, such as happiness, sadness, or even frustration. This
data can be of crucial importance for companies in order to measure the
satisfaction of their customers through the analysis of public forums.

Content mining has often been combined with WSM. For instance, (PBY06)
proposed a hybrid approach of such fields to discover pages of the same
topic that are not linked within the same website, suggesting errors in the
hyperlink structure.

Web Usage Mining (WUM)

Web usage mining deals with automatically generated data of trails left by
users while using and navigating web spaces. This branch of web mining
has been an important focus of attention during the last decade due to the
explosion of the Internet and the growth of eCommerce, as we will see in
the next section. eCommerce websites have pushed this area forward in
an effort to improve user satisfaction through the understanding of what
the users are looking for, as well as their behaviour in the site in order to
discover if the hyperlinked structure is easy to navigate.

Figure 2.9: Example of a log file in ECLF.

Every time a user clicks on a link in the Web, the web server responsible for
the linked content receives a request that is recorded in a log file. Therefore,
log files contain trails from users activity that can be studied in order to
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understand their behaviour. One of the most common log file standards
is the CLF (Common Log Format), which stores data such as the URL of
the requested page, an identification of the user (i.e. the ip of its machine)
and information on how the page was requested, such as the status code of
the response and the method used to make the request. A more detailed
format is the Extended Common Log Format (ECLF) that can be seen
in Figure 2.9. It is an extended version of the CLF that also contains
information regarding the page where the user came from after visiting the
requested content; and detailed description of the agent, which is the OS
and browser of the user.

Raw data from log files require some preprocessing to convert it into useful
information. Cooley (CMS99b) defined the steps involved in this process,
that can be seen in Figure 2.10:

Figure 2.10: The WUM preprocessing process proposed in (CMS99b).

• Data cleaning : This step requires the removal of useless data existing
in log files. The HTTP protocol requires a separate connection for
retrieving embedded content in a web page. However, although in
specific cases, users’ behaviour analysis does not need information
regarding requests to images or multimedia content. Therefore, such
records are usually deleted.
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Furthermore, to avoid misinterpreting users’ behaviour, it is important
to remove records regarding web crawlers (TK02). Many of these auto-
matic agents cache web content to feed web search engines databases.
They can usually be detected through the access of many pages in
a very short amount of time. Moreover, some crawlers provide data
that can be used in the agent field of the log file. In this regard, there
are lists of repositories of agents that identify web crawlers1.

• User and session identification: The stateless nature of the HTTP
protocol presents a set of problems related to the user and session
identification. First, users can not be uniquely identified as dynamic
ip services provided by ISPs may give the same ip to more than one
user. Furthermore, the presence of proxies may also leave trails with
the same ip to more than one user. There are several heuristics to
overcome this problem: the first one assumes that two users with
the same ip may be distinguished through their user agent. An-
other approximation is the study of the paths of such users using
site topology. Therefore, if there are several accesses to unconnected
pages, it is likely that these accesses come from different users. Once
users are identified, it is also important to split their trails into se-
quences of pages that compound sessions. Split web accesses from
users into sessions requires the understanding of when they left the
site. In that sense, time heuristics are used, considering a time gap
of about 25 minutes (CMS99b) to split page sequences into different
sessions. However, the reader should note that the diversity of web
pages have dramatically changed the way a site is navigated as well
as the amount of time needed to consider that two accesses belong
to different sessions. Hence, every website should investigate for this
particular heuristic for the WUM methods to be effective.

• Path completion: Once user sessions have been identified, they should
be analysed in order to check their completeness. Again, due to
the stateless nature of the HTTP protocol, and to the existence of
browsers caches and the back button, there might exist user sessions
with a sequence of visits not connected to each other. Therefore,
the website structure can be used to check the validity of the path
and to infer possible backtracks performed by the users. According
to (CMS99b), it is very unlikely that these non sequential visits may

1
http://www.user-agents.org/
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come from a user using bookmarks or writing the direct URL in the
browser.

• Formatting : Finally, processed data in the form of user sessions with
path completion should be stored in a proper manner for the WUM
algorithms to work efficiency.

Some of these problems can be overcome, however, with the use of cookies.
Cookies are a javascript-based technique that leaves light text files in the
user’s computer that are detected every time the user visits a site. Using
a unique id, cookies enable the identification of the user providing more
realistic data about users behaviour. Moreover, another advantage of this
technique is that web operators may customise the information stored in
such files according to the analysis needs of the site, such as incorporating
information from commercial campaigns. However, this methodology fails
when users clean the browser’s cookies, or when more than one user actually
uses the same computer. Moreover, one of the main drawbacks is that every
single page or template, on a site must be tagged in order to incorporate
the cookie code. It has been observed that the more frequently a web-
site’s content changes, the more prone the site is to missing page javascript
tags (LT07).

Once usage data has been collected, preprocessed and formatted, there are
many useful statistics that can be computed by counting existing records
in the clean logs. For instance, the number of page visits or unique sessions
may provide valuable information on the most relevant contents existing
in a website. These metrics can be used for many purposes. Facca et al.
identified four main interrelated applications for WUM (FL05):

• Personalisation of web content : Personalisation techniques analyse
website activity in order to predict and anticipate user behaviour.
Hence, through the analysis of previous visits the system may auto-
matically provide links with related content (or products) consumed
previously by the user (WR09; PPPS03).

• Pre-fetching and caching : By predicting and anticipating the most
important contents in a site during a certain time or period, web
operators may develop pre-fetching and caching strategies to reduce
the server response time (CC02; LBOT00).
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• Support to the design: Usability is one of the main issues in the de-
sign of websites. WUM techniques and measures may help to better
understand users’ behaviour in order to evaluate if the overall hyper-
link structure facilitates the navigation enabling users to reach what
they are looking for (SP01). Current examples analyse frequent se-
quences (Ber02) as well as propose new and improved hyperlink struc-
tures according to usage patterns (HSW07).

• Support market strategies: Business specific strategies can be sup-
ported through the extensive usage of WUM techniques to measure
customer attraction, customer loyalty or cross sales (Kau07; LT07).
In fact, most of the outcomes of research in WUM are mainly applied
in this community,

2.3.4 Web Analytics and Search Engine Optimisation

The disciplines of Web Analytics and Search Engine Optimisation are quite
new disciplines co-existing in the so-called Online Marketing. These tech-
niques take advantage of research efforts of the Web Mining community to
improve the success of websites and online campaigns.

The exploitation of WUM metrics and algorithms has been mainly applied
in the Web Analytics domain, whose commercial interests have pushed for-
ward the application and development of new techniques to measure the
success of websites and marketing strategies.

The Web Analytics Association2 (WAA) defined web analytics as “the ob-
jective tracking, collection, measurement, reporting, and analysis of quanti-
tative Internet data to optimise websites and web marketing initiatives”.

There are three types of metrics: counts, which tend to be WUM metrics
that sum up data, like number of visits of the site; ratios, which better
help to identify trends such as bounce rate; and Key Performance Indi-
cators (KPIs), which are counts and ratios infused with business strategy
and, therefore, are specifically targeted to evaluate the success of online
strategies. Web metrics can be considered in an aggregate way, taking into
account all the users together; segmented, considering only a subset of the
users; or individually, considering individual users. Counts and ratios turn
into KPIs when applied to very specific universes of users and in specific
types of web. Some examples of widely used KPIs are:

2
http://www.webanalyticsassociation.org
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• Conversion Rate: It is the percentage of visitors who reach the goal
of the website, like generating a lead, selling a product, or registering
a user for a newsletter.

• Unique Authenticated Users: It is the number of actual individual
people who visit at least one page on a site. More effort should be
made to avoid multiple counting of single users registered more than
once as well as multiple users using the same registration.

• Impression: It is the number of times an advertisement or promotion
is delivered to a site visitor.

Search Engine Organisation (SEO) is a parallel discipline to Web Analyt-
ics that also takes part in the wide domain of Online Marketing. SEO
techniques pursue the increase of web presence of a website through its po-
sitioning in the Search Engines Results Page (SERP). Web search engines
provide results according to a user query in an ordered manner according
to a Page-rank algorithm (BPMW98). In this algorithm the Web structure
as well as the textual content of every single web page on the Web is taken
into account to provide relevant results to a given query.

SEO’s techniques adapt website contents and hyperlink structure to increase
their page-rank in order to appear in the highest position possible, as the
higher a website appears in a SERP, the more possibilities there are to being
visited (ESSF09).

Since the definition of the concept of page-rank (BPMW98), every web
search engine (Google, Yahoo!, Bing, . . . ) has modified the original algo-
rithm in order to improve its results. One important approach for improving
the accuracy of the results is the usage of website structure to better under-
stand the offered topics. The automatic understanding of the categories and
subcategories of web page (see example of Figure 2.7) provide detailed infor-
mation of contents offered in a website. However, the continuous changes
in these algorithms make SEO a very vivid discipline, forcing experts to
continuously test new techniques to satisfy search engine page-rank policies
and therefore, appear in higher positions in results lists.

There is also a version of the SEO discipline applied to the positioning
through paid strategies. This discipline is called Search Engine Marketing.
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2.4 From Information to Visual Representation

Figure 2.11: The process of converting information into a representation re-
quires a visual translation from information to a graphical representation. Image
extracted from (D07a).

Sight or ’vision’ is the human sense most closely linked to cognition (War04).
Accordingly, the increasing need for understanding large datasets has also
intensified the interest in developing new visual translations to assist in
the conversation of information into an intuitive graphical representation,
expressed by the schema of Figure 2.11. Abstract data requires new ap-
proaches that are different from techniques used in geographical informa-
tion. In this section we present some of the most important aspects of
graph drawing and describe some of the most relevant visual metaphors
for visualising hierarchies, which will be extensively used in the following
chapters.

2.4.1 Graph Drawing

Graph drawing algorithms have had a great impact in the InfoVis commu-
nity, as there are many problems that can be expressed as a set of connected
items. Research in graph drawing deals with the automatic placement of
nodes in the space in an aesthetic way. Some standard aesthetics criteria
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are the minimisation of edges crossings, the avoidance of node overlapping
and the minimisation of edge bends (WPCM02).

Graph drawing techniques can be classified according to the type of layout
they generate. We will follow the taxonomy presented in (DBETT98) to
define them:

Orthogonal layouts. Orthogonal layouts (Figure 2.12) rely on polylines
that map a graph’s edges into horizontal and vertical segments. Ei-
glsperger et al. (EKS03) proposed a methodology called topology-
shape-metrics, whose generation process consists of three steps: pla-
narisation, orthogonalisation and compaction. The planarisation step
inserts dummy nodes into the system which represent crossings to
convert non-planar graphs into planar ones. The orthogonalisation
step determines the angles and the bends in the drawing using only
multiple of 90 angles. The compaction step removes the dummy nodes
and tries to minimise the length of the edges to reduce the drawing
area.

Figure 2.12: Example of orthogonal drawing.

Force directed layouts. Force directed layouts (Figure 2.13) are one of
the most popular layouts for drawing graphs. They use a physical
model where nodes behave as repulsive forces and edges between nodes
behave like springs. Hence, nodes are placed in the space by itera-
tively calculating forces that apply to every node, making this kind
of algorithm very time consuming for large graphs as the complex-
ity tends to be n2. However, this iterative approach enables the user
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to create smooth animations that show the movement of every node
to the destination point. The most common algorithms for calcu-
lating force directed layouts are Fruchterman-Reingolds (FR91) and
Kamada-Kawai (KK89). Besides the computational complexity of
these algorithms, their main drawback is that they are not determin-
istic, leading to different configurations at every run of the algorithm.

Figure 2.13: Example of a Force Directed Layout from the Prefuse toolkit
(http://prefuse.org/).

Hierarchical layouts. Hierarchical layouts (Figure 2.14) compute node
positions for directed acyclic graphs. Sugiyama introduced in (STT81)
his method based upon three main steps: determine the layering for
the nodes of the graph according to its topological properties, finding
nodes order within each layer to reduce edge crossings, and assigning
final node positions.

Circular layouts. The circular layout (DMM97) (Figure 2.15) locates nodes
of the graph in the edge of a circle. The main drawback of this visuali-
sation is the number of edge crossings that it generates. However, this
method has become popular for the visualisation of social networks
and usually incorporates interaction techniques to stress connections
between selected nodes on the perimeter.

Topological layouts. The topological layout introduced in (AMA07) com-
putes topological features of the graph to detect possible existing dif-
ferent substructures. The system applies the best possible layout for
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Figure 2.14: An example of the Sugiyama layout showing the different layers
detected by the algorithm.

Figure 2.15: Example of a circular layout from the Flare toolkit
(http://flare.prefuse.org/). Relations are usually hidden (right image) to stress
specific data relations.
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depicting every substructure. The main drawback of this techniques
is that it needs to analyse the graph beforehand.

Tree layouts are also part of this taxonomy. Due to their importance to this
work, we will discuss them in detail in the following section.

2.4.2 Tree Layouts

In the previous section we have introduced hierarchical layouts. This kind of
visualisation displays graphs in a tree-like form, placing nodes in a vertical
or horizontal manner and minimising the edge crossings by ordering the
nodes. However, this technique generate many edge crossings in very dense
graphs, as can be seen in examples from (STT81).

Following the discussion introduced in Section 2.3.1, there are several ap-
proaches for converting graphs into trees, based upon the extraction of
meaningful or structural edges from the graph. Extracting trees from hi-
erarchies reduces the complexity of the algorithms as trees are acyclic and
planar graphs that can be displayed without edge crossings. We will now
review some of the most popular and relevant techniques for laying out
hierarchies:

Classic tree drawings. Algorithms for drawing classical trees are the most
popular methods for drawing hierarchies, as they resemble typical ver-
tical trees appearing in many examples, such as in organisation charts.
Reingold and Tilford (RT81) proposed an algorithm for drawing or-
dered binary trees upwards from bottom to top. The x coordinate of
each node is set to an arbitrary value, while the y is determined by
its depth on the tree. The position of every parent is then defined by
the average of the x coordinate of its children. Finally, each subtree is
drawn independently. After this process, the right subtree is shifted
so that it is placed as close as possible to the left one. Walker (WI06)
extended the Reingold and Tidier algorithm to trees with an arbitrary
degree that computes well balanced layouts (Figure 2.16). Nodes are
traversed from left to right, while corresponding subtrees are placed
and shifted as done by the binary algorithm. In a second step, the
nodes are traversed from right to left taking average positions of the
subtrees.
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Figure 2.16: Example of a classic tree layout.

The main drawback is that as the number of nodes increases, classic
tree layouts use log(n) vertical and n-squared horizontal screen real
estate (Eic01).

Space filling techniques. Johnson and Shneiderman (JS91) introduced
one of the most famous algorithms for hierarchical drawing: the treemap
(Figures 2.17 and 2.18). The main feature of treemaps is that unlike
most other methods, they use a space filling approach that occupies
all the available drawing area. The initial rectangle represents the
root node of the hierarchy. This rectangle is partitioned into as many
rectangles as children nodes the root has. The algorithm continues
partitioning the rectangles recursively, until reaching leaf nodes. Fig-
ure 2.17 is an example of how to convert a hierarchy into a treemap.

Figure 2.17: Converting a hierarchy into a treemap.

Usually, partitioning algorithms use the size of each rectangle accord-
ing to a defined weight attribute of the representing node. There
are two main algorithms for partitioning the rectangles: Johnson and
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Shneiderman (JS91) presented the “Slice and Dice” algorithm (Fig-
ure 2.18(a)), which proposes to change the direction of the partition
of the rectangles alternatively between vertical and horizontal slices.
However, this approach leads to very thin and long rectangles in deep
branches of the tree.

Bruls et al. (BHVW00) proposed the “squarified treemap” method
(Figure 2.18(b)) in an effort to improve the slice and dice algorithm.
These algorithms generate rectangles which are more square-shaped
making partitions that are neither horizontal nor vertical, but a com-
bination of both.

(a) Treemap with the slice and dice algo-

rithm.

(b) Treemap with the squarified algorithm.

Figure 2.18: The slice and dice approach may produce less comprehensible rep-
resentations as it generates.

Information slices (AH98) (Figure 2.19(a)) is another space filling
technique presented by Andrews and Heidegger. This technique uses
one or more semi-circular discs to compactly represent hierarchies in
a two dimensional space. Each disc represents several levels of the
hierarchy. Deeper levels are shown using cascading series of discs. At
each level of the hierarchy, the children are fanned out in the available
space according to the total size of each child. The space dedicated
to each node of the graph depends directly on a weight defined by the
user, like in the treemaps. This technique also allows the navigation
through the hierarchy by clicking on inner nodes. Clicking on a node
fans out the children of the node on the adjacent disc.

Another space filling technique is sunburst (Figure 2.19(b)), presented
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(a) Example of the information slices tree visualisa-

tion.

(b) Example from the software

DocuBurst showing a Sunburst vi-

sualisation from Wordnet

Figure 2.19: Radial space filling visualisations.

by Stascko and Zhang (SZ00). Their approach uses a radial layout,
having the root node at the centre of the visualisation and deeper
nodes placed further away from the centre. Analogously to the treemap,
the angle of every node is defined according to a defined node prop-
erty. Two main benefits of this technique are that it provides more
space to show information about non-leaf nodes than the traditional
treemap display does, and it enables us to easily discover leaf nodes.
An implementation of DocuBurst was used to improve the usability
and utility of the WordNet database (CCP09).

Finally, Schulz et al. (SHS10) surveyed the most important space fill-
ing techniques in an effort to characterise the design principles that
lay behind some of these techniques, stressing three main strategies:

• seek unexplored regions within the existing design space.

• establish new connections between different regions of the design
space

• find a novel parameterisation of an otherwise fixed design

The authors state that, by mixing and parameterising such strategies,
any space-filling technique can be created.
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Radial techniques. The radial tree was introduced by Eades in (Ead92).
A focus node (generally the root of the tree) is placed in the centre
of the display. The remaining nodes are placed on concentric rings
around it, according to their depth in the tree. A subtree is then laid
out over a sector of the circle. The angular position of a node on its
ring is determined by the sector of the ring allocated to it. Each node
is allocated a subsector of the sector assigned to its parent, with size
proportional to the angular width of that nodes subtree as can be seen
in Figure 2.20(a).

(a) Sectors assigned to different nodes in

the radial tree algorithm.

(b) Example of a hyperbolic tree.

Figure 2.20: The radial tree (left) provides a clear and easy way to interpret
structure, but cannot handle large graphs. On the contrary, the hyperbolic tree
(right) provides a more obscured structure, while enabling the visualisation of very
large graphs.

The main drawback of the Radial Tree is that it does not take advan-
tage of the available space in the display, with the possible generation
of areas with a high density of nodes, and others with no density at
all.

Sunburst (Figure 2.19(b)) is a space filling extension of radial trees.

3D approaches. Cone trees (Figure 2.21(a)), introduced by Robertson et
al. in (RMC91), represented the first approach to representing hierar-
chies in using three dimensions. The tree is built top down: the root is
placed at the top-most centred position, while its children are located
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in a deeper level in a circular way, creating a cone shape. Cone trees
were conceived with an interaction technique that rotates the cone
according to user clicks, bringing the selected node to the front of the
display. Rotations at each substructure are made in parallel using
animations to avoid the user’s confusion. Illumination techniques are
also used to increase the realism of the visualisation. In that sense,
shadows are projected on a floor placed under the tree, where darker
shadows imply denser branches in the hierarchy.

(a) Example of a cone tree. (b) Example of a polyplane drawn

with the dodecahedron polytope

(30 subplanes).

Figure 2.21: 3D approaches for visualising hierarchies.

This polyplane visualisation (Figure 2.21(b)) was proposed by Hong
and Murtagh (HM04) and allows the visualisation of large and com-
plex networks in three dimensions. The algorithm uses the concept of
subplanes which are defined using regular polytopes. Every subplane
contains a subtree of the whole graph. Example from Figure 2.21(b)
represent a polyplane built with the dodecahedron polytope.

Focus+Context techniques The most representative example of focus
plus context techniques for drawing hierarchies is the hyperbolic tree
(Figure 2.20(b)). This technique was first introduced in (LRP95) and
extensively studied by Tamara Munzner (MB95). The hyperbolic tree
helps to represent large trees, using distortion techniques to modify
the space, so a focus area is given more space and, therefore, can
be seen in more detail. Taking into account a graph drawn on a
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hyperbolic disk, the space grows exponentially with the distance to
the centre, providing more space to represent large graphs. Segments
in the hyperbolic space are exponentially smaller in the Euclidean
plane when approaching the perimeter.

The main drawback of this technique is that it requires interaction
methods for exploring and navigating the graph, as it does not provide
a clear overview of the whole structure.

2.5 From Visual Representation to
Understanding

Figure 2.22: The process of converting the visualisation into understanding.
Image extracted from (D07a).

The last step of the InfoVis process deals with the generation of insight.
While the generation of a visualisation helps to conceptualise a dataset in a
visual manner to take advantage of perception capabilities of our brain, in-
teraction techniques enable the user to manipulate the data, generating new
perspectives that may even solve problems the user never thought he/she
had. Figure 2.22 represents an schema of this stage of the InfoVis process.
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2.5.1 The Interaction Process

One of the main characteristics of the information visualisation field is that
visual representations are accompanied by interaction techniques that en-
able the user to explore the represented data with the intention of generating
new views that help him/her to discover outliers or relevant patterns. Inter-
action techniques may assist the navigation through large spaces, filtering
undesired data or select an adequate level of detail.

Ware (War04) pointed out the importance of the role of interaction in vi-
sualisations to aid the generation of knowledge and identified three main
loops that take place during the interaction process:

Data manipulation loop. In this loop, objects are selected and moved
using the basic skills of eye-coordination. For instance, placing the
mouse on top of an object may provide extra and relevant information.
This action is called “hover query”.

Navigation and exploration loop. Several tasks to browse the informa-
tion can be accomplished in this loop. The navigation through a 3D
space, the usage of zoom, focus plus context techniques, distortion
techniques or linking and brushing are methods that provide visual
feedback that allow us to get insight into the data.

Problem solving loop. This loop represents the highest level actions. In
this loop, the user forms hypothesis about the data and refines it them
by repeating the two previous loops.

Shneiderman also proposed the InfoVis mantra (Shn96), which has become
one of the most followed rules used in current InfoVis systems: “overview
first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand”. This mantra suggests that
any visualisation system should first provide an overview of the data to first
locate potential patterns or outliers. Then zooming and filter interactions
may help the analyst to focus on a specific part of the data to end up by
gathering details of display items.

Proper interaction techniques with low time response may be very beneficial
in terms of answering user questions.
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2.5.2 Interaction Techniques

As a previous step to define interaction techniques, it is important to dis-
tinguish them from distortion techniques. On one hand, and according to
Keim (Kei02), interaction techniques allow the data analyst to directly ma-
nipulate the visualisations and dynamically adapt them according to the
exploration objectives. On the other hand, distortion techniques provide
a means for focusing on details while preserving an overview of the data.
Therefore, distortion techniques can only be considered interaction tech-
niques when they are used in a dynamic form.

We hereafter present some of the most popular and more widely used inter-
action techniques:

Direct manipulation Perhaps one of the most popular interaction tech-
niques, was introduced by Shneiderman in (Shn81). Direct manipula-
tion tries to resemble a physical world enabling users to select or drag
display items producing an immediate visual feedback. This tech-
nique is usually integrated in node link diagrams, allowing users to
drag nodes around in order, for instance, to separate a relevant set of
data.

Scrolling and panning Visualisations can be understood as viewports to
a visual space. Scrolling lets us move a horizontal or vertical scroll
bar that moves the viewport, allowing the visualisation of other parts
of the space. Panning provides the same effect, but instead of moving
scrolling bars it lets us drag the whole visual space directly.

Interactive filtering This technique enables the user to dynamically se-
lect the important data segments to be displayed in the visualisation.
Hence, it enables us to simplify large datasets by hiding non-relevant
information. Relevant data segments can be directly selected by the
user, or expressed with dynamic queries (AWS92). Typical dynamic
query objects are sliders that can be set accordingly to satisfy a data
range to be visualised. Visual feedback is provided by showing or hid-
ing visual elements that match the range selected by the user at the
same time that the user moves it.

Interactive zoom This technique can be divided into geometric zoom-
ing and semantic zooming. Geometric zooming graphically scales the
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visual item, providing more screen space to observe it. This is par-
ticularly interesting when having very overlapped or dense layouts.
Semantic zooming may also graphically scale the display items, but
modify their visual properties according to semantic properties. For
instance, semantic zooming may provide textual information inside
nodes when reaching a certain scale, or may even modify object shape
to depict values from other object attributes.

Distortion techniques The concept of distortion techniques relies on the
deformation of visualisations to improve the readability of certain
parts by dedicating more display space to them and compacting the
rest. Some distortion techniques are usually called focus+context
techniques as they allow the user to have a very detailed view of
part of the visualisation while maintaining the context. The hyper-
bolic tree (MB95) is an example of a visualisation whose usefulness
depends of these kinds of techniques.

Linking and brushing Linking and brushing enables the user to com-
bine different visualisations of the same data providing multiple co-
ordinated views. Any changes performed in one of the visualisations
should immediately affect the rest of the coordinated views, allowing
the user to examine the dataset from different perspectives. Highlight-
ing is one of the most popular techniques used in linking and brushing,
which stresses selected elements in all the available representations.

2.6 Evaluating Interactive Visualisations

The evaluation of interactive visualisation systems is one of the top unre-
solved problems of InfoVis/VA (Che05). While the use of visual and interac-
tive techniques have been shown to be valuable at enhancing the acquisition
of knowledge (War04), most of them are still too novel for many users who
are still struggling to use simple business graphics effectively (Pla04). The
main goal of evaluation is to understand how and why a specific visualisa-
tion helps users to gather insight, providing information to improve them
and present actionable evidence of measurable benefits that will encourage
more widespread adoption (Pla04).

Capturing and understanding the exploratory nature of InfoVis techniques
is one of the main challenges in assessing InfoVis/VA systems. Therefore,
evaluation methodologies must go beyond the mere understanding of the
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ease of interpretation of a representation, and must support the discovery
of working practices that lead to insight. At the same time, they have to
help to understand the context where each technique must be applied.

Usability testing has been a fertile research area of Human Computer In-
teraction that has broadly influenced current evaluating practices in Info-
Vis/VA. Several methodologies exist that may also be applied to the Info-
Vis/VA environment. However, usability issues of InfoVis have tended to be
addressed in an ad-hoc manner and limited to particular systems (Che05).
Andrews (And06) classifies testing methods into three categories:

Formative testing. Also known as Thinking Aloud Testing, this qualita-
tive analysis consists of asking separately a small set of users to use the
visualisation and verbalise their thoughts while interacting with the
system. This test can be useful in order to rapidly identify misleading
artefacts and bugs on the visualisation. Nevertheless, thinking aloud
tests are rarely generalisable to other visualisations because they are
heavily focused on specific tasks provided by the software. The main
drawback of this technique is that users thinking aloud change their
behaviour and are slower (ES93), discouraging the use of this method-
ology for measuring usability attributes such as effectiveness or task
completion time. Other evaluation methodologies considered forma-
tive include cognitive walkthroughs (TM04), expert reviews (TM05),
and heuristic evaluations (ZSN+06).

Summative testing. Also called formal experimentation or quantitative
evaluation, this methodology is about collecting statistical measures
that define how well the user performs a set of tasks. This methodol-
ogy is usually applied when comparing different interfaces or designs.
In this case, the number of users is a key point for the reliability of
the results. Summative evaluations can be designed in two ways: by
using independent groups of users (also called between groups exper-
iments), each one testing a system, or having only one group of users
that will use all the available interfaces (also called within groups ex-
periments). The main drawback of between groups experiments is
the possible bias introduced due to possible differences between the
groups. Regarding within groups experiments, their main drawback is
the possible learning effect that the use might accumulate due to the
fact that they repeat the same tasks with different interfaces. This
methodology is especially useful when conducting evaluations at the
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component or system levels (TC05). The former involves the evalua-
tion of specific interface designs, interaction techniques or new visual
metaphors. The latter involves the integration of several components,
and is targeted at discovering learnability and utility of a system.

Usage Studies. These kinds of studies are performed at the working envi-
ronment level (TC05) and started to gain importance with provoking
articles such as (Pla04), when Plaisant challenged researchers to refor-
mulate their evaluations to capture the exploratory nature of InfoVis
systems. Lately, Plaisant and Shneiderman formalised the concept
of In-depth Long-term Case Studies (MILC) (SP06), in an attempt
to overcome some of the main issues involved with traditional HCI
methods presented above. This methodology enables us to conduct
more naturalistic evaluations with qualitative assessments based on
the observation of real users engaging with real tasks using the target
tool during a long period of time. However, this methodology is very
time consuming and requires very robust and usable systems which
goes beyond research prototypes. There are not many ethnographical
studies using the MILC methodology. Perer and Shneiderman showed
the benefits of the Social Action system for analysing social networks
in (SP06; PS09).

Munzner identified in (Mun09) a nested model made up of four levels at
which an InfoVis system can be evaluated. Such levels are:

1. Domain level : evaluations should aim to identify if the target problem
is, in fact, a real problem to users.

2. Abstraction level : this level refers to problems related to the abstrac-
tion model of the problem. Thus, it involves the assessment of the
data types and operations related to the main problem identified in
the domain stage.

3. Encoding and interaction design: this level deals with the assessment
of the visual and interaction techniques available, assessing its useful-
ness and adequacy to the problem to solve.

4. Algorithm level : once the main problem to be solved has been identi-
fied, as well as its abstraction model and visual encodings, the devel-
oped algorithms to create the visualisations and the interactions have
to be evaluated to assure their usefulness and scalability.
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One of the goals of this dissertation is to report evidence of the usefulness of
the visual and interactive approaches of our interactive system, to support
the explorative analysis of Web spaces. To do so, we have conducted several
studies to evaluate our tool at the four levels mentioned above. In each
evaluation, we will stress which stage has been covered to help the reader
to follow the whole assessment of our system.





Chapter 3

WET: A System to Support

Visual Data Mining

This chapter introduces the architecture of an information visualisation sys-
tem that has been used as a platform to develop and test visualisation and
interaction methods to enable the exploration of Web spaces. We will in-
troduce its architecture as well as present the main features of its user
interface.

3.1 System General Overview

TheWebsite Exploration Tool (WET) was originally conceived as a platform
to evaluate some of the most relevant research developed regarding the
visual analysis of web data (see Section 4.2), aimed at improving state of
the art methodologies and providing a further evaluation. Nevertheless, we
ended up developing a complete Infovis architecture that supports the easy
prototyping of new visual (and mainly hierarchical) approaches, that can
be applied to a wide range problems.

The proposed architecture, presented in Figure 3.1, is built upon two main
building blocks: the Data Management and Mining System (DMMS) and
the Visualisation System (VS).

The DMMS is responsible for gathering, preprocessing and mining raw data
to generate derivative magnitudes that can be explored afterwards with the
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Figure 3.1: The WET’s pipeline is based upon two main blocks, the Data Man-
agement and Mining System and the Visualisation System. The first is in charge
of processing the data extracted from the data source to generate a portable xml
file that can be interpreted and visualised by the latter.

VS. As seen in Figure 3.1, this system is made up of two databases. The
first one contains the information of the graph structure, by populating
two tables (nodes and links), describing the connections between the nodes.
Also, any metadata associated to the nodes can be integrated in the system,
by referencing the node ids, stored in the first database, allowing the system
to link both data sources.

The main characteristic of the architecture of WET is that the data at-
tributes (metadata) are calculated using queries stored in a second database.
Such queries, formatted in a proper way, are automatically executed in the
main database. The queries database is made up of three main tables, each
one containing queries able to extract metrics from either nodes, links or
regarding the whole graph. The Mining System is responsible for managing
the database that contains those metrics, and executing them in the main
database as illustrated in the Figure 3.2. It outputs a XML file format-
ted with the GraphML format1, that contains the graph structure plus the
metadata created with the queries. Moreover, the Mining System provides
classes for accessing the main database with the data, to allow the develop-
ment of more advanced mining methods difficult to be expressed with SQL
statements.

As we have seen, the main feature of this system is that it can easily inte-
grate any database containing relevant data to the problem, with the only
requirements of filling the nodes and links tables, as well as the query met-

1
http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/
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Figure 3.2: The web mining system of the DMMS is based on a Java based
GraphML builder that applies SQL queries to extract web metrics over the data
stored in the DM database.

rics tables for calculating derivative data attributes. As we will see in the
following chapters, use cases demonstrate the usefulness of this architecture
to ease the data integration and derivative metrics generation. However,
it is very important to notice that the system requires a fine tuning for
handling large datasets, based upon indexes that speed up the execution of
queries.

Regarding the visualisation system, it was conceived as a platform to vi-
sualise and explore data, enabling the customisation of the visualisations
as well as providing a set of rich interactive tools to empower the analytic
discourse (TC05), which is a dialogue between an analyst and this infor-
mation to produce a judgement about an issue. We will further discuss the
visualisation elements in Section 3.3.

3.2 Dealing with Large Graphs: the Graph’s
Logic System

One of the main issues that needs to be addressed in the development of a
reusable system capable of visualising a wide range of Web spaces, is the
problem of representing very large graphs aiming at discovering topological
patterns or outliers. However, algorithms for laying out such networks tend
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to generate computational overloads and, more importantly, create layouts
that present readability problems due to the limited screen space available.
Even if an algorithm is capable of placing all the nodes in the display so
they do not overlap, annoying edge crossings may clutter the visualisation,
compromising again the readability.

The most common techniques to overcome this problem apply layouts that
use the screen space more efficiently, such as matrix representations (HF06);
or generate clusters from similar or highly connected components in the
graph (MG05) aimed at compacting them, and hence reducing the amount
of space needed to represent the graph. However, these kinds of clusters
often derive groups of nodes with no clear semantics.

Despite this, we claim that in some cases users might prefer to understand
something from a specific portion of the dataset rather than obtaining global
patterns of the complete structure. Hence, another approach to deal with
large graphs is the extraction of representative and meaningful subgraphs
that comprehend a set of relevant nodes according to data attributes that
provide valuable information to the end user according to a specific infor-
mation need.

In an effort to extract meaningful hierarchies from very big trees, Furnas
proposed the concept of Degree Of Interest (DOI) (Fur86) as a numerical
value that can be calculated for each node in a tree. This approach al-
lows the user to create compact abstracted views by selecting nodes above
a certain level of interest. Such a concept can be calculated as a two part
function made up of an A Priori Interest function (API) that defines the im-
portance of a node in the structure, and a distance function D that depends
on the distance of the node y to a focus node x. However, this approach
only works in hierarchical structures, where the DOI of a parent is always
bigger than the DOI of its children (HC04). Otherwise, disconnected graphs
may appear when applying the threshold, hiding the implicit structure of
the graph.

In our case we applied a similar approach to what Van Ham and Perer pro-
posed in (vHP09) to our Graph’s Logic System (GLS) extending Furnas’
technique to graphs. To do so, we first generate an ordered list of candi-
dates that contains the nodes that satisfy some weighted criteria based on
the analyst needs (big nodes in Figure 3.3). Such criteria can be defined
according to specific data attributes of the dataset, or to general topological
metrics such as centrality measures that capture topological interest of the
nodes. Furthermore, the system also enables the user to define a threshold,
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(a) Initial graph. In red, the traversed links

and nodes that follow the rules according

to the information needs of the user.

(b) Complete subgraph containing links

among all the selected nodes.

Figure 3.3: The GLS selects relevant nodes (big ones) as well as irrelevant nodes
that are part of the structure (highlighted in red).

expressed as a percentage of the global value of a specific attribute, in order
to assure the collection of high percentage of nodes. This can be useful, for
instance, when trying to collect the most visited pages in a website.

Once the candidates list has been generated, the system computes a span-
ning tree of the graph, calculating the shortest paths from a focus node x to
every candidate. This tree is traversed, storing the visited nodes in a final
nodes list. The nodes not included in the nodes list are discarded, assuring
a minimum substructure. The system halts when it reaches a maximum
predefined number of nodes N , or completes a certain desired amount of
levels L. Finally, the GLS retrieves the existing links between the nodes in
the final list that were not previously collected in the traversing process, to
ensure the acquisition of a complete portion of the graph (thinner links in
Figure 4.5(b)).

Considering that the amount of final nodes is limited and smaller than the
number of vertices in the graph, the complexity of our methodology gets
reduced to the complexity of the algorithm that computes the spanning
tree. As we only concentrate on nodes, edges are considered to have the
same weight, which allows the use of a breadth first search algorithm that
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has a time complexity of O(|E|+ |N |).

The main benefit of our approach is the possibility to segment large networks
according to the analysts needs while preserving its structure, generating
contextual subgraphs that reduce the amount of information to be shown
while keeping the same amount of relevant data. Furthermore, assuming
that the candidates belong to the same connected network, this methodol-
ogy assures in all cases the existence of a connected subgraph.

Nevertheless, the main drawback of this technique is that it cannot control
the number of irrelevant nodes that are finally collected, as they depend on
the distance between the selected focus and the relevant nodes, providing
subgraphs with a few interesting items. To overcome this problem, users
may be assisted by the system, which might suggest a list of relevant nodes
based upon their eccentricity value.

3.3 Visualisation System

The visualisation system enables the visual exploration of graph-structured
data. The main approach of the system is to provide hierarchical visualisa-
tions that generate less cluttered visualisations with a clear structure. Thus,
the first problem was to decide which visual metaphors to use. We reviewed
the most common approaches for visualising hierarchies (see Section 2.4.2),
and concluded to use a space filling approach based on a treemap, which is
a contrasted and studied visual metaphor (Kob04; AK07), and a node-link
diagram visualisation. The radial tree seemed a good approximation, as it
is easier to understand than other approaches such as the hyperbolic tree,
which generates difficulties in users due to its distorted layout (Kob04).
The radial tree provides a similar metaphor to the classic tree, which is
one of the most well known representations, but making a better use of
the screen’s real state. To evaluate the usefulness of this visual metaphor,
and its capabilities for providing insight from the topology of the data, we
conducted an experiment comparing it with two baselines.

3.3.1 Evaluation of the Radial Tree Layout

The main goal of our study was to focus on the potential topology-discovering
benefits of the radial tree layout (sometimes called disk tree), in order to
discover if it is a visual metaphor that is easy to use and understand. We
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selected the classic (Figure 3.4(b)) and the indented tree (Figure 3.4(a))
as baselines to compare with, as they are very well known and easy to use
visualisations (AK07).

We developed the indented tree using the JTree class from the Java SDK2;
and adapted examples of the Prefuse toolkit (HCL05) to provide the classic
and radial trees.

Our main hypotheses were:

• H1: The classic and radial layouts will perform better, in terms of
time and errors, than the indented tree in the discovery of topological
features of hierarchies.

• H2: Users will need the same effort in terms of time and errors to
perform tasks with the classic and the radial tree, as they are very
similar visualisations.

• H3: Tasks performed with a large dataset will be easier to perform
with the radial tree, as it makes a better use of the screen’s real state.

The null hypothesis was that the radial tree may be significantly worse for
enabling topology-based tasks.

In order to prove these hypotheses, two datasets were selected and pre-
sented with the three different visual metaphors to a set of subjects in a
mixed design: each subject completed all the tasks twice with two different
visualisations and different datasets to avoid learning effects and lengthy
experimental sessions. Response time per task as well as number of errors
were measured and analysed through an ANOVA test (more details below).
Users were given a maximum task completion time of 4 minutes in order to
suggest that they performed the tasks in the minimum amount of time, but
with the maximum comprehension about the data.

Part of the experiment was conducted in a lab and some users were tested
in-house with their own computers. An evaluator was present in all of the
tests, giving five minutes training with the three interfaces with a demo
dataset. The training consisted of an explanation of the visualisations and
the available interactions, and a few minutes to allow users to perform ran-
dom tasks with the system. Tasks were also introduced to the participants
to avoid any misunderstandings.

2
http://download.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/uiswing/components/tree.html
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Considerations taken on the visualisations

One of the most important considerations taken in this evaluation has been
the idea of being impartial among the visualisations. Our goal was to ascer-
tain which layout provides the most insight on the topology, for this reason,
we provided the three visualisations with the same interactions and visual
features:

• Expand and collapse: expanding and collapsing nodes is a typical
interaction provided by in file browsers of most operating systems that
use the indented tree visual metaphor. Since this is an interaction that
allows reducing the amount of information visualised both, the radial
and the classic tree were also provided with this interaction.

• All nodes expanded by default: the three visualisation were, by de-
fault, presented fully expanded at the beginning of every task.

• Node sizes: a preliminary pilot test revealed that users expected the
size of nodes to be representative of their number of descendants. To
overcome this problem, users were explicitly aware that there two sizes
of nodes were provided to all the visualisations. The small size was
used to point out the node that was expanded, and the large one to
represent a collapsed node.

Experiment’s datasets

Two datasets of different sizes were used to compare response times and
errors. The datasets information may be considered irrelevant, as the test
was focused on topological tasks rather than on browsing tasks. While
the browsing tasks need a consistent hierarchy with semantic information,
topological ones just need node names to allow the user to identify and write
down the answers to the questions. The small dataset was unbalanced, it
had 142 nodes, 8 levels and a relevant outlier (Figure 3.4(b)). The large
dataset was also unbalanced, it had 1101 nodes and also 8 levels of depth
(Figure 3.4(a) and 3.4(c)).

Subjects

Thirty subjects participated in the experiment, all of them being computer
scientists. Taking into account that each user performed the experiment
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(a) Indented tree layout with the big

dataset.

(b) Classic tree layout with the small

dataset

(c) Radial tree with the big dataset

Figure 3.4: The three visualisations used in the experiment. The indented and
the radial trees show the big dataset while the classic tree represents the small one.

twice (developing all the tasks with two visualisations), and that there were
three visualisations and two datasets (this is six different experimental set-
tings), thirty subjects assured the availability of ten measures per experi-
ment condition.

Tasks

The experiment was divided into two parts. In the first part users had to
solve the six tasks (presented in Table 3.1 with one visualisation, and a
dataset. The second part consisted of accomplishing the same tasks but
with a different visualisation and the other dataset. Hence, we avoided
learning effects.
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Task Description
T1 How many nodes/dots do you think there are in this hierar-

chy?
T2 What is the maximum depth of this tree?
T3 Is the tree balanced or unbalanced? (We consider a tree

balanced if the difference between any leaf on the tree is not
higher than 2)

T4 Which node in the first level has the biggest number of nodes
under it?

T5 Find 3 nodes with 6 direct descendants.
T6 Find all the ancestors of a node placed in the deepest level

of the hierarchy.

Table 3.1: Tasks used in the experiment with their type.

The first three tasks may be considered ’overview tasks’, while the rest were
related to details of the hierarchy. After each task, users were told to rate
their level of confidence with the visualisation, scoring it from 0 to 10.

Results

To analyse the results of the test, we conducted a two-way ANOVA analysis
over time and errors per task.

The aim of T1 was to see if any of the three visualisations provided a more
accurate perception of the number of nodes in the hierarchy. To do so,
we calculated the deviation between the number of nodes available in each
hierarchy and the one estimated by the users. However, these tasks were
too difficult and did not provide relevant results due to the variability of
the responses.

In terms of the rest of the tasks, we found significant differences in time
response of T2 (F (2, 21) = 16.5, p < 0.001) and number of errors in T6
(F (2, 27) = 5, p = 0.014) with the small dataset.

Regarding the big dataset, we found statistically significant differences in
the response time of T4 (F (2, 17) = 4.6, p = 0.019).

In all the cases mentioned above, a Bonferroni post-hoc test revealed that
the radial tree was significantly better that the indented tree, and that there
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were no significant differences with the classic tree. These results can be
explained due to the ability of the classic and the radial tree to provide a
full and understandable overview, supporting our hypothesis. However, it
must be stressed that, as happened in similar experiments like (BN01) and
(AK07), there were no big differences among the three visualisations.

Figure 3.5 shows mean response time for tasks T2-T6 revealing some of the
differences mentioned before between the classic and radial visualisations
compared with the intended one.

(a) Small dataset. (b) Big dataset

Figure 3.5: Mean times for tasks T2-T6

In terms of the subjective scoring asked after finishing every task, users
ranked evenly the three visualisation with averages of 8.62 (indented tree),
8.72 (classic tree) and 8.83 (radial tree). However, when asked explicitly
about the radial tree all of them agreed that it was an interesting visuali-
sation, very similar to the classic tree and, hence, very easy to understand.

Discussion

As we have seen, no major significative differences were found between the
radial approach and the two baselines, supporting H2. However, a few
tasks reported statistically significant differences in favour of the radial tree,
when compared with the indented tree. As argued before, such differences
may be a consequence of the overview provided by the radial metaphor.
Nevertheless, we also argue that the default interactions of zooming and
panning provided by the Prefuse toolkit affected the possible differences
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between the classic and the radial tree, as users easily overcame the problem
of using too much horizontal space presented by the classic tree.

With this experiment, we partially supported our hypothesis and rejected
the null one, validating the usage of the radial tree layout as its structure
does not provide a bigger cognitive load than the baseline. In addition, this
visual metaphor makes better use of the screen real state, and does not
provide a distorted layout that may be more difficult to interpret (Kob04).

3.3.2 User Interface and Interaction Design

The WET user interface loads XML files formatted with the GraphML stan-
dard, and is basically a coordinated multipanel visualisation that provides
different types of panels, that can be divided in three types:

• Visualisation panels: such panels contain interactive visualisations
that allow the exploration and manipulation of the data.

• Information panels: there are panels dedicated to the textual repre-
sentation of the data.

• Control panels : such panels enable the user to control and customise
the visualisations, facilitating the creation of specific data mappings,
or expressing dynamic queries that modify the amount of data to be
visualised.

According to the definitions proposed by Engelhardt (Eng04), the WET
interface (Figure 3.6) is a multipanel made up of a set of representations
with different syntactical meanings. The different panels available in WET
are:

• The visualisation area (A), provides a set of coordinated visualisa-
tions using a highlighting interaction that allows the user to choose
whether to highlight the same node in all the active visualisations, or
to highlight the path from a hovered node to the root of the hierarchi-
cal layouts. Furthermore, analysts may change the focus of interest at
any time by dragging any node to the centre of the hierarchical visu-
alisation. This action causes the recalculation of the hierarchy using
the selected node as the new root, affecting all visualisations. In our
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Figure 3.6: The WET user interface is a coordinated multipanel made up of four
main parts: the visualisation area (A), the information table (B), the mapping tool
(C) and the legends panel (D).

main visual metaphor, the radial tree, WET performs an animation
between the old position of the nodes and the new ones following the
algorithm proposed in (YFDH01). Such animation provides a smooth
transition between the old and the new hierarchy, assisting the users
in the process of understanding the change of the layout. Figure 3.7
illustrates a sequence of the keyframes in such animation process the
root.

It is also important to stress that, due to the modular approach fol-
lowed in the development of the system; WET provides programming
interfaces that enable the user to easily integrate any other visualisa-
tion capable of supporting the data available in WET.

A contextual menu is also available for the nodes, which are the most
important containers of information. Such a menu allows the user to
show in- or out-links not shown by default, and can also be customised
to provide more advanced features, such as opening in a browser the
URL associated to the node, if available.
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Figure 3.7: Sequence of images showing the animation performed when changing
the root node of the hierarchy.

• The information table (B) provides detailed textual information re-
garding the whole graph, or specific nodes that have been clicked.
This is the place where global metadata that is probably difficult to
represent in the visualisation can be shown.

• Below this panel, the mapping tool (C) (Figure 3.8) allows the user
to control and customise the visualisations through a set of tools dis-
tributed in different tabs, that enable him/her to define the maximum
node size or the colours used in the different palettes. Nevertheless,
the most important feature of this panel is a menu that allows the
user to pair every available data metric with visual attributes such as
colour, size, shape and location. The visual codings selected by the
user are propagated in all the active visualisations, providing the ana-
lyst with the same information across the different visual abstractions
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Figure 3.8: The mapping tool enables the user to assign the visual attributes
that will represent the selected metrics.

• Finally, the legends panel (D) displays a legend for every binding cre-
ated between a metric and a visual attribute. Figure 3.9 shows an
example of two legends, one representing a categorical metric (con-
tent cluster) and the other a numerical one (number of page views).
One of the most important characteristics of such legends is their in-
teractive nature, which allows the user to express dynamic queries that
helps to filter the data shown in the visualisations. To do so, a double
slider can be adjusted to select the range of values to be displayed.
Data items in the visualisation that are not in the selected interval
are given a high transparency value at the same time as they lose
their interactivity capabilities. Moreover, as can be seen in the image,
legends also enable the user to change the mapping scale and shape
of the nodes. The latter allows him/her to visualise node items in
one dimension (using bars) or in two (using circles). Mapping the size
of the visual elements in one dimension enables an easier comparison
that is not that apparent with 2D representations.

The syntactical relationships existing between the panels are expressed in
different ways. As has already been stated, visual metaphors existing in the
visualisation area are coordinated using the linking and brushing interac-
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Figure 3.9: The slider makes legends more powerful, turning them into widgets
that enable the user to express advanced queries that filter the information of the
visualisations.

tion. In terms of the rest of the panels, every time a visualisation object is
selected, detailed information is shown in the form of specific metadata in
the information table and barcharts located in a tab of the legends panel.

The interaction design of WET was conceived as the vehicle that drives
the analytic discourse (TC05), enabling the analyst to change the visualisa-
tions according to his/her information needs. The main interactive feature
of WET is the Mapping Tool, which is the system that allows him/her to vi-
sually encode the available metrics with visual attributes such as size, shape,
colour or location of the nodes. The visual codings selected by the user are
propagated in all the active visualisations, providing the same information
across different visualisations and information panels.

Each visualisation implemented in the system also contains, by default, a
customisable toolbar that provides functionalities such as fitting the visu-
alisation to the window, revealing hidden edges (in case they exist), and a
dynamic search box that searches in real time the visible nodes that contain
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a specific piece of text in their metadata.

Figure 3.10: Example of a scented widget in WET. A histogram provides visual
cues of the amount of information available. The double slider allows the user
to select only the links between a range of data, from a defined links metadata.
Information regarding the exact items matching the query is also provided.

In addition, as we have already mentioned before, the interactive legends
enable the user to express complex queries in real time that allow him/her
to filter non-desired nodes in the visualisation. Along that same line, WET
provides scented widgets, which are “enhanced user interface widgets with
embedded visualisations that provide information scent cues for navigating
information spaces” (WHA07). In our case we have provisioned the node
link diagrams with explicit edges with small histograms showing the usage of
the visible links. Such histograms aim to provide visual cues on the number
of edges that will be hidden after moving the sliders, and are provided along
with a double slider that enables the user to specify the upper and bottom
limits of the links to be displayed. Figure 3.10 shows an example of a
scented widget, which reveals the typical distribution of link usage in a site,
where many links are barely clicked while only very few are popular. As
the reader can also notice, the widget has also been provided with textual
information that informs the user about the number of edges matching the
specified query, assisting the information foraging.

3.3.3 Implementation Details

The visualisation system of WET has been developed in Java, and uses dif-
ferent toolkits and APIs. Figure 3.11 represents the building blocks of WET,
which makes extensive usage of Java swing libraries to manage the panels
and the whole layout of the interface, and takes advantage of the reusable
and InfoVis based architecture provided by the Prefuse toolkit3 (HCL05).

The WET user interface has been developed using a very customisable ar-
chitecture, which allows the user to modify the whole tool by manipulating
variables of a properties file. Such a file allows the user to enable or dis-
able any menu and panel in the system, defines the initial configuration

3
http://www.prefuse.org
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Figure 3.11: Building blocks of WET, which has been implemented in Java
libraries. The Prefuse toolkit has been extensively used and adapted to create the
visualisations and manage the user interactions.

of the system, and allows the user to configure the data attributes of the
GraphML files that have to be considered as mappable metrics. Therefore,
many different versions of the same tool can be deployed, aimed at tackling
different visualisations needs according to the desired input file from several
types of data sources.

Figure 3.12 shows the basic architecture of the system. The system can
be deployed as a standalone application or as an applet, using the WetAp-
plet or the WetStandalone class. The Wet class is a DesktopPane from
the Swing library, which enables the user to convert the different panels of
the system into floating windows. This class is also responsible for decid-
ing which panels are available based on the data in the configuration file,
instantiating the required visual metaphors. Any new visualisation must
inherit from the VisualMetahorDisplay class, which provides a controller
called MetaphorController that incorporates several interactions from the
’prefuse.action’ package. Current visualisations adapt the existing layout
in the ’prefuse.visualization’ package, and are responsible for receiving a
reference to the main data graph, and manipulating (e.g. generate a hier-
archy) to create the most suitable data architecture to fit the needs of its
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Figure 3.12: Basic WET class architecture.

layout. Finally, the whole system is controlled by the VisualMetaphorMan-
ager, which receives messages from all the visualisations, and decides which
visualisations or panels should react to the user actions.
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3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented the architecture and the different features
incorporated in the WET system, which constitutes the main tool for our
research. WET is a reusable system for storing, mining and visualising
graph-based structures, aimed at supporting the analysis of Web spaces.
In the design process of the system, we have proposed a new approach to
tackling very large graphs which suggests the extraction of subgraphs that
maximise the amount of information provided, based upon the interest of
the analyst. The main advantages of our system is that it preserves the
real structure of the graph, by only filtering nodes that are not relevant,
maintaining the real structure of the graph.

We have also presented a study of the usefulness of the radial tree as a
visual metaphor suitable for representing hierarchical structures. Such a
metaphor will be used in several contexts as we will see in further chapters.
Our experiment provided evidence that reveals that this visual metaphor
is, at least, as easy to use as other very well known visualisations such as
the indented and the classic tree.

Finally we have also introduced the interface and the interaction design of
the visualisation system of WET, which enables the user to combine a set
of visualisations on the same data in a coordinated manner. Furthermore,
the system allows the user to customise the visualisations enabling him/her
to visually encode the nodes according to their main attributes.



Chapter 4

Visual Mining for Website

Evaluation

This chapter presents the most important contribution of this dissertation,
which is the application of the WET system to the visualisation of web-
site data. We will study different approaches for supporting the analysis of
website data in order to provide an explorative environment for assessing
website usability. We will address problems involved in the visualisation and
exploration of website structure and usage, providing new evidence of rele-
vant methods for extracting meaningful inner hierarchies from webgraphs.
We will conclude discussing the benefits and possible impact of our system,
along with new research problems raised during this research.

4.1 Research Problem

The increasing importance of the Internet and its wide adoption require
website operators to continuously improve their website. To accomplish
this goal it is crucial to understand and evaluate its usability. Moreover,
information architects, web analysts and website evaluators (from now on,
analysts) play the role of interpreting web data, aiming to infer users’ be-
haviour. However, although current Web Analytics tools have undergone a
tremendous evolution, analysts must still examine large amounts of statis-
tics that end up providing very little insight into website data. For instance,
an example of a typical and straightforward result that one may come up

67
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with after a page view analysis (i.e. counting the number of requests that
each page has received) may hypothesise that pages not visited embrace
non relevant content while in highly visited ones the opposite occurs. As
pointed out by Spiliopoulou (Spi00), this assumption may only be valid if
the user perceives the site in the way the designer did or, as proposed by
Baeza-Yates and Poblete (BYP06), because there might exist no clear way
to reach such pages (either by browsing or by searching). Therefore, to
make more suitable and realistic assumptions, we argue that there is a need
to provide exploratory tools that support the examination of website data
within a context, such as the hyperlink structure of a website or the paths
performed by the users. Furthermore, current tools for web analytics lack
proper support for analysts to explore and drill down their data. We claim
that additional exploration capabilities would be essential for web analysts
to discover information and correlate causes and effects based on user web
navigation histories. As such, our goal is to provide a system aimed at filling
this gap.

4.2 Related Work

The first visual representations of web data were devoted to easing the nav-
igation of Web spaces, providing an interactive representation of the hyper-
link structure to avoid the lost in cyberspace phenomenon (TS07). As a first
example, Andrews proposed a 3D approach based on an information land-
scape metaphor tightly coupled with 2D visualisations to provide location
feedback and alleviate disorientation (And95). However, main approaches
for tackling this problem were based upon two dimensional node-link dia-
grams where pages are represented as nodes and links as edges among them.
These approaches deemed the webgraph as a hierarchy, visualising struc-
tural links and hiding cross-reference ones (BRS92). Cone trees (RMC91)
and the hyperbolic tree (MB95) represent two examples of early Web visual-
isations that followed such an approach. Nevertheless, Munzner concluded
in her study (Mun98) that Web users do not need visual representations of
such a hyperlink structure, as it adds cognitive load. However, the author
argued that these techniques could benefit a specific target community such
as webmasters or website operators, which represent the target users in our
research.

Following research efforts focused on visualising users’ paths to provide vi-
sual cues of their behaviour. Early works extracted navigation sequences
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from log files (PB94; CS99; HL01a) that were represented also using node-
link approximations.

The main research trend in the late nineties considered mixing structural
and navigational data at the same time, using website structure as a back-
ground where navigational data was overlaid (CPM+98; CS99).

Following this approach, Chen et al. (CZT+07b) proposed a visual data
mining system with the ability to visualise multi-layer web graphs. Their
approximation is based on the combination of layers that contain infor-
mation from web usage overlaid on top of the website structure. More
recently, the same authors also proposed a visual metaphor called Polygon
Graphs (CZT+07a), which extends the concept of the radial tree metaphor
by generating polygons that appear from the connection of parent nodes in
the hierarchy with representative points in the edges calculated according to
any usage metric of its children node. This approach generates visual arte-
facts within the hierarchy, facilitating the detection of outliers and patterns
within the data.

In VISVIP (CS99), Cugini et al. proposed another tactic for visualising web
navigational data using a simplified representation of a web graph laid out
using a force directed algorithm where nodes were colour-coded to denote
page type. Users’ paths were then represented using smooth curves upon
the graph. The time that subjects spent at each page was also represented
as dotted vertical lines whose height was proportional to the amount of time
spent in that node.

Fry also proposed Anemone1 (Figure 4.1) (Fry08), a system for capturing
the evolving nature of a website using the concept of Organic Information
Design. The author extracted the hierarchical structure of a website and
depicted users’ activity by dynamically overlaying lines representing users’
clicks and modifying node thickness to denote activity. Fry’s approach
represents a very creative and artistic approach.

To date, the application of visualisation techniques to the field of web an-
alytics has been very poor. Analytics reports only provide information
regarding web usage with simple representation methods such as tables or
charts.

In the late nineties, Analog2 and WebTrends3 encouraged the adoption of

1
http://benfry.com/anemone/

2
http://www.analog.cx/

3
http://www.webtrends.com/
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Figure 4.1: Image of Ben Fry’s Anemone.

Web analytics with the first usage reports (Figure 4.3). Charts and graphics
available in such reports are still used nowadays in commercial tools.

Perhaps, one of the most relevant contributions to current web analytics
tools was made by Keahey and Eick, who decomposed the problem of un-
derstanding users’ behaviour into a set of node link visualisations focused
on representing the paths between predefined pages (KE02) through the
use of Sugiyamas layout-like representations (Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b)).
Another of their main contributions was the funnel charts (Figure 4.2(c)),
which were proposed as a solution for representing dropout rates along a
designated sequence of pages. This approach has been widely adopted by
the web analytics community, and is available in most of the current web
analytics solutions. Another technique that has been widely adopted in
some web analytics packages is the click density visualisation, which super-
imposes semi-transparent colour coded rectangles over the links of a single
web page, representing click stream. This approach has also become part
of current web analytic tools, although it presents problems in pages with
a large concentration of links.

In one of the most relevant books from the emerging discipline of web an-
alytics (Kau07), Kaushik proposed a new paradigm for the web analytics
community based on the integration of clickstream data with data from all
sorts of outcomes. Moreover, the author proposed a paradigm shift from
the analysis of KPIs, to the usage of KIAs (Key Insight Analysis). Indeed,
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(a) Paths between

source/target pairs

(b) Paths between two pre-

defined pages

(c) Funnel chart allows the user to find dropout rates

along a designated sequence of pages

Figure 4.2: User’s behaviour visualisation from (KE02).

most of the KIA proposed by the author are based on new visualisation ap-
proaches that provide data insight, such as click density analysis introduced
before, and the approach used by software like CrazyEgg4, which generates
heatmaps (Figure 4.4(b)) on top of single web pages representing areas with
the most activity (i.e. the most mouse clicks made by the users).

4.3 A Hybrid Approach for Visualising Website
Data

In order to understand the rationale behind the working practices of web
analysts, we actively participated in a monthly web analytics event for a

4
http://www.crazyegg.com/
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Figure 4.3: First analytics reports from Analog showing keywords used (left) and
number of page views per day (right)

(a) Click density report with bars

showing on top of link represent-

ing their usage. Image extracted from

http://www.kaushik.net/avinash/2006/06/tips-

for-web-analytics-success-for-small-

businesses.html

(b) The CrazzyEgg software uses a

heatmap visualisation superimposed on

top of a web page.

Figure 4.4: Examples of click density visualisations showing most clicked ar-
eas/links in a web page.
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whole year, as well as conducting informal interviews. We observed that
most analysts use several tools at the same time to enrich their analysis,
combining systems such as Google Analytics or Omniture Site Catalyst
(among others) for dealing with usage data, and tools such as Google Web-
master Tools or Yahoo! Site Explorer to track possible errors in the site
structure, as well as analysing web search engines’ incoming traffic. While
analysts tend to work with statistics provided by those analytics packages,
most of them end up developing their own metrics that satisfy the tracking
needs of their businesses.

From the conversations with the analysts, it was interesting to see that
although current web analytics tools do not provide ways to understand
the structure of a website, the experts agreed that understanding such a
structure is an actionable insight that cannot be tackled nowadays with ex-
isting tools. Furthermore, as expected, we also learned that most analytic
tasks involve the careful examination of usage metrics from which analysts
infer users’ intentions and interests. When prompted, analysts stated that
reports provided by current tools usually lack rich and appealing ways for
visualising their data, as current table-based approaches (Figure 4.5) ob-
scure the possible existence of data long tails, and provide data without a
clear context to empower its judgment in the decision making process.

Figure 4.5: Classic Pageviews report from a web analytics package. Visual ap-
proaches can’t provide a whole overview of the pages in the site.

From our understanding of web analysts working practices, we decided to
make the most out of the WET architecture to develop a hybrid system
capable of showing structural and usage data at the same time, aiming to
tackle broad problems that may be easily generalised to more specific ones.
Hence, our goals were to:

• Study new approaches for visualising website structure.
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• Provide a hybrid and customisable visualisation of structure and us-
age.

• Enable the discovery of interesting and relevant links, such as broken
links.

• Develop well known web metrics that may be examined within the
system.

We developed a custom extension of the DMMS (see Section 3.1) of WET,
in order to support the data collection and mining from website data. The
very first specific research problem we faced was the problem of how to
visualise the structure of a website, and how this visualisation can benefit
its assessment.

4.3.1 Gathering and Preprocessing Website Data

As we have seen in section 2.2, the very first step for creating a visualisation
is the data gathering process. In this case, we had to deal with structural
information as well as usage data from websites.

In terms of the collection of the website structure, we describe and analyse
below the two existing methodologies:

• Using a crawler, and inferring structure from usage data logs. A
crawler is an automatic agent that accesses the site’s pages following
all the links starting at a given initial page or seed. The main advan-
tage of crawlers is that they capture the whole accessible structure of
a web space in a certain moment in time. However, this methodology
depends too much on the response of the network and a website host’s
bandwidth requiring a limit to the depth of the pages to be crawled.

• Using access logs: Using access trails left in the web server logs. As we
have seen in Section 2.3.3, access log files contain users trails, storing
the URL of the requested content and the referrer page used to reach
it. From this information, a whole webgraph can be collected based
upon users’ actions. The main drawback of this technique is that
it does not detect non-visited pages, leading to an incomplete and
unconnected structure. On the other hand, this method can be used
offline, avoiding possible network problems.
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Both methodologies have specific characteristics that make them appealing
for tackling different problems. Crawlers provide a more complete webgraph
structure; however, they can only be used when aimed at obtaining the
current structure of a site. If the goal is to obtain a site structure in a
specific point in time, such an organisation may be obtained directly from
logs, assuming that non navigated links will not be collected. Moreover, this
approach also reflects a website structure influenced by users’ behaviour,
which we will see in Chapter 5 that can have its own importance in the
data analysis.

Once the topology of the website has been collected, the Data Management
(DM)) module extracts usage data by parsing access log files which are
stored, indexed and logically linked to the pages of the webgraph already
stored in the database. For now, our system supports both; an intrusive
way which requires the usage of a Javascript tracker code that has to be
added in the source code of all the pages in the site; and a non intrusive
way which uses log files available in the web server provided by the user.

Finally, the DM system cleans up irrelevant records existing in the log file
that may produce inconsistencies, such as entries related to embedded ob-
jects for example, multimedia files or scripts. Furthermore, usage data is
also cleaned from entries generated by crawlers from search engines or spam
agents. We are currently using two methods for doing so: the first one fo-
cuses on deleting entries with known user agents (such as the ones that
identify themselves as bot or crawler); the second one uses a heuristic ap-
proach that takes into account the number of visited pages and the average
time spent on them. After a set of tests, we are currently erasing sessions
with more than 50 pages, with an average time of 10 seconds or less. Nev-
ertheless, these parameters may be optimised to the type of usage of any
specific target website.

4.3.2 Visualising the Webgraph Structure as a Hierarchy

Websites are inherently hierarchical structures. As we have seen in Sec-
tion 2.3.3, most websites are organised along sections and subsections that
form a hierarchical structure. Hence, this feature can dramatically help in
the representation of a webgraph, as hierarchical representations are more
straightforward and do not have to deal with problems such as edge cross-
ings. Therefore, representing a website as a hierarchy means that from all
the existing links (up to n(n−1) since web graphs are directed), n−1 must
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(a) A graph representing a

website

(b) Hierarchical tree from the

BFS algorithm

(c) Hierarchical tree from the

W-BFS algorithm. New se-

lected links are highlighted in

red.

Figure 4.6: An example of the hierarchies extracted from the BFS and the W-
BFS algorithms. Relevant links highlighted in red in Figure (c) are not visualised
with the BFS approach.

be selected with the condition that every node, except the root, must end
up having only one incoming edge. Ideally, selected links in the hierarchy
should be structural, avoiding the visualisation of cross-reference links. We
describe below our approach for extracting such links.

A heuristic approach for extracting website structure

As it appears in the literature (BRS92), a common technique to extract the
website structure is to use a Breadth First Search algorithm (BFS), which
is the default algorithm implemented in the WET system. This algorithm
selects the first non-expanded incoming edge per node that appears in the
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(a) Structure of a news website.

(b) Structure of a personal website (c) Structure of a blog.

Figure 4.7: Images showing website structure from different types of websites.
Images from websites (a) and (b) helped web designers to discover relevant outliers,
while website (c) showed a very compact and homogeneous structure that came
out of the highly connected topology of a blog.

data traversal. However, due to the nature of this algorithm, there might
exist ambiguities when parents of a node coexist in the same level. While
the BFS algorithm selects the very first parent found per node, we propose a
heuristic driven improvement based upon the consideration of the frequency
of usage of links in the site. Given that webgraphs are weighted directed
graphs, whose edge weight corresponds to the usage of its corresponding
link, we propose using this weight to disambiguate between parents coex-
isting in the same depth. Therefore, our approach is able to improve the
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number of highly used links visible in the tree. Figure 4.6 shows an ex-
ample of website with the different hierarchies obtained with the different
algorithms.

Figure 4.8: Average of the number of highly used links selected by the BFs and
the W-BFS algorithms. The W-BFS always provides more relevant links.

The resulting hierarchy can be seen as an overview of the whole webgraph,
where every page is located at the minimum distance from the selected root
node. Therefore, such a structure allows the user to easily discover the
depth of every page in the tree (i.e. the minimum number of clicks needed
to reach it), supporting the discovery of outliers in the form of pages that
need many clicks to be reached, which might suggest the existence of design
inconsistencies. Figure 4.7 shows three examples of websites represented
with our method. As can be seen, Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) have relevant
outliers while Figure 4.7(c) presents a more compact structure.

In order to model the W-BFS algorithm and compare it with the classic
BFS in a practical way, we collected the webgraphs of four very different
websites: a site containing collections of articles based upon newsletters
(having about 1.000 pages and 5.0000 links), a personal site (having about
140 pages and 600 links), and two highly visited blogs (one having 1.500
pages and 60.000 links and the other with 7.600 pages and 30.000 links).
We also used our graph logic system (see Section 3.2) to generate samples
of webgraphs with 3.000, 6.000 and 7.000 pages.

With such webgraphs, we observed that although our approach does not
guarantee the extraction of the real structure of a site, the existence of the
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Figure 4.9: Time performance plot of the BFS algorithm with samples from seven
different webgraphs. Bottom plot shows the fitting curve in the log-log scale.

usage heuristic guarantees the apparition of more relevant links in the final
hierarchy compared to the traditional BFS algorithm. As can be seen in
Figure 4.8, the W-BFS algorithm selects more highly used links than the
BFS.

In an effort to compare the performance of both algorithms, we ran the
BFS and the W-BFS with every page in the site with out-links. We used
the least squares method to extract the fitting curve of our samples. The
plots from Figure 4.11 shows the relation between the number of nodes
of the webgraph versus the time needed by the algorithm to calculate the
hierarchy in the linear (top) and the log log scale. Figure 4.10 represents
the same information for the W-BFS approach.

As can be seen in Figure 4.9, the W-BFS algorithm performs slightly slower
than the BFS as expected. Both curves are almost linear, and its sublinear
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Figure 4.10: Time performance plot of the W-BFS algorithm with samples from
seven different webgraphs. Bottom plot shows the fitting curve in the log-log scale.

Figure 4.11: Time performance comparison between the BFS and the W-BFS
algorithms with samples from seven different webgraphs. Bottom plot shows the
fitting curves in the log-log scale.
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behaviour can be explained by the distribution of the number of nodes of
the data samples, whose mean is 3179 and its standard deviation is equal
to 2735.

Results suggested, as previously expected, that our W-BFS approximation
is scalable. In addition, our W-BFS approach might also be improved by
using content similarity methods, which may inform our algorithm in order
to decide which parent is more similar to the target page in terms of content.

4.3.3 Combining Usage Data and Website Structure

Our hybrid model for assessing website usability contemplates the utilisation
of the website structure as the context where to show and interpret usage
data. Such data may be related to the nodes in the site, helping to get
insight into which pages are more visited; or to the links, helping to reveal
the movements of the users in the site. We define below the exploratory
strategies implemented in WET that enable the investigation of such data.

On the one hand, in terms of the visualisation of node-related statistics, the
Mapping Tool enables the user to create a visual binding between a selected
web metric and a visual attribute, enabling the integration of the structure
with usage metrics.

Figure 4.12 shows images of the three websites introduced before with statis-
tics of number of page views (size) and number of times that each page has
been a landing page (colour), visualised on top of the structure. As ex-
pected, the images reveal that in the three websites there are not many
visited pages at the outer rings of the site, as users tend to make very few
clicks. From these visualisations, it can also be inferred that the most vis-
ited pages (big nodes), are the ones with most visits from search engines
(bright green coloured nodes).

On the other hand, assuming that the extraction of the hierarchy may hide
potentially interesting information (i.e. the links not selected by the W-BFS
algorithm), we developed tools to assist the user in the process of discovering
relevant links: a toolbar enables the user to first, show all the links in
the graph (Figure 4.13(a)), and then use the scented widgets to filter non-
relevant links. Most used links according to the dynamic query expressed
through the widget become apparent, as can be seen in Figure 4.13(b).

Furthermore, specific links with metadata generated in the DMMS can also
be highlighted. For instance, and following one of the typical website us-
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(a) Structure of a news website.

(b) Structure of a personal website (c) Structure of a blog.

Figure 4.12: Image of the previously seen websites where size has been mapped
accordingly with the number of page views and colour according to the number of
times that each page has been a landing page.

ability reports, broken links can be superimposed in the hierarchy. Fig-
ure 4.14(b) shows an example that represents links that have been consid-
ered as broken by the DMMS visualisation provided by WET, contrasted
with the same report in the Google Webmaster Tools5 software. In our
approach, red coloured links help to discover at a glance pages that contain
such errors as well as their relative distance (in terms of clicks) to any other
page in the site. With Figure 4.14(b), the webmaster of the site realised

5
www.google.com/webmasters/tools/
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(a) A graph representing a website (b) Hierarchical tree from the BFS algo-

rithm

Figure 4.13: Left image shows the messy visualisation with all the links of the
site. Right image show most relevant links after using a scented widget.

that two scripts generated non-valid URLs, leading to a massive existence
of broken links.

4.3.4 Interaction Design

We designed specific techniques to enhance the explorative experience with
WET. The first one was related to overcoming the highly overlapped visual-
isations generated by the radial tree algorithm when handling dense graphs,
as can be seen in Figure 4.12. While this fact does not provide problems
when making an analysis at a high level, as the system sorts the nodes
according to their size, locating bigger nodes always below small ones; an
evaluation (see Section 4.5) revealed that overlapping represented a very
important issue when performing analysis tasks. To overcome this problem
we implemented a radial distortion algorithm that separates nodes near a
distortion area built around the mouse, while maintaining the circular prop-
erties of the radial tree metaphor (Ant09). To do so, we used the approach
proposed by Sarkar and Brown (SB92), with the differences that we do not
modify nodes size, as we wanted to maintain their aspect (possibly modified
according to a metric decided by the user). The algorithm finally projects
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(a) Part of the broken links report from Google Webmaster Tools.

(b) Broken links (in red), are visualised on top of the

structure.

Figure 4.14: Top image shows a broken links report from the Google Webmaster
Tools software. Bottom image shows the superimposed approach of broken links on
top of the website structure, which facilitates the discovery of the most conflicting
pages in this regard.

separated nodes onto the circle to keep the radial structure of our visual
metaphor, as can be seen in Figure 4.15.

We have already introduced our methodology for extracting meaningful hi-
erarchies from the webgraph of a site. However, there are several possible
root pages to be considered in a site. Although the home page seems to be
the best candidate, as it is usually considered as the main entry point to the
site, we observed that one of the most important reports used by web ana-
lysts is the landing pages reports. Landing pages are pages where users land
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Figure 4.15: Radial distorsion applied to improve the overlapping of the nodes.
Nodes are separated radially, maintaining the whole aspect of the radial tree as
well as providing more space to nodes closest to the mouse.

on a website after issuing a query to a web search engine or following a link
from any other site. Marketing strategies are often developed to generate
specific landing pages, stressing the importance of analysing a website from
the perspective of these very specific starting points. The dragging action
to change the root node in the built-in hierarchy in WET (see Section 3.3.2)
can be used in order to fulfil this need, enabling the user to modify the root
node of the hierarchy and extending the exploratory possibilities of WET.
Therefore, analysts are able to view the website structure from different
perspectives. It is also important to remark that this technique enables the
analysts to easily discover the number of clicks between the selected root
and any other node in the site, becoming a powerful tool for designing the
hyperlink structure of a website.

Finally, we have built a system to mark conversion pages. From our observa-
tions of web analysts working practices, we discovered that the main targets
of their analysis are those pages, as well as those landings pages that sur-
round them and bring traffic. Conversion pages are end points that, when
reached by a user, mean business results. Using the contextual menu, the
user can change the visual properties of the node, giving him a star shaped
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and greener look that makes it easy to identify in any visualisation, as can
be seen in the screenshot in Figure 4.24).

4.3.5 Evaluation

In order to validate our hybrid model at the abstraction level (see Sec-
tion2.6) and decide future steps in our research, we conducted a formative
evaluation with eight real webmasters and website operators (from now on,
analysts), all of them males. Websites owned by the analysts were crawled
to gather their structure, which was combined with usage data of one month.

We interviewed the analysts before and after the test to better understand
their current working practices, as well as to collect relevant feedback to
improve our tool and to understand the usefulness of the hybrid approach
proposed in WET.

Task Description
T1 How many clicks are needed, at least, to reach the furthest

page in your website from the home page?
T2 Discover the number of times that the last link of the previ-

ous path has been used.
T3 Use the mapping tool to visualise more than one metric at

the same time..
T4 Identify the most visited page in your website. Which is the

most important traffic source to this page?
T5 Identify the page with more in-links.
T6 Use the search tool to locate one of the pages of your web-

site using its url. Now, visualise how the rest of the site is
organised around it.

T7 Identify the page with the largest number of broken links in
your site.

Table 4.1: Tasks performed by the users in the first evaluation of the hybrid
model proposed in WET.

Analysts were given 15 minutes training with a sample website. We also
asked them to perform seven tasks (see Table 4.1) with their own website
while verbally expressing their thoughts and doubts. Tasks were specifically
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selected to guide them into the different features available in WET, while
covering some of their daily tasks.

Two evaluators were responsible for taking notes on the session, annotating
user comments and relevant reactions to discover usability problems of the
tool as well as general user behaviour. Tasks were selected according to
classic working practices of web analysts, and were designed to allow the
user to try the main features of WET.

Results and discussion

Users reacted very positively in the very first moment they saw the structure
of their own website, all of them stating that the structure resembled the
mental model they had in their mind. Two of them also discovered at first
glance design errors, finding obsolete links that pointed to private pages and
broken links that were generated due to errors in php scripts.

We observed no major problems during the accomplishment of the tasks,
it being interesting to see that the users solved all the tasks regarding the
identification of nodes in the radial tree according to a specific metric using
the size (preferably) and the colour visual attributes, stating that the other
visual attributes (mainly shape and the stroke colour of the nodes) were
less intuitive than fill colour and size.

During the final interview, users stressed the novelty of the tool, stating
that it might be a very interesting add-on to current web analytic tools,
especially to discover possible outliers in the web design. When prompted
to rate the usefulness of WET from 0 to 4, all of them gave it a score between
3 or 4, averaging 3.3. The main factor that made the ratings drop below 4
was that users said that while the tool promises to detect structural errors, a
more user behaviour oriented visualisation showing real user sessions would
make the tool more appealing. Nevertheless, all of them stated that the
tool might be useful to control the structure of their site.

This evaluation allowed us to redefine the user interface, modifying the
position of some components such as the legend panel and the mapping
tool, leading to the final design of the tool presented in Section 3.3.2.
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4.4 Visual Analysis of Users’ Behaviour

Although the hybrid approach proposed above was well rated by partici-
pants in our formative evaluation, users tend to request other approaches
to better understand user sessions. While our hybrid approach shows usage
metrics on top of the website structure, whose edges’ thickness can help
to understand relevant links, it is still complicated to understand the main
trends regarding the behaviour of the users while surfing a website. Users’
sessions provide such information.

The problem of visualising users’ paths is a research topic that confronts
some of the beliefs of web analysts. Kaushik, in his book (Kau07), states
that the most repeated paths in a site are usually performed by less than
5% of the users, which does not represent actionable information to suggest
a site improvement. Nevertheless, when prompted, web analysts do still
believe that in many cases routes may provide a crucial understanding of
relevant contents associated to users’ information foraging strategies, as well
as the existence of intricate hyperlink structures which are difficult to be
navigated. Web analysts also agreed that part of the problem is due to
the lack of new approaches for analysing in detail users’ trails, as current
techniques, such as the funnel chart (see Figure 4.2(c)), only provide specific
data regarding the achievement of landmarks in a site, such as starting a
purchasing order, or filling in billing data in an eCommerce website.

In this section we explore two approaches for examining users paths, aiming
to provide explorative visualisations that enable the discovery of both main
trends in users routes as well as specific areas where users converge into the
same navigation patterns.

4.4.1 Identifying Users’ Paths

We developed a new module for the Data Processing and Web Mining sys-
tem which deals with the extraction of users’ sessions. A session is an
ordered sequence of pages visited by the same user. Following the approach
proposed in (CMS99b), sessions are extracted from log files by grouping log
entries that share the same IP and user agent, with time gaps no longer than
30 minutes (this value can be parameterised according to the characteristics
of the website).

Due to the stateless nature of the HTTP protocol, the existence of proxies
and caches, and the common use of the back button of the browsers, which
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provides cached pages to the user without noticing the server, log files gen-
erally contain incomplete sessions. Our system checks the continuity of all
the sessions, using information of the topology of the site to infer possible
uses of the back button. Hence, if a sequence of visited pages is ’A - B
- C - D’, in the simple website of Figure 4.16, the system detects a non-
contiguous navigation, with a gap between the pages C and D, and infers a
possible click to the back button from D until A. Hence, the final complete
sessions will be ’A - B - C - A - D’. Contrary to the approach proposed by
Cooley (CMS99b), we do not fill the gap with all the backtracking pages,
as this may provide misleading information. Instead, we directly indicate a
movement from page C to A with a virtual ‘back link’ that will be explicitly
treated in the visualisation. Therefore, the existence of a visualisation of
website structure might help the analyst to infer the real movement of the
users.

Figure 4.16: Example of the path completion algorithm. The navigation sequence
A - B - C - D is transformed into A - B - C - A - D as the system detects that A
is the first page already visited that links to D in the path of the user.

If there is no previously visited page that helps to fill the gap of a navigation
sequence, the system splits the session into different paths. We interpret the
resulting sequences as routes taken by a user to accomplish different goals,
interpreting that a user session can be made up of several paths meaning
different informational needs of the user, or different strategies to reach the
desired information goal.
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4.4.2 Visualising User Paths

Up to now, we have presented ways of visualising a web graph by represent-
ing hierarchical abstractions based on the website structure and usage of
links. However, as we have seen, the extraction of hierarchies implies hiding
links that might be relevant. Therefore, we have developed a visualisa-
tion dedicated to the representation of users’ sessions called Session Graph,
which lays out a graph made up of all the routes performed by users who
navigated through one or more selected pages in the target website. During
the process of composing this graph, metrics such as the number of times
that a link has been clicked on within this context, and the percentage of
traffic that it is taking from its source node are displayed on demand.

The Sessions Graph is then represented using a force directed algorithm pro-
vided by the visualisation package Prefuse, which creates repulsion forces
among nodes, and spring forces among links. The layout is iteratively cal-
culated until the system reaches a stable state, where nodes’ movement
decreases. The algorithm running time is O(max(O(V logV ), O(E))).

Edges of the graph are visually encoded using transparency and thickness,
with a square root scale that avoids cluttering the visualisation, as can be
seen in Figure 4.17(a). As we will see later in the evaluation of the system,
the main benefit of our approach is that it enables the user to explore
the navigated pages between several nodes of interest. To do so, WET
provides a dynamic filtering system that enables the user to dynamically
filter links according to their usage, making navigation trends apparent.
Once links have been filtered the user can re-run the layout algorithm with
the remaining links and nodes reaching more understandable visualisations
as can be seen in Figure 4.17(b).

This approach has two main benefits compared to current methods used in
web analytics packages such as the funnel chart:

1. It enables the user to understand the ecosystem of a page: we define
the ecosystem of a page as the set of page visits by the users in the
paths across a specific page. This definition came out of a discussion
with an expert analyst (see Section 4.5), who stated that current tools
barely provide such information, which might be of crucial importance
in specific contexts such as analysing the navigated pages around a
conversion page, which can be understood as the single resource which
can deliver sales.
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(a) The Session Graph (b) The graph gets understandable and re-

vealing after hiding non relevant nodes and

recomputing the force directed layout.

Figure 4.17: Examples of the Session Graph, generated by superimposing all the
paths that pass through one or more selected pages of the website.

2. It enables the user to discover highly repeated subsequences: rather
than focusing on the most used paths performed by the users, our
approach allows the user to visually discover highly repeated subse-
quences of paths.

4.4.3 Characterising Users’ Navigation as a Hierarchy

In previous sections we have shown how structural hierarchies can be ex-
tracted from a web graph, as well as our approach of depicting users’ paths
that can be dynamically filtered. Hereafter we will introduce a new ap-
proach for generating hierarchical structures from websites called “Usage
Tree”.

The generation of hierarchies to model users’ paths was applied in previ-
ous research. For instance, Pei et al. (PHMAZ00) generated a hierarchical
structure from users’ sessions to facilitate the execution of their mining al-
gorithms. Moreover, Dierbold and Kaufmann (DK01) presented a visual
approach for depicting site maps based upon a Sugiyama layout applied to
users’ paths which was considered as a collaborative approach to distinguish
possible interesting content.

To present our approach, we will first define the concept of Local Maximum
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(a) A graph representing a

website

(b) Hierarchical tree from the

W-BFS algorithm

(c) Hierarchical tree from the

BM algorithm

Figure 4.18: An example of the visual abstractions generated by the different
hierarchical approaches from a web graph.

Link (LML) as a link that provides the highest amount of traffic to a node
in the webgraph. Hence, each node in the webgraph, except the root (typ-
ically, the home page or any landing page on the site), will have at least
one LML. Our goal was to evaluate if it is possible to generate a compre-
hensive hierarchy containing the maximum number of LMLs, in order to
get a visualisation based on users’ behaviour, rather than on its theoretical
structure. Our approach uses a Maximum Branching methodology based
upon Edmond’s algorithm (Edm67), which collects the LML of every node
in the site, and resolves the cycles that this process may produce.

Evaluation of the methodology

To evaluate our new technique, comprehended in the algorithm level of the
nested model introduced in Section 2.6, we used a heuristic based on the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.19: Characterisation of the websites used in the experiment and its
results. Table (a) describes the different websites used in the experiment, and
plot (b) shows the percentage of LML found by each algorithm. The green line
represents the MB algorithm, which outperforms the BFS algorithms in terms of
LMLs found.

number of LMLs selected by each one of the already presented algorithms
for extracting a hierarchy from a graph: the Breadth First Search algorithm
(BFS), the Weighted-Breadth First Search (W-BFS) algorithm presented in
Section 4.3.2, and the Maximum Branching (MB) approach that can be seen
in Figure 4.18.

The experiment consisted of counting the number of LMLs selected by each
algorithm computed in five different websites, each one rooted randomly at
a hundred different nodes. From the records generated, we deleted those
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executions that were unable to generate a tree because the chosen root
didn’t have an outgoing link. The selected sites had different sizes as can
be seen in the table in the top of Figure 4.19 and were selected according to
their different structures, going from a personal website with a few hundred
pages and links, to a highly connected blog with about three thousand pages
and fifty thousand links.

Figure 4.19 shows the average percentage of LMLs found by each algorithm
on each website. These values have been calculated according to the Total
LML value, which represents the desired number of LMLs (ideally (n− 1))
minus the number of non-relevant LMLs. We define a non-relevant LML
as a link that points to a page that has never been part of a navigation
sequence, although it could have been visited through a search engine or a
bookmark. These edges are considered irrelevant, as none of them reported
traffic to its target node. As can be seen in the table of Figure 4.19(b),
results changed according to the connectivity of the websites. Nevertheless,
it is clear that the MB algorithm always shows more LML than the Breadth
First Search approaches, improving the results by an average of 20%.

From this experiment we can conclude that the MB algorithm produces
hierarchical visualisations that improve the accuracy of other methods pro-
posed in terms of number of LMLs shown, as can be seen in Figure 4.20(a),
where the structural tree based upon the W-BFS algorithm and the usage
tree are shown to visualise the same website. However, we analysed, with
an expert analyst, a website using the explorative capabilities of WET, and
realised that our approach had a very important drawback: as the system
takes into account all users’ sessions, it generates a tree containing all the
nodes in the webgraph, locating them at their best position considered by
the gathered LMLs. However, their depth in the tree does not reflect the
number of clicks needed to reach the nodes from the root node. Hence, the
hierarchy by itself is meaningless. Figure 4.20(b) illustrates this problem.
The highlighted node is an important landing page in the site. However,
this page is rarely visited from the root node of the image (in this case, the
home page of the site). Thanks to this visualisation, we formulated a new
hypothesis shifting the paradigm according to the sought outcome: the MB
algorithm might be useful to represent the most common paths performed
by the users that start their navigation at a specific page, which will be the
root of the hierarchy. To prove our hypothesis, we ran another experiment
that consisted of running the algorithm upon all the nodes in a site that
were a landing page, at least once. This operation was repeated for the five
different sites used in the previous evaluation. Results show that extracted
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(a) The usage tree (right) reveals an important edge (in blue), that the linking

and brushing system of WET allows the user to see in the structure tree (left).

Such an edge would have been difficult to detect otherwise.

(b) The filtering system helped us to discover an important landing page (high-

lighted in blue), that distributes its traffic to 4 pages. The page, located at level

3 of the hierarchy, is not usually reached through the paths performed from the

root node, which is the home page of the site. This fact suggested that we only

consider paths that start at the root node, to reach more meaningful trees.

Figure 4.20: The exploration of the different visualisations helped us to evaluate
the usefulness of the different algorithms for extracting hierarchies. Right images
show that the algorithm reveals important links not visible with the W-BFS.
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hierarchies provide an average of 99% of the LMLs existing on those naviga-
tion paths, which means that they are an accurate summary of the graphs
made up of all the paths that started at every landing page.

Figure 4.21: Relation between nodes and edges of the graphs to be handled by
the Edmond’s algorithm. The fitting curve represents the growth of graphs with
more than 100 nodes. Bottom plot is in log-log scale.

Taking into account that the algorithm runs in O(EV ), we characterised
such graphs to see if the algorithm is computationally feasible to get re-
sponses in a reasonable response time. We used usage data from six months
of those already mentioned 5 websites. The extracted model presents a
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polynomial curve corresponding to the function E = 0.47× V 1.42 in graphs
with less than a hundred nodes. However, the degree of the function de-
creases in bigger graphs (i.e. graphs with more than 100 nodes),the function
being E = 1.14 × V 1.16, showing a quasi linear growth, as can be seen in
Figure 4.21.

Figure 4.22: Time performance of the Edmond’s algorithm applied to the graphs
formed by users’ paths starting at a specific page.

We finally characterised results of time performance of the Edmond’s algo-
rithm upon such webgraphs. As can be seen in Figures 4.22, once outliers
have been removed, the algorithm presents a linear behaviour (being the
fitting curve T = exp(−9.7) × V 0.989) among the available graphs which
confirms its adequacy considering the size and topology of the graphs that
it has to deal with.

Again, the linear behaviour described by the data samples of time perfor-
mance show that, considering the size of the available webgraphs generated
by user sessions in a wide and diverse set of websites (with a mean of 11.8
nodes and 24 edges), the scalability of such algorithm is acceptable.

The main benefits of our approach are:

• The generation of a summary of the most common users’ paths from
a specific landing page to every exit page, which, taking into consid-
eration that the sessions’ length in a site is fairly limited, generates
small trees easier to layout and visualise.
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Figure 4.23: The coordinated highlighting enables the user to explore the shortest
path to reach a node from a specific root (top frame) comparing it with the real
users’ behaviour (bottom frame). Considering the user sessions that started at a
specific page (the root of the hierarchies), the usage tree reveals the most common
paths performed from the route to every existing ending point in such sessions.
This image reveals that users made five steps to reach a specific page, while the
website structure reveals that the same node can be reached with only three steps.

• Node depth becomes meaningful, as it represents the average number
of clicks that the users make to reach a page from the rooted node.

• The coordinated highlighted environment provided by WET enables
the user to compare the shortest path to reach a node from a root
page with the real path performed by the users, as can be seen in
Figure 4.23. This feature was specially well rated by domain analysts
that took part in the formative evaluation described in Section 4.5.
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4.5 Evaluation of the System

We conducted a formative study with domain experts, aimed at evaluating
both the domain level (stage 1) and abstraction level (stage 2) from the
nested model presented in Section 2.6.

Andrews defined in (And06) the concept of formative evaluations as “tests
that involve a small number of users using an interface to gain insight into
which problems occur and why they occur”, and Munzner (Mun09) stated
that this kind of evaluation is “intended to provide guidance to the design-
ers on how to improve a system and answer the question ’can I make it
better?”’. Munzner also stressed that this kind of assessment may support
the evaluation of the domain and abstraction levels.

The test was conducted with five web analytics experts who analysed a web-
site through a set of 10 tasks. The website used was www.infovis.net, which
at the time of the experiment had nearly 1.000 pages, almost 5.000 links,
and usage information from six months, having almost 50.000 user sessions.
The dataset was especially interesting as it had a clear structure, having a
mirrored structure due to the multilingual nature of the site. Users were
given 15 minutes training with a real dataset, and spent almost two hours
with WET analysing the dataset. Tasks were defined with the webmaster
of the website, who used WET to analyse his own site, and were defined to
allow the users to use all the visualisations provided by WET. Although this
makes the results of test not generalisable, it helps to focus users’ attention
on specific problems that ended up providing interesting feedback in order
to validate the domain and the abstraction level of our approach. Tasks can
be found in Table 4.2.

WET was initially loaded with the visualisations described in Chapters 3
and 4, which included two visualisations of the website structure (the radial
tree and a treemap), the usage tree and the session graph. Users were asked
to verbally express their thoughts and analytic strategies. The whole session
was video recorded using screen cast software that recorded user actions as
well as the analyst comments.

4.5.1 Evaluation Results

The test allowed the users to perform an in-depth assessment of a real
website, enabling them to use the main features of WET in detail. From
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Task Description
T1 How many clicks are needed to reach the furthest pages from

the home page?
T2 Locate the most visited page in terms of ’page views’.
T3 Have a look at the broken links existing in this site, and

decide which page would be the first one you would fix.
T4 The website you are visualising has contents in Spanish and

in English. Show the most used links in the home page of
the English version of the site and discover what pages they
link to.

T5 Which version of the website receives more visits, the English
or the Spanish one? more in-links.

T6 Use the search tool to locate one of the pages of your web-
site using its url. Now, visualise how the rest of the site is
organised around it.

T7 Discover the shortest path to reach the page that the evalu-
ator will give you from the main home page of the site, and
discover if this is the main trend followed by the users, or if
they make more complicated routes.

T8 The page XX is the main conversion page of this site. Ex-
plore the main paths performed by the users who reached
it.

T9 Which is the most important landing page in this website?
Discover how many clicks are needed to reach the conversion
page from our landing page.

T10 Locate the page XX. Which is the most common path per-
formed by the users that landed on this page that reached
the conversion page?

Table 4.2: Tasks performed by the users during the final formative evaluation
(URLs used in this study have been removed to preserve website privacy).

the recorded videos and in-situ observations, we saw that users understood
all the visualisations and the data they represent. However, as the time
and tasks completion increased, they tended to forget the data they were
looking at, having doubts about how to perform the requested tasks. This
issue suggests the need for more explicit information in the visualisations
frame, as we observed that the titles of ’Usage Tree’ and ’Sessions graph’
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were misleading, mainly in terms of the type of usage data they contain. As
a result of this, we proceeded to change the title of the visualisation frames
providing more detailed titles. In addition, a typical error was related to
the fact of having the same visual metaphor (the radial tree) used in two
different contexts: the website structure and the usage tree. From this, we
learned that, in order to improve the results of the evaluation, it would have
been more useful to provide predefined configuration settings regarding the
type of analysis to be performed.

In T1, users stated that they do not usually take into account the number
of clicks needed to reach a page from any other as current tools do not
provide this information. However, they stated that this feature would be
very interesting to discover the ’compactness’ of the site and to visually
discover those pages that need more clicks to be reached from every landing
page than the average number of clicks performed by the users in the site,
assisting in the discovery of pages that might never be reached.

In terms of T3, analysts stated that the superimposed visualisation of bro-
ken links upon the website structure (see Figure 4.14) allowed them to form
more complex hypothesis which are difficult to formulate with current tools.
While these tools provide only information about the number of broken links
that each page has, our approach let the users incorporate more complex
reasoning when deciding which page they would fix first. Besides from stat-
ing that they would solve the page with the most broken links, an analyst
stated: “seeing the data in that way, I would rather start solving the pages
nearest the home page, or near the conversion page rather than the ones
with the most broken links”. Moreover, analysts argued that the rest of
the visualisations would help them to foster their attention into the most
navigated routes, in order to start fixing the pages that would affect users’
navigation.

T5 was really difficult to achieve, and denoted the need to incorporate analy-
sis capabilities into the tool, such as tables delivering information regarding
the visualised information. This particular task helped us to understand
that, although WET might be very useful to locate particularly interesting
information, it is very important to provide table based information which
is easily exportable so further statistical analysis can be carried out.

One of the most well rated interactions available in WET was the linking
and brushing feature between the structure and the usage trees,that was
extensively used in tasks T7, T9 and T10. The combination of both visual-
isations enabled us to discover and compare the most efficient paths to the
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nodes with the real one performed by the users. According to the analysts,
this information is very difficult to get hold of with current approaches.

T8 was usually tackled with the session graph, which was also very positively
rated as, according to the analysts: “with this visualisation one can see the
ecosystem of pages involved in the routes to a specific content”. In a sense,
the usage tree, the session graph and a funnel chart could be complementary
visualisations as all of them provide solutions to different problems. On one
hand, the funnel chart helps to reveal how many users go through a set of
predefined steps needed to reach a desired goal, hiding information on what
the users did before reaching every step. The usage tree, on the other hand,
helps to reveal the most common routes performed by the users from a
specific landing page, representing several funnels at the same time, mainly
allowing the analyst to discover the average number of clicks made by the
users to reach all the exit pages. The session graph, however, appears to be
the most complex yet powerful approach. Its ability to visualise the paths
between any given set of pages presents a new possibility for analysts, who
do not currently have any tools for digging into users’ paths in fine grain
detail. The session graph may help to discover different routes that may
converge to finally reach the same page, or to see how users that reach a
specific page split to visualise other pages containing related information.

Overall, one of the best rated features of WET was the possibility to high-
light the conversion page in the website, which according to the analysts, is
the most important page in the site. Thanks to this interaction, the con-
version pages pop out very easily, enabling the analyst to discover where it
is located in all the different visualisations.

This evaluation brought up a new research question: do all the sites of the
same type share a common structure? If so, it would be very useful to
depict such a common structure to see the differences with the existing one,
allowing the web designer to discover the main differences.

A further improvement of the tool should definitely consider the incorpo-
ration of the time dimension into the visualisations, enabling the user to
discover changes in the data over time.

In the final post questionnaire interview, all the users stated that the in-
teractive visualisations provided by WET would be very beneficial to their
work, but they argued the need to integrate the tool with the data coming
from analytic tools such as Google Analytics or Site Catalyst.
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Usability issues Besides providing valuable qualitative feedback to un-
derstand the adequacy of the visualisations to the analysts needs, an impor-
tant goal of formative evaluations is to aid the location of usability prob-
lems. Below we provide a list of the main usability problems we found in
our system:

• Node overlapping : The overlapping in the Radial Tree was annoying
for the participants. It often took too long to select a single node, or
to realise that the selected node was the desired one.

• Difficulty in remembering page position: Although the animation per-
formed when the root node of the hierarchical visualisations is changed,
users tended to get lost when there were no metrics that visually
helped them to identify a page in the visualisations. Therefore, we
suggest that locating labels with the URL or the title of very specific
and relevant pages may dramatically increase the location awareness
of most of the pages in the visualisation.

• Node selection: We found an important usability issue that involved
the unhighlighting of previously selected nodes when users performed
the panning action. This issue could be solved by using a double-click
approach for clearing the group of selected nodes.

• Need of more visual clues: As stated before, as the tasks got more
complicated, users started forgetting the meaning of the representa-
tions. Hence, we believe that this could be solved with more visual
cues that indicate what is being displayed in every frame.

• Vocabulary problems : The label associated with link usage was “Fre-
quency”. However users did not understand this term and suggested
“Click” as a more appropriate word. Moreover, the name was con-
fusing. For instance, “Navigation External Views” should be named
“Organic Traffic”.

• Filtering System: The filtering system changes the opacity and dis-
ables the interaction capabilities of items that do not match the fil-
tering conditions. However, as they are still visible, some users got
confused as they wanted to interact with them. One possibility would
be to reduce the opacity further to better reflect that the item is
not available. Moreover, if a link is active and one of its connected
nodes are not interactive, this highlighting system will highlight both
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of them. This issue confused users, letting them think that in fact
both nodes where available for interacting.

These problems were addressed before conducting the next evaluation, which
is covered in the next chapter.

4.5.2 Lessons Learned and Study Limitations

Nevertheless, the conducted thinking aloud protocol provided valuable feed-
back as domain experts could explore in detail the different visualisations
provided by our system. In order to avoid big disparities on the gathered
feedback we used the same dataset with all of them. While this fact benefits
the comparison between the behaviour of the users with the tool, it prevents
results from being generalisable. However, the fact that the dataset was real,
and that users extracted the same results without the need of other analysis
tools suggests that their reported benefits might be transferable to sites of,
at least, a similar size.

As we have introduced before, WET was initially loaded with four different
coordinated visualisations at the same time to evaluate if the users are able
to discern the different possible benefits provided by each approach. This
fact usually overwhelmed users, making them get lost with the different
visualisations. We suggest that, at this level of evaluation in multivisualisa-
tion systems such as WET, the tasks should incorporate notes such as “use
the X visualisation to discover. . . ”.

During the experiment, 15 minutes training was giving before a 2 hour
session. In our experience, it is important to avoid user frustration as it
decreases their confidence with the tool. Moreover, users tend to forget
features of the tool not used in the very first tasks. To overcome this
problem we suggest that longer training sessions should be accompanied
with shorter experiment sessions which would benefit the final result.

We also learned that during the analysis sessions, it is very important to
provide the user with information about the context of the data to enable the
generation of more informed decisions. For instance, indicate the number
of pages that are being visualised, or the percentage of the whole traffic
that the visualised nodes hold. This will help to identify if the problems
or inconsistencies detected through the exploration are really important or
not.
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We also suggest maintaining an as lengthy as possible discussion after the
accomplishment of a very limited number of tasks with the users. It is also
interesting to point out that some of the most useful user suggestions came
from discussions made a few days after the test. At that time, users tended
to remember what they considered to be the most important novelty in the
system.

4.6 Conclusions

Figure 4.24: Screenshot of the WET visual system showing the three different
visualisations available. All the visualisations use the same visual encodings: upper
left window shows the radial tree that represents ’Structure Tree’, bottom left shows
the ’Usage Tree’ and bottom right frame shows the ’Sessions Graph’. The green
star represents the conversion page of the site, facilitating its tracking along the
three visualisations.

Evaluating the usability of a website is a problem that goes beyond the
analysis of statistics that mainly provide information about website usage.
However, usability experts, information architects and web analysts are still
struggling with tables full of statistics that end up providing little insight
into how a website is used.

Contrary to current Web analytic tools, WET uses a context-based en-
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vironment that enables the representation of web metrics on top of visual
abstractions of the structure and usage of a website, encoding them as visual
attributes from nodes. Moreover, WET offers a coordinated environment
that provides different synchronised visualisations as well as interactive tech-
niques to interact with the data.

In terms of the visualisation of the website structure, we have developed
the ’Structure Tree’, which is a radial visualisation whose novelty relies on
the modification of the well known Breadth First Search algorithm. Our
approximation is able to disambiguate coexisting parents of a node in the
same depth, improving the number of selected relevant links to form a hi-
erarchy. The system also incorporates interactions to recalculate the site’s
hierarchy starting at any page on the site, enabling the user to understand
the number of clicks needed to reach the rest of the pages in the site. This
approach may represent a major advantage for website designers as it en-
ables them to visualise the structure of a website at a glance considering
any possible entry point. We have also seen that this approach allows the
user to easily discover possible design errors in the hyperlink structure of
the site, such as the location of pages located at too many clicks from the
desired root node.

In terms of the visualisation of users paths, we have developed two different
solutions. The first one is a graph layout that depicts all the different routes
that pass through one or more selected nodes in the site. Implemented dy-
namic filtering techniques available in scented widgets enable the user to
filter non-relevant links, helping in the extraction of meaningful usage pat-
terns that reveal main users trends. This visualisation has been especially
well-rated by a group of domain experts who stated that our approach
can complement current web analytics tools, providing a more detailed and
compact view of users paths with data which is very difficult to interpret.

We have also presented our second approach for dealing with users’ routes,
which is based on a maximum branching algorithm that extracts the most
common routes performed by the users, starting at a specific page. Domain
experts stated that the combination of this visualisation and the ’Structure
tree’, with the filtering and mapping capabilities of WET, may benefit the
comparison between shortest paths versus real performed routes.

Finally, according to the request of expert web analysts, we provided WET
with interaction facilities that enable the web analysts to mark the conver-
sion pages of the site. Hence, users can easily identify such pages visually
and annotate the conversion page in order to locate it more easily while
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analysing the visualisations.

An evaluation with domain experts has helped us to understand the poten-
tial of our visualisations, and to validate them in the two very first layers
proposed in the nested model presented by Munzner (Mun09).

Work from this chapter has been published in (PD07; PC08; PCBYD+09;
PCBYD10).





Chapter 5

Visualising Virtual Learning

Environments

In this chapter we present the integration of the WET system to support
the analysis of Virtual Learning Environments. Such integration was con-
ducted within two case studies, where real analysts used our tool to explore
data from different learning platforms. Furthermore, we will describe the
evaluation methodology that we followed, as well as the outcomes obtained
by the analysts. We will finally report the lessons learned during these long
term evaluations.

5.1 Research Problem

Ramsden (Ram03) suggested that integrated monitoring of student experi-
ence is an essential component and a ’minimum standard’ of online learning
provision. In fact, usage access data could be valuable for instructors to
gain a better understanding into how students use the online resources and
evaluate how effective they might be. However, in practice, it is rare that
teachers use such data to inform their teaching or pedagogical goals, prefer-
ring traditional face-to-face interaction or feedback evaluation forms at the
end of the teaching term. This is strikingly different from the growing trends
in e-commerce in which the use of advanced analysis and visualisation tech-
niques to explore usability and effectiveness of web material has become a
cornerstone of business strategy to understand customers’ behaviour.

109
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The lack of applied examples of web usage mining in education is partially
caused by the clunky interfaces implemented in VLEs to access and view
data, and partially by the difficulty of finding the expertise in data min-
ing among teachers and instructors. There is certainly a need to make
available simple and intuitive tools to improve pedagogy and students’ ex-
perience. Furthermore, typical web analytics approaches and applications
to study web usage data are tailored for the business needs and highly fo-
cused on key performance indicators (KPIs) (LTT09). When considering a
closed-access system within an educational setting, in which the VLE is ei-
ther complementing the course material in a blended delivery of instruction
or provides the interactive space in which teaching occurs, as in distance
learning, the KPIs used in business models lose meaning as usability and
students’ experience are central.

WET has been introduced as a visual tool enabling the user to explore
web data through interactive visual representations of the structure and
usage of a site. The research presented in this section has two main goals:
the first is to explore the potential and the benefits of a visual mining
tool in educational online provision of content using standard VLEs. The
second is to provide further evidence in support of the usefulness of WET in
exploratory data analysis providing a detailed evaluation of this tool with
two long-term case studies.

In this section we will first review the current techniques used for analysing.
Afterwards we will discuss the evaluation methodology we used in this study
to finally describe the two use cases where WET was applied along with a
subset of the main insights gathered by our tool. We will finally conclude
with a discussion on the benefits of WET in the assessment of VLEs and
suggest improvements in the design of visual web mining systems.

5.2 Related Work

The web based nature of VLEs makes data mining techniques suitable for
gathering information from web server logs that contain trails of student
and teacher activity within the platform (RV07; CVN+07). Specifically, web
mining techniques, which include the analysis of the structure, content and
usage of a site, can be used to discover and model the success of pedagogical
strategies and ease of use of the learning platform.
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Early attempts to use web server logs to explore students’ behaviour using
online learning material have been reported in different studies with varying
degrees of success. For example, Ingram (Ing99) used logs to evaluate utility
and usability of instructional websites. Crook and Barrowcliff (CB01) care-
fully logged students’ engagement to demonstrate the value of ubiquitous
computing on campus. Hardy and colleagues (HBM+06) monitored stu-
dents’ access to material provided via a VLE across different disciplines to
identify useful behaviour patterns. However, these studies provide a snap-
shot view of usage, and much like web analytics, give only a descriptive
overview of activity.

There are many web analytics tools that generate a wide variety of metrics
such as number of page views or average time spent by the users on the site
that help to understand website usage. However, these statistics usually
provide little insight into usage due to the lack of adequate and comprehen-
sible visualisations that may potentially assist the process of making sense
of the vast amount of data available. Information Visualisation (infovis)
techniques have been applied in an attempt to overcome such a problem.
The most common approach has been the usage of node-link diagrams where
nodes represent content pages and edges represent links between them. Dif-
ferent layouts have been used for representing either the organisation of the
website or the routes followed by the users when navigating through the
site (CS99; HL01b; CPM+98; KE02).

Although there have been several approaches for providing visualisations to
help with the understanding of websites usage (see Section 4.2), in fact, a few
cases can be found demonstrating the applications of these techniques into
the e-learning domain. For example, (MBC+05) used a file-navigation-like
tree for digging into the details of student sessions. (SSW05) implemented
the DMASC tool, which provided fine-grain details of the paths of individual
users through the learning space.

5.3 Evaluation Methodology

To validate the domain and abstraction levels of our tool in the context of
analysing VLEs we conducted two case studies with real scenarios in which
WET was used by at least one analyst per project in the assessment of
two e-learning platforms. As indicated earlier, the need for visualisation
tools in education is demonstrated by the fact that in both cases, the first
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engagement followed an expression of interest from the project leaders in
using visualisation tools to aid their assessment.

The exploratory and interactive essence of InfoVis systems makes it difficult
to evaluate their effectiveness and the usefulness of the visual outputs with
classical methods such as controlled and artificial experiments (Car08). In
that sense, Perer and Shneiderman stated that “telling the users which tasks
to carry out is incompatible with discovery” (PS08). In 2004 Plaisant (Pla04)
challenged researchers to reformulate their evaluations to capture the ex-
ploratory nature of InfoVis systems and later contributed to the Multi-
dimensional In-depth Long-term Case Studies (MILC) (SP06) in an at-
tempt to overcome some of these issues. This methodology enables the user
to conduct more naturalistic evaluations with qualitative assessments based
on the observation of real users engaging with real tasks using the target
tool during a long period of time.

Following the guidelines proposed in (SP06) and (PS09), the main steps
that we applied in the MILC evaluation can be summarised as follows:

1. Initial interview and experiment setup: a first interview enables the
user and the evaluator to define the goals of the analysis according to
the capabilities of the system. Such goals will be used afterwards to
assess the success of the analysis process.

2. Training : extensive training must be provided for the participants so
they can understand the functionalities of the system.

3. Early use: participants install the tool in their workplace and get the
required datasets formatted accordingly to the needs of the system.
Continuous contact with the evaluator occurs to accommodate the
tool to the needs of the user.

4. Mature use: it is expected that most of the outcomes of the analysis
should come during this phase, where the participant is already skilful
with the tool and has a better idea of the type of analysis that can be
performed. Ethnographic types of observations should be performed.

5. Outcome: a final interview must be conducted to review the findings
and compare them with the goals defined in the initial meeting. Par-
ticipants should provide thoughts and conclusions about the potential
of the system as well as suggest improvements for future designs.
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During the analysis process, participants were encouraged to annotate and
provide feedback about their findings or frustrations, as well as to capture
images when discovery occurred. Moreover, we also had the opportunity
to collect video recordings of analysis sessions in the AutoLearn project,
as we had the opportunity to install screencast software in the analysts’
computers. Such videos helped us in the process of reviewing the behaviour
of the users with our tool, and contrast obtained results.

The interviews, communication and analysis tracking of the e-STUB project
were performed entirely online through voice calls (Skype) and IM sessions
using Google Wave. The latter was particularly interesting because it allows
for a seamless combination of real-time and asynchronous exchanges.

Finally, in an effort to simplify and reduce the cost of analysing all the
available videos, and to better understand the actions performed during
the analysis we developed a logging system that keeps track of all the inter-
actions performed with WET. Therefore, each interaction with the system
leaves a trail of the form showed in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Parts of a record generated by WET’s logging system.

We define below the information contained in each section:

• Timestamp: Records the time when the action was performed

• User id : Uniquely identifies the user of the system. This is especially
useful when requiring a user name and password to access the tool.

• Source: Taking into account that WET provides a multiple coordi-
nated environment, it is important to understand in which visualisa-
tion the action occurred.

• Action Id : We defined different types of actions to simplify its further
analysis, identifying five different action types:

– Generic action: These are a set of interactions such as zooming
and panning that are available in all the visualisations.

– Node action: When clicking to a node, WET shows detailed
information in the Information Panel. Moreover, there are spe-
cific interactions that enable the user to highlight all the in- or
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out-links of a node, or to set the node as the focus of the visual-
isations.

– Metric action: One of the main characteristics of WET is that
it enables the analyst to map a specific metric with any of the
available visual attributes. These kinds of actions have been
defined as metric actions, and may help to discover which have
been the preferred mappings and their associated metrics.

– Session action: This type of action registers the log in and log
out actions to the system, to help define analysis sessions.

• Action: It contains the name of the performed actions such as ’pan’,
’zoom’ or ’click’.

• Action parameters: Each type of action may have a set of associated
parameters. For instance, this section stores the pairs of ’metric/visual
attribute’ assigned with the mapping tool.

• Visualisation: This section of the log provides information on the state
of every single visualisation in the system, providing information on
which visualisations are actually visible and their size and positions.

Generated logs were analysed after the evaluation process and were used to
guide part of the interview with the users.

5.4 Case Studies

The following sections are dedicated to the description of the main goals
of the AutoLearn and the e-STUB projects. We will define its analysis
needs as well as the data integration processes we followed to integrate
project data to WET. Furthermore, we will report the different stages of
the MILC evaluation process including early usage and mature usage of
WET, to conclude with the obtained outcomes.

5.4.1 AutoLearn Project

AutoLearn is a VLE to learn English or German as a foreign language devel-
oped using Moodle; AutoLearn incorporates automatic correction facilities
that go beyond spelling and grammar checking based on Natural Language
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Processing techniques. The main goal of the project was to study the use
of automatically generated feedback in real-life instruction environments,
which adds machine-learner interaction to the existing teacher-learner and
learner-learner interaction. In terms of our work, the project sought the
evaluation of the usability of the platform to understand students’ satisfac-
tion and to assess the pedagogical and linguistic aspects of the courses.

AutoLearn was used in 7 institutions across Europe, managing a total of
28 courses taken by 610 students during two periods of 4 and 2 months
respectively. The whole project was divided into two phases: the first testing
phase was dedicated to the implementation of the learning system in the first
13 courses. During this stage analysts aimed to improve the system through
the application of an iterative evaluation-development methodology.

WET was used as the main tool in the explorative analysis of quantitative
data extracted from log files. The lack of experience of the analysts in the
web mining field generated no primary hypothesis, which emphasised the
need for an exploratory tool for the discovery of outliers and behavioural
patterns.

Data integration

Although WET incorporates automatic tools for importing data from the
most common web server log files, the existence of proxies in some schools
prevented the user identification through classical methods of log file analy-
sis (CMS99b). Hence, we ported the Moodle database, which incorporates
its own usage data with identified users, into the WET mining system.

We generated a hierarchy based upon the main structure of the project that
can be seen in Figure 5.2. The provided structure had nodes representing
assignments in the outermost ring of the hierarchy, enabling a histogram like
visualisation when mapping the nodes’ height with exercise-based statistics.
Such histogram gets visually integrated with the hierarchy of the platform,
which enabled the discovery of patterns and outliers, as can also be seen in
Figure 5.2.

The developed quantitative metrics were based on the time spent per ex-
ercise, number of visits and number of interactions per assignment. The
last one was especially interesting as it provided a measure of the num-
ber of times that a user interacted with the automatic correction module.
Regarding categorical data, the analysts identified every node based on its
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type, differentiating quizzes, assignments, resources and automatically cor-
rected exercises.

Figure 5.2: Hierarchy of AutoLearn structure. Leafs of the tree represent course
exercises, that can be mapped according their specific quantitative and categorical
metrics.

Early use

At the end of the testing phase, we provided the analyst with an XML file
containing aggregated data from the 244 students that participated in 13
courses. WET incorporated a radial tree as well as a treemap to analyse
the hierarchical structure of the platform, both of them with the same
interaction capabilities such as dynamic filtering and visual mapping of
metrics. We observed that analysts felt more comfortable with the radial
tree than with the treemap as the hierarchical structure popped up more
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clearly. Moreover, comparing bar heights was easier than comparing the
treemap squarified areas. At the time of this analysis there were no users’
paths visualisations in WET, which limited the data exploration to the
comparison of the different metrics with the visualisation of the structure
of the project (see Figure 5.2).

During the analysis, each quantitative metric was mapped accordingly onto
the height of the nodes, while colour was used to distinguish between cate-
gorical values such as level of the course (Intermediate or Advanced), lan-
guage (German or English) or type of exercise (quiz, assignment, resource
and automatically corrected exercise). Such mapping enabled the discovery
of a usage pattern that revealed a decay in the visits as the lesson advanced,
as can be seen in Figure 5.3. In a more detailed analysis, it was also dis-
covered that there was a different slope considering students from advanced
courses against intermediate ones.

This finding encouraged the analysts to develop and integrate more usage
related metrics to compare in the second round of the project.

Figure 5.3: Detail of an AutoLearn course in the web interface (left) and in
WET (right). Units and sections from the course are organised in clock-wise order.
Colour coding shows the different types of sections within each unit, while size of
the bars represent number of visits. The decay pattern has also been stressed in
two different courses.
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Mature use

The recorded analysis sessions allowed us to observe a dramatic improve-
ment in task performance, proof of the learning curve of the analyst. When
prompted, the analyst said: “I already knew how to use the tool, so I went
straight to visualise what I wanted to see”. We observed that the analyst
developed a clear exploration strategy that followed the Information Seek-
ing Mantra (Shn96): a very first overview of the whole structure using size
and colour according to specific metrics helped to detect outliers and trends.
Then, most relevant courses were filtered and explored in more detail.

In this phase analysts found more examples that supported the findings
made in the early stage regarding exercise visits.

Outcome

While the overview obtained with the session graph visualisation (Fig-
ure 5.4) revealed the whole usage of the AutoLearn project, a closer look
at the different courses revealed a pogo-sticking behaviour pattern that in-
volved the absence of use of direct links between exercises within a course.
The pogo-sticking term was introduced by Jared Spool in (HS09), and was
described as “those times when a user jumps up and down through the hi-
erarchy of the site, hoping they’ll eventually hit the content they desire”.
Images from Figure 5.5 make apparent such patterns referred to by one of
the analysts as the “flower visualisation”. In the images, the main node
represents the home page of the course, while surrounding coloured nodes
represent the different exercises in the course. As can be seen, users tend
to move back and forth between the exercises instead of moving from one
exercise to the other. This pattern was interpreted as a sign that each ac-
tivity was in principle self-contained and that all, or at least most of, the
materials needed to answer the questions posed by the teacher could be
answered without the need to navigate around. This interpretation is sup-
ported by a decision made after the first testing phase, which implied that
all activities including reading and listening comprehension activities had
to be implemented so that learners could have access to either the audio,
or the video or the text as well as to the questions in one single screen.

In the final interview with the analysts, it was argued that the explorative
capabilities of the tool and the “easy way to represent the hierarchical struc-
ture of the project” helped them in the process of generating new hypotheses
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Figure 5.4: Visualisation of the sessions graph provided in WET, showing a
graph corresponding to the student sessions in the season two of analysis. The
visualisations reveal at a glance the different courses existing in the AutoLearn
project. As expected, students can only navigate from the login page (central
node) and the pages of the course he is enrolled in.
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Figure 5.5: Aggregated users’ paths from the 4 most visited courses of AutoLearn.
The central node in the visualisations corresponds to the main page of the course
which contain links to the different exercises, which are colour-coded according to
its type.

which in the long term allowed them to perform a deeper analysis. Their
main findings were also contrasted and confirmed with the qualitative anal-
yses performed during the project.

We also noticed an extensive usage of image editing tools for annotating
relevant screenshots after every discovery in order to incorporate them in
the analysis report. This fact strongly suggested the need to incorporate
basic annotation tools to the system, which at the same time may stimulate
the collaborative analysis.

The final report of the project incorporated images extracted from WET to
show the findings. More details about gathered insight from the analysis of
AutoLearn may be found in (MEQ09).

Logfile analysis

The analysis of WET logs embracing 22 analysis sessions accomplished dur-
ing the second analysis season helped us to discover how the visualisations
were used.

As can be seen in the left chart of Figure 5.6, the structure tree was used
way more than the other visualisations. The main factor that influenced
this biased usage was explained by the main analyst as a lack of time to
play with the usage visualisations. However, it is very interesting to notice
that the session graph, only used 1% of the time, helped to discover the
pogo-stick behaviour in the students.

Another interesting fact that can be seen in the right plot from Figure 5.6
is that only two visual attributes were used during the second analysis pe-
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Figure 5.6: Statistics of the usage of the different visualisations (left) and visual
attributes (right) in the AutoLearn use case.

riod. As we have explained before, we observed a dramatic improvement
in the tasks performance, which limited the usage of features to those that
satisfied the analysis needs during the first analysis season. In this case, the
analyst preferred to only use size (mainly in bars of one dimension) to re-
veal numerical usage statistics while colour was used to distinguish between
the different types of pages in the AutoLearn structure, using categorical
metadata that helped in their identification as can be seen in Figures 5.2
and 5.5.

5.4.2 e-STUB Project

The main goals of the e-STUB project (exploration of Students’ Tracking
and User Behaviour) was to analyse in detail how students used online
resources provided in blended courses via a VLE, and relate usage behaviour
with both performance and a number of personality metrics.

In a prior quantitative analysis, Vigentini (Vig09) identified some com-
pelling correlations between the amount of usage (characterised by fre-
quency of access and time spent on resources) and academic performance.
However, one of the key limitations reported was the inability to meaning-
fully visually represent the visitation patterns or attempting to define what
a typical session would look like.

The dataset included over 2000 students enrolling on the foundation psy-
chology courses over a period of 5 years at the University of Edinburgh.
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This is an extremely heterogeneous sample in composition as the cohorts
were followed from the first into the second year and the fact that not all
enrolled students pursue a degree in social sciences, but take the psychology
course as an outside subject (i.e. only 40% of the students are enrolled in
psychology degrees).

Data integration

Web logs were obtained directly from WebCT Vista 6.0 (now Blackboard)
using a powertool in the admin interface rather than the end user GUI.
This generated a log of content units (pages with all the frames/graphics and
scripts) organised by user and session. Such a format is an excellent starting
point as it allows the user to skip some of the preprocessing steps normally
required by the common log format. Each content unit was coded with
metadata according to its function: this corresponds to tools such as content
page, quiz, etc., actions such as ’view content page’, ’search performed’ etc.,
and abstractions such as core content, social activity, learning activity etc.
Normally such information is not readily available in server logs, but the
extra processing step to enrich the data gives a deeper understanding of
usage behaviour. Users’ goals cannot be easily extrapolated from the path
taken, but by using the meta-data, intentions can be inferred based on
the resources used. In fact, contrary to the concept of a conversion page
in e-commerce, for an educational website, students could be driven by
potentially competing goals within the same session (i.e. performing a self-
test using a quiz as a learning goal as well as spending time on reading core
content, but the intentions are different). Furthermore, although user data
cannot be easily segmented with WET, the sample was stratified to provide
single datasets based on the course year (i.e. first or second year) and
performance (good performance, i.e. students with grades above 65%, and
poor performance, i.e. between 35%-marginal fail- to 55% -satisfactory-).

Early use

We observed that the learning curve to attain a good proficiency with the
use of WET was fairly rapid, as described by the analyst. This was predom-
inantly because the project leader was already familiar with web analytics
and some of the core concepts involved with the handling and processing
of web log data in web usage mining. The steps to produce the data in
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the right format, however, were time-consuming and required a consider-
able amount of effort. The exchanges between the analyst and the developer
were frequent and the aid of the communication tool (Google Wave) in stor-
ing and reproducing the exchanges was very valuable. After an initial live
session in which the evaluator described the tool and its functionalities in
detail, the work on graphs’ generation took much more prominence and the
analyst conducted the exploration using WET largely independently.

Mature use

Once the analyst had an opportunity to explore WET and its capabilities,
the representation of meta-data and user information in the visualisation
became central. The inclusion of categorical and user data required a further
elaboration at the database level, before the generation of graphs. As the
steps were standardised in the earlier stages of the project, the exchanges
of data files and generation of graphs was considerably faster at this point,
leading to an efficient workflow. WET needed a small upgrade to allow for
the inclusion of all visual information available, but not previously used in
a concurrent fashion; however this did not cause any side-effects in the data
analysis allowing the analyst to focus on the exploration of data.

Outcome

Given the previous quantitative understanding of the patterns in the data,
the analyst was mainly interested in the best possible visual representation
of patterns. In study the analyst focused specifically on one cohort of stu-
dents (students enrolled on the Psychology 1 course in 2007 and continuing
into Psychology 2 in 2008) to demonstrate some useful insights generated
from the use of WET.

For example, the analyst already knew that the students mainly focused
on three core content pages (both in terms of time spent on resource and
frequency of access): the home page, which is the first container displayed
after login, the lectures hub (providing access to all lecture notes, handouts
and core readings related to the teaching), and the tutorial hub (providing
all material related to tutorials and practicals). These pages are prominent
in the figures in which the size of items represents the frequency of use. The
access to the social hub (i.e. discussion forums, internal mail system and
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chat) was less clear with aggregated data indicating uneven patterns across
courses and years.

Figure 5.7: Paths and frequency of access in a 1st year course; most common
paths from the homepage (left) and site structure highlighting shortest path to
search results pages (green nodes).

The graphs (Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8) demonstrate the expected patterns
in accessing the core content. An interesting observation can be made in
relation with the ’path to expertise’ in using the system: students in year 1
(Y1, Figure 5.7), in general, display longer paths in their browsing sessions
compared to Y2. Furthermore, as can be seen in Figure 5.8, low performers
(right image) perform many more paths through social activity pages (coded
as blue stars in the image), such as mail or chat ,contrary to what happens
with high performer students.

In addition, longer visits in Y1 were expected from the quantitative data
analysis as Y1 students tend to ’cram’ visitation toward the end of the term,
closer to the exams (see (HBM+06)). Another possible demonstration of
this ’novice’, more chaotic approach, in using the VLE is offered by the ac-
cess to the ’search’ facility. The search is available from anywhere in the site
and the results pages are dynamically generated appearing in the structure
as if they were static. Figure 5.7 (right) shows that in the Y1 class there
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are a number of long branches (green nodes) indicating repeated searches
beyond 3 clicks. Occurrences of the search results pages are a behavioural
pattern rather than reflecting the structure of the site and its usability,
because as explained in Section 4.3.1, the fact of generating the website
structure based on access logs converts the structure tree into another vi-
sual abstraction for understanding usage patterns. A shallow occurrence
like in Y2 (i.e. log in and find X) demonstrates strategic behaviour. In Y1
too many long branches and deeper occurrences in the clickstream could be
interpreted as an index of disorientation.

Figure 5.8: Differences between high and low performing students’ most common
paths in the 2nd year course.

The similarity of the visitation patterns in students classed as low perform-
ers in Y2 and the Y1 group was particularly interesting as it could be an
early indicator of lower performance at the end of the year. The path to
expertise in the higher performing students suggests increased efficiency
in access, with shorter, frequent and targeted visits (i.e. the sessions are
short for all types of content), whilst the lower performing group still shows
broader and lengthier visits, more similar to the novice state in Y1. Y1
students also don’t seem to differentiate between the core content and so-
cial interaction: patterns that remain similar in lower performing students
moving from Y1 to Y2. This could be an index of distraction or an attempt
to seek external validation.

Moreover, Figure 5.9 represents different images extracted from our ses-
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sion graph, representing different student groups that helped the analyst
to demonstrate the differences in the modes of access of different types of
users. Such visualisations were reported in the final project document, and
were referred as the “site galaxy”.

Although all these observations need to be properly substantiated by statis-
tical analysis of the data, the visual interaction with the navigation paths
is essential to explore for meaningful patterns.

Logfile analysis

The analysis of WET logs revealed a more evenly distributed usage of both,
visualisations and visual attributes of the system (see Figure 5.10). The dif-
ference with the behaviour seen in the AutoLearn project can be explained
with the different analysis needs of the projects. While there existed only
one dataset to be examined in the AutoLearn project, and in general, very
clear goals defined after the early use that involved the comparison of the
different usage metrics in the different courses, the goal of the e-STUB
project involved more exploratory tasks across many datasets that repre-
sented different segments of the data.

To the question of why the analyst used the sessions graph visualisation
less, he answered that the usage tree was more readable and provided very
interesting usage patterns. However, the sessions graph, or “site galaxy” as
referred to by the analyst, also helped to reveal unexpected patterns. We
observed that logs contained no records regarding the usage of the filtering
widget that facilitates the discovery of main navigation trends in such visu-
alisations. This fact suggests a usability problem, as the analyst forgot the
existence of this functionality.

In this case, colour and size were the most used visual attributes. However,
it was interesting to discover, after the interview with the analyst, that the
location attribute (which sorts the sibling nodes of a branch in the tree
according to a specific metric) was used to bring together all the different
pages, as can be seen in Figure 5.8.

5.5 Lessons Learned and Recommended Features

Although WET has provided ways to discover relevant patterns of the data,
such patterns cannot be easily studied with it. Therefore, for visualisation
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Figure 5.9: Different visualisations of the “site galaxy” with different segments
of users provided by the analyst of the e-STUB project. Each image represents the
session graph of the students sessions, classified in different groups. The visualisa-
tions enable the user to discover different behavioural patterns.
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Figure 5.10: Statistics of the usage of the visualisations (left) and visual attributes
in the e-STUB use case.

systems such as WET to be efficient, it is essential to provide them along
with exporting tools able to generate readable files with the information
that is being visualised. Moreover, qualitative observations revealed that
visualisations should be accompanied with data tables.

Another relevant enhancement of the tool to be considered as future work
should incorporate the ability to annotate the visualisations to facilitate
collaboration, and the possibility to stratify the data on-demand, allowing
a real-time calculation of metrics according to metadata intervals, such as
time or type of users.

In addition, a very interesting and well rated capability of the WET system
is its ability to incorporate any kind of metadata that can be taken into
account during the data exploration, and which is difficult to be added in
current web analytic packages.

Finally, we have seen the importance of developing MILC studies with tools
provided with a logging system. The analysis of such logs may provide very
useful information that can be used to guide the interviews with the ana-
lysts, helping to refresh users’ memories as well as stressing the most used
features. Moreover, we believe that the combination of a logging system
with annotation tools may assist the automatic discovery of findings during
the exploratory analysis.
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5.6 Conclusions

The understanding of the usage patterns of teaching material offered via
VLEs is a very important element that could provide valuable feedback to
instructors and inform pedagogy in terms of both learning outcomes and
teaching goals. However, web analytics and traditional log analysis tools
are unable to provide a simple and accessible way to gain insight into the
data with adequate tools for developing customised metrics.

Our work demonstrates how the use of WET provides a way to visually rep-
resent website data for the evaluation of the usage of two VLEs. Although
we cannot claim that WET can be considered better than any other cur-
rently existing tool for analysing data from VLEs, we have seen how in both
case studies our tool supported the discovery of uncovered and unexpected
patterns and may potentially provide a valuable asset for instructors and
policy makers to enhance the implementation and evaluation of e-learning
platforms, proving the sensemaking ability of our system. We have also
seen that the ability to embed meta-information to log data represents an
important enhancement compared with existing web analytics tools.

In both cases the project leaders expressed that a visualisation tool could
enhance their assessment and understanding of the data. Taking into ac-
count that the goal of applying web mining techniques to VLEs is to improve
learning, which is not a tangible measure, contrary to what happens in e-
commerce where profit is pursued, interactive tools such as WET become
especially important as they provide an explorative environment to aid the
generation of new hypotheses. A clear example of this fact is that, while in
e-commerce there usually are one or many identifiable conversion pages, this
is not feasible in learning platforms, as the real conversion is the knowledge
acquired by the student, which can only be inferred from the sequence of
actions performed by the student.

Results obtained in these use cases have been reported in the documentation
of a European project (MEQ09) and in a PhD thesis (Vig10). In such thesis,
the author who actively participated in the integration of WET to the data
from the e-STUB project stated that “the representations offered with WET
provide a simple and powerful way of representing visitation patterns in a
meaningful way”, which can be considered real evidence of the usefulness
of our approaches.

Work from this chapter has been published in (PCVQ10).





Chapter 6

Exploring Asynchronous Online

Discussions

In this chapter we present how we adapted WET to assist in the exploration
of the often intricate structure of online discussions. Besides representing a
new approach for readers and participants of online forums, the interactive
capabilities of the system make it appealing for social researchers interested
in understanding the phenomena and intrinsic structure of online conver-
sations. We used discussions extracted from Slashdot.org, a widely known
discussion panel, to evaluate the usefulness and adequacy of the capabilities
of our system.

6.1 Research Problem

The number of large-scale discussions existing in the Web is growing every
day, mainly because many web spaces incorporate discussion components
in their interfaces. Such integrated interfaces have changed the way peo-
ple contribute to public debates, creating new kind of conversation spaces
identified as Flash Forums (DWM04). The main characteristics of Flash
Forums are their large size, a tight focus overall with overlapping topics
between threads, and a short timeframe for the conversation, as they usu-
ally arise from fresh news that requires rapid comments to maintain the
freshness of the topic.
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Discussion components in Flash Forums have to handle very large con-
versations that usually tend to grow proportionally with traffic, reaching
hundreds or even thousands of comments per thread (NC10). This fact
is compromising the usability and effectiveness of most of the current web
interfaces (vBulletin1, phpBB2, SlashCode3), as they use a linear, usually
nested and multipage approach. In addition, users from Flash Forums have
to scan the most important comments in a short time period due to the
time constraints imposed by the forums.

The main motivation of our research is to demonstrate the inefficiency of
current conversation interfaces and to apply and test our highly interactive
system for exploring Flash Forums. We expect that WET will increase the
awareness of the conversation structure and hence, improve the detection
of relevant comments, enhancing the readers experience.

6.2 Related Work

The visual representation of conversations is part of the discipline of “Social
Visualisation”. This term was introduced in (DKV99) as the visualisation of
social information for social purposes. According to that definition, Social
Visualisation may be understood as the representation of both, the structure
of the participants of a social network and their interactions within the
community.

Such interactions may be found in asynchronous (blogs, wikis, newsgroups,
mailing lists) or synchronous form (chats). While collecting information
from chats is not an easy task because those systems are usually proprietary
and restricted, asynchronous online discussions leave a public trail that
contains the contributions of the participants.

The analysis of such conversations may enable the discovery of hot top-
ics and appealing subjects to boost up the community. Furthermore, re-
searchers may benefit from that information to study the behavioural pat-
terns behind such conversations and to interpret the social aspects of online
debates.

Asynchronous online discussions can be categorised according to their struc-
ture into single-threaded and multi-threaded conversations. Single-threaded

1
http://www.phpbb.com/

2
http://www.vbulletin.com/

3
http://www.slashcode.com/
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Figure 6.1: Web interfaces of conversations in Slashdot (left) and SourceForge
(right).

discussions are usually embedded in digital newspapers or in blogs, and pro-
vide just one thread of comments. This characteristic makes the conversa-
tion difficult to be followed by a human reader because there is no physical
structure that facilitates the discovery of comment replies.

On the other hand, multi-threaded conversations usually provide indenta-
tion or adequate titles that denote when a comment arises as a reply of
another text. Two examples can be found in Figure 6.1, where the left
subfigure shows a screenshot of Slashdot.org and the right one an example
of a SourceForge.net discussion panel. In these examples the reader may
observe the existence of a clear structure, which makes it easier to follow
the different threads that were originated from the primary post. However,
large debates originate countless pages with comments cumbersome to be
read and navigated, complicating the process of understanding the whole
conversation.

Due to the large amount of information existing in online discussions, In-
formation Visualisation techniques have been widely used to develop visual
interfaces that ease the exploration and understanding of this kind of data.
An example of Social Visualisation was proposed in (DKV99), where au-
thors introduced Chat Circles, an interface for depicting synchronous con-
versations that enables the discovery of the role of chat participants. The
authors also presented Loom which is a system for creating visualisations of
the participants and interactions in a threaded Usenet group, where posts
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(a) People Garden (XD99) presents

every author in the community as

a flower whose petals are ordered

and coloured according to post at-

tributes.

(b) Authorlines (VS04) shows a time

based plot of the overall number of

contributions to the community.

Figure 6.2: Social visualisations presented by Viegas and Smith (VS04).

and comments are represented as connected dots in the space. Moreover,
they also classify posts according to their “mood”, generating coloured vi-
sual patterns.

Conversation Map (Sac00a; Sac00b) is another system designed to enable
scientific and non-scientific users to visually analyse online conversations.
It provides three visualisations based upon the underlying social network of
a thread, its semantic relations based on discussion themes, and a display
area where individual threads are shown.

While previously presented tools give an overview of the discussion activity
within a community, another trend has been the representation of author
activity. In that sense, PeopleGarden (XD99) represents an original ap-
proach for depicting the behaviour of online communities. This system was
based on the representation of every author in the community as a flower
whose petals are ordered and coloured according to post attributes such as
number of replies or posting time (Figure 6.2(a)). Although such an organic
metaphor provides an interesting overview of a community, it may fail when
tackling very large communities with thousands of users.

Focusing on author activity rather than on discussion structure, (VS04)
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(a) Newsgroup Crowds (VS04) shows a

scatter plot that enables participants ac-

tivity in a newsgroup.

(b) Authorlines (VS04) shows a time

based plot of the overall number of con-

tributions to the community.

Figure 6.3: Social visualisations presented by Viegas and Smith (VS04).

introduces two visualisations to support social awareness in online spaces
called Newsgroup Crowds and Authorlines. These visualisations emphasise
the social aspects behind the contributions of users to the community rather
than the patterns that can be extracted from the discussion structures them-
selves. Specifically, Newsgroup Crowds (Figure 6.3(a)) is a scatter plot that
enables the understanding of the activity of participants in a given news-
group during a period of time. The plot visualises an author’s activity by
depicting his/her number of active days and his/her average of posts per
thread.

Likewise, Authorlines (Figure 6.3(b)) represent a visualisation of the activ-
ity of a single author, showing the number of contributions to the community
during one year through vertical bars made up of sized circles that represent
the controversy (number of replies) generated per every author’s comment.

Contrary to previous approaches that focus on users activity, Difvis from
Kim and Johnson (KJ06) focuses on displaying threads in a forum to provide
readers with an overview of the available debates. Each thread in the forum
is mapped to a square whose dimension is set according to its number of
comments. The colour of the Squares is used to show popularity, activity,
and the temporal aspect of the threads, in which the intensity delivers the
significance of each characteristic.

The above tools provide social visualisations by means of depicting authors’
behaviour as well as the whole cloud of contributions in online discussions.
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However, one might miss important aspects of human behaviour when only
analysing the general picture of online discussions. Surprisingly, little work
has been presented regarding the representation of large conversations to
support its social analysis at the same time as supporting users’ actions,
facilitating the navigation and easy scanning to enhance reading and con-
tributing. Nevertheless, Netscan, presented by Smith and Fiore (SF01),
constitutes a first approach of social visualisation that takes into account
the visualisation of the conversation structure. In that sense, Netscan pro-
vides, among other things, a visualisation with a classic tree used to show
the structure of a debate (Figure 6.4).

Figure 6.4: Conversation thread visualisation from Netscan. Nodes depth corre-
sponds to posting time, while background grey bands reflect calendar days. Red
nodes identify the author of the main post, while half-shaded-box glyphs identify
top posters in the thread. Humaniform glyphs at the left end of each day and grey
band are also used to indicate how many people posted to the thread on that day.

Another example is Forum Reader, introduced by Dave et al. (DWM04),
which enables the navigation of Flash Forums, supporting the scanning of
interesting comments. It is made up of five components, two of them being
visualisations of a conversation and the rest being navigation and reading
panels. Regarding the visualisations, the system provides two threaded vi-
sualisations. The first one, called Tree View, is a tree widget that uses
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an indented tree metaphor (like the classic file browser in most operative
systems), which enables the navigation between and within threads. This
visualisation allows the user to browse among all the different conversa-
tions of the target forum. The second visualisation, called Thumbnail View
is intended to counter the disorientation users often experience by provid-
ing indented rectangles representing comments whose height corresponds
to the message length. Although authors approximation is interesting, and
focuses on providing a user centred design, Thumbnail View may still be
cumbersome to navigate with very large debates.

Narayan and Chesire presented TLDR in (NC10), a new interface for ex-
ploring and navigating large-scale discussions focused on what they claim
are three main user goals in large scale discussions: identification, naviga-
tion, and filtering of interesting content. The main novelty of their system
is that it integrates with the Reddit forum, and provides a visualisation of a
whole conversation using an icicle plot, while providing single visualisations
of the ongoing active threads in the focus debate (Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.5: Screenshot of the Reddit forum with the TLDR system. The ’discus-
sion overview’ is shown at the top of the browser while single threads are presented
with a widget that depicts activity.

Moreover, Gómez et al (GKL08) studied the social network emerging from
the user comment activity in Slashdot.org and proposed a radial tree visu-
alisation as a visual metaphor for browsing and examining the contents of
highly discussed posts. As we will describe in following sections, we took
advantage of the customisable capabilities of WET to provide the visualisa-
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tion that the authors mentioned that “may be used to describe statistically
how information is structured in a thread”.

Hence, our goals are both, to enable researchers to analyse a single conver-
sation, and to offer a visual interface to support discussion participants and
readers to explore its contents.

In the following sections we will detail the features of our prototype, which
allows the user to investigate the smallest details of conversation threads
while at the same time improving the standard representation of forum
threads as a whole.

6.3 Visualising Online Conversations

In (WGFS07), Welser et al. showed how visualisations assisted researchers
in the analysis of social aspects of online discussions. However, as we have
already seen, most of the existing visual systems address the problem of
visualising all the posts and comments within a community, discouraging the
analysis and navigation through single multi-threaded conversations. Such
discussions may have a large amount of user contributions and represent a
good source for analysing and understanding social behaviour by itself.

Typical web interfaces of newsgroups and forums use pagination and nesting
as a way to enable the navigation through multi-threaded conversations as
can be seen in the screenshots from Slashdot.org and SourceForge.net dis-
cussion components of Figure 6.1. Nevertheless, more complex approaches
are also used where non-high rated comments are collapsed by default, leav-
ing more screen space to valuable contributions. However, pagination and
indentation are still inefficient when representing highly discussed posts with
several hundred, or even thousands of comments.

We take advantage of the Data Processing and Mining system of WET to
crawl conversation target forums, and generate a graphmls file with specific
data attributes that can be explored with the visualisation system.

In this case, and following the visual approach proposed in (GKL08), the
radial tree metaphor shows the conversations by representing the posts as
nodes, and edges to the replying relation between them. Hence, we use the
main post as the root of a tree and its direct replies are considered part of
the first level. Likewise, further replies are located in deeper levels. The
provided “discussion map” follows the Information Seeking Mantra (Shn96),
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Figure 6.6: Screenshot of the user interface of WET adapted for visualising large
conversations. The main frame shows the Conversion Map, while information and
control panels are in the right side. Bottom right panel shows the text of a selected
comment (highlighted in blue in the visualisation).

providing an overview of the discussion while enabling the extraction of
details on demand: by clicking on any node of the tree, its corresponding
message is shown in a message board adapted in a new tab located in the
legends panel (see Section 3.3.2 for a complete description of the different
areas of WET user interface). Thus, the main discussion post is placed in
the centre of the tree, while its comments surround it in a concentric and
nested manner, allowing the discovery of hot topics, or user-to-user debates,
which can be easily identified as outliers in the hierarchy.

Figure 6.6 represents a screenshot of the user interface of WET adapted to
the visualisation of conversations. A radial tree represents the discussion
map, coloured according to the score of each comment and sized according
to their time difference with the main post to show the evolution of the
conversation.

This version of WET represents a slight modification of the user interface
presented in 3.3.2, with the only addition of a panel that shows the text
corresponding to the selected comment. Therefore, this prototype bene-
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fits from all the features available in the system, such as modifying the
root of the hierarchy, obtaining tooltips with detailed information of the
nodes metadata expressed in the configuration file, and the ability to map
calculated metrics into visual attributes. For instance, as explained in Sec-
tion 3.3.2, the contextual menu enables the user to open the web page of
the selected comment in the visualisation.

Although the radial tree helps in building a mental map on how a discussion
is structured, it may also be of interest for sociologists or web researchers to
focus their attention on a specific debate (which corresponds to a sub-tree
in our hierarchy). This can be done by taking advantage of the built-in
capabilities of WET, which allow the user to drag a node to the centre of
the tree. This is similar to what we presented in the previous chapter, but
in this case, this interaction enables the user to filter the conversation by
only representing one subthread, hiding the rest of the tree, and helping the
user to focus on a sub-thread of the discussion. Furthermore, the system
has a built-in search engine that enables the highlighting of posts relevant
to a query defined by the user, as can be seen in Figure 6.7. Contrary to
current built-in search engines in forums that show an ordered list of relevant
comments, our system locates and highlights them in the discussion map,
allowing for the discovery of how many comments they have provoked.

Figure 6.7: The search engine helps to locate comments with a specific text. In
the image, green nodes represent comments that contain the word “President”.
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The highlighting system also offers several modes aimed at focusing users’
interests and assisting in the discovery of information. For instance, it
provides the highlighting of the path from a desired node to the root to help
identify a specific thread of the discussion. Another feature of this system
is to illuminate the comments written by the same author, allowing the user
to easily discover whether an author has been active in a conversation or
not, or to identify all the contributions of a specific participant.

Our tool supports in-depth analysis by allowing the usage of the Mapping
Tool which enables users to select any metric, and encode it using any of the
visual attributes available. Such metrics may be defined in a configuration
file, and refer to attributes existing in the GraphML file.

6.4 Use Case: Visualising Slashdot Discussions

We integrated conversations from Slashdot.org into our tool. Slashdhot.org
is a representative Flash Forum that was created at the end of 1997 and
has since then metamorphosed into a website that hosts a large interactive
community capable of influencing public perceptions and awareness on the
topics addressed. The site’s interaction consists of short-story posts that
often carry fresh news and links to sources of information with more de-
tails. These posts incite many readers to comment on them and provoke
discussions that may go on for hours or even days. The comments can be
nested when users directly reply to a comment. This way the discussions
can typically reach a depth of 7 but occasionally even depths of 17 have
been observed. The structure of this discussion trees has been analysed in
detail in (GKL08).

Although Slashdot allows users to express their opinion freely, moderation
and meta-moderation mechanisms are employed to judge comments and en-
able readers to filter them by quality. The moderation system was analysed
in (LR04a), and gives an integer between -1 and 5 to every comment, being
5 the highest score.

This use case is based on news posts and the corresponding comments col-
lected from Slashdot by a web-crawler in the form of raw HTML-pages in
September 2006. The collected posts were published between August, 2005
and August, 2006 on Slashdot. More details on the data and its retrieval
process can be found in (KGM+08). This raw data has been transformed
into GraphML files.
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We use these files as input for our visualisation tool, which then is able
to represent general features of online discussions as well as some Slashdot
specific metrics like comment score.

From the data available, our web mining system calculates a set of metrics
chosen according to their existence in common forums, as well as their
importance regarding the information they provide of a single comment:

Score: an integer value between -1 and 5, indicating the comment’s
score obtained from Slashdot’s moderation system. Lampe and
Resnick (LR04b) analysed the importance of the score in the pro-
cess of locating relevant comments. The mapping of this metric into a
suitable representation might improve the understanding of the whole
hierarchy, allowing an easy identification of top rated comments in the
discussion. The existence of concentrated values in the same branch
of the radial tree may provide an interesting visual cue that the user
can use to explore the thread.

Time since post : represents the amount of minutes since the initial post of
the discussion was published. It enables the creation of representations
that provide a general feeling on how the discussion has evolved in time
and allows the user to focus his/her attention on a specific group of
early or late posts. Moreover, this metric is crucial, and should be
taken into account when providing a real time visualisation of a Flash
Forum, as stated previously.

Time since parent : similar to the Time since post, but the elapsed time
is relative to the parent of the comment. This metric also allows the
exploration of the evolution of the discussion in time but, in this case,
allows the user to concentrate on the children of a specific node to
visually discover the most recent ones.

Maximum Children’s Depth and Total number of children: These met-
rics reinforce the notion of the controversy level of each comment by
calculating the maximum depth and the total number of originated
comments. As described in (GKL08), controversy can be measured
according to number of comments existing at a certain depth.

Comment length: long comments may intrinsically incorporate more ideas,
and hence, may be another interesting and easy way to collect metric
of a post. However, conciseness is an important aspect of relevant
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comments in Fast Forums due to the fast pace of these kinds of con-
versations.

Figure 6.8 shows a subthread dynamically filtered from a larger conversa-
tion. Moreover, the picture shows how the different visual attributes may
affect the conversation map. Moreover, the image reveals two different de-
bates created by two users that constantly reply to any comment to their
posts.

Due to the visual representations based on the user highlighting and the
visual representation of the h-index, researchers have been inspired to focus
on the role of dialog chains in the discussions, which are far more common
than expected before visualising the discussions with our tool. These chains
are produced when two users start to reply to each other’s messages several
times, often reaching a depth far greater than the h-index of the discussion.

Figure 6.8: A sub-thread from a conversation. Score is represented with colour
while items size denotes comment length. The built-in highlighted system of WET
enables the user to discover the behaviour of two authors, who continuously respond
to new replies to their posts, generating debates. The colour coding suggest that
their contributions are not well rated by the community.
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6.5 Controlled Experiment

Narayan and Cheshire (NC10) analysed in detail the behaviour of users of
the Reddit forum4, and discovered that the most important factors when
determining which content to read are users’ own perception of content
and the relative position of the comments. In their analysis, the authors
identified three main characteristics of a comment that made it appealing or
interesting to the readers: comment length, number of replies and position
in the discussion. Surprisingly, the author of the comment was not ranked
as important.

We conducted a formative usability study aimed at assessing the abstraction
level introduced in Section2.6 of our tool, comparing users’ performance
with a set of tasks related to the factors identified above with our interface
and the Slashdot.org web interface. Slashdot’s interface can be considered a
good baseline as it integrates the most advanced features for browsing and
reading conversations. It incorporates collaborative and dynamic filtering
for rating and hiding non-relevant comments, a threaded interface with
links that facilitate the navigation through the parent comments to ease the
identification of subthreads in the conversation, and the ability to collapse
comments belonging to the same subthread.

We present below the main hypothesis of our experiment:

• Current web-based conversation interfaces do not provide enough con-
text to the users, so they cannot understand their depth and breadth,
preventing the discovery of the controversy of the different comments
understood as the number of replies and subthreads that arise from
one comment (H1).

• Users will find relevant content more easily with our interactive visu-
alisation tool than with the Slashdot web interface (H2).

• Current threaded approaches fail to show large conversations, which
means that the size of the thread should clearly affect the performance
of the users while detecting relevant or desired content (H3).

From this evaluation we also expected to collect qualitative evidence that
would help us to better understand how users interact with our tool as well
as to discover usability problems.

4
http://www.reddit.com/
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6.5.1 Study Design

Task Description
T1 Locate and count the number of comments with the best

score that are a direct reply of the main post
T2 Find again the comments with the best score that are a direct

reply of the main post. Which of these comments originated
a discussion (subthread) with the highest number of best
rated comments?

T3 Find the longest comment in the subthread that the evalua-
tor will show you

T4 Find out the reply of the main post that originated the
biggest subthread (biggest number of replies including the
replies to the replies, etc.)

T5 Find out the sequence of comments that ended-up with the
comment that the evaluator will show you, and read the very
first word of each one

T6 Find a debate on the last subthread. That is to say, find
a sequence of comments where only two users that reply to
each other interact ( A – B – A – B)

Table 6.1: Tasks used in the experiment with their type.

We recruited 13 users for the evaluation (12 males and 1 female), all of them
being experienced computer users familiar with tasks related to reading
conversation from forums. Almost half of them also had experience with
opinion mining methods, which made them especially skilful with forum
interfaces. Also, half of the users already knew the Slashdot.org website,
although only one was a regular reader. However, all of them expressed
they had vast experience dealing with forum-based interfaces.

We used a repeated measures within subject factorial design with two
datasets, the two interfaces and the tasks presented in Table 6.1. All of
them were intended to provide evidence regarding H2 and were designed
according to users preferred comment features highlighted in (NC10). As
H1 can be understood as a generalisation of H2, the overall conclusions from
H2 combined with observations and users feedback helped to draw conclu-
sions about H1. Finally, in terms of the experiment’s datasets, we selected
two real conversations extracted from Slashdot according to their sizes and
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structure. The first one was an average-sized thread with more than two
hundred comments, while the other had more than a thousand comments.
This type of conversation occurs about once a month in Slashdot. Although
we did only use two different-sized conversations in our study, their big dif-
ference in size helped in extracting results to confirm or reject H3.

Each user performed every task four times, one per dataset and interface so
we could measure time differences. Tasks and environment settings (dataset
and interface) were counterbalanced using Latin Square to avoid the learn-
ing effect. Moreover we modified the default settings of the Slashdot web
interface for a fairer comparison. By default, Slashdot shows the very first
50 comments of a conversation, automatically folding the ones less interest-
ing according to a score threshold set to 1 (from a scale of -1 to 5), while
the rest are displayed on demand. As WET shows all the comments at the
same time, the conversation threads of Slashdot were fully unfolded at the
beginning of every task.

Users also had 15 minutes training before using each interface for the first
time. We gave separate training per interface as we observed in a pilot test
that users rapidly forgot and confused the functionalities of each interface.
The whole experiment lasted and average of 70 minutes with a maximum
of 5 minutes to complete each task.

We recorded users’ screens using screencast software that also registered
users’ voice. Although users were not allowed to ask questions during the
evaluation, voice recording was useful for reviewing comments during the
post-test questionnaire.

6.5.2 Results and Analysis

We used a repeated measures analysis of variance to determine differences
between time and errors per task. Errors were quantified binary with a
score of 0 if the task was accomplished successfully within 5 minutes, and
1 otherwise.

Tables 6.2, 6.3, 6.3 and 6.5 show times and errors (red coloured cells) of
all users and tasks. Purple cells represent abandoned tasks mainly due to
their complexity, or because the maximum time of 5 minutes was exceeded.
At a glance, it can be observed that the number of errors with WET is
smaller than with the Slashdot web interface, as can also be appreciated in
Figure 6.9.
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Table 6.2: User’s time per task with the small dataset and the Slashdot web
interface. Red cells indicate that there was an error during the task

Table 6.3: User’s time per task with the big dataset and the Slashdot web in-
terface. Red cells indicate that there was an error during the task. Users had
major problems to accomplish T4, as the Slashdot interface is not well suited for
comparing the size in the subthreads of a conversation.

First results clearly showed that T4 was the hardest task to accomplish
with the Slashdot web interface, especially with the large dataset, as only
one user who guessed the best solution at the end of the 5 minutes was
able to complete it. Regarding this task, users stated that it was “virtually
impossible with such big conversations” and that they would never inves-
tigate the largest subthread in a conversation. However, they agreed that
it might be an interesting feature to be aware of as it provides a notion of
comment controversy. On the contrary, significant differences were found
between the two interfaces with the small dataset (p = .004), WET being
the one that provided the fastest results. It is also important to note that
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Table 6.4: User’s time per task with the small dataset and WET. Red cells
indicate that there was an error during the task.

Table 6.5: User’s time per task with the big dataset and WET. Red cells indicate
that there was an error during the task.

there were no significant differences between the two datasets with WET,
which may indicate that the time needed to accomplish such tasks does not
depend on the size of the thread. In this case, we observed that 84% of
the users used the location attribute to place the desired comment on the
right-hand side of the visualisation, as can be seen in Figure 6.10. This
result partially supports H1 although it must taken into account that our
system incorporates a metric that indicates the total number of comments
existing under every node (Section 6.4). Nevertheless, highly unbalanced
threads might be noticed very easily with our Conversation Map, as was
also pointed out by a user.

In terms of the rest of the tasks, significant differences were found in the
overall completion time (obtained by summing up all the times per user,
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Figure 6.9: Number of errors with the different experiment settings.

Figure 6.10: Location helps to easily identify the comment with the biggest
subthread.

dataset and interface except T4) and errors with both datasets, (with p <

0.05). No matter the dataset, the average time and number of errors was
significantly smaller with WET than with the Slashdot web interface. How-
ever, no major significant differences were found in terms of single tasks
time completion except T3, where the existence of representative metrics
not available in Slashdot do not allow the user to extract conclusions re-
garding the usefulness of the visualisation techniques applied to our tool.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note in Table 6.3 that users made a consid-
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erable amount of errors in tasks T1 and T5. This result may support H1, as
was observed in video recordings; the overwhelming amount of comments
reduced the efficiency of using indentation for distinguishing between com-
ments from different levels. Furthermore, Figure 6.9 shows the significant
difference in error rates between the two systems.

The non existence of significant differences can be explained by the lack
of training that users had with our tool, as can be seen in the recordings
where some of them had doubts when trying to use specific functionalities
of the system, such as the different highlighting methods, introduced in
the training session. On the contrary, the Slashdot web interface follows
classic approaches more familiar to the users that means they have fewer
doubts when performing the tasks with such a system. Such a problem
was identified in (Car08) and is a recurrent problem in the evaluation of
InfoVis systems. However, the review of the recordings as well as the post
evaluation questionnaire showed that users understood the rationale behind
the Conversation Map without any problems with there being 12 out of 13
users who rated the tool as “Easy” or “Very Easy” to use. Nevertheless,
the same number of users stated that they were “Completely Sure” that the
tool might assist them in the process of discovering interesting comments
or subthreads in conversations. The results of the post-questionnaire can
be observed in Figure 6.11.

Figure 6.11: Post-test questions were ranked from 0 (low ranking) to 4 (best
ranking).

Another interesting finding was that although web based forums such as
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Slashdot allow comment filtering through its score, users acknowledged their
interest in discovering relevant comments according to other features such
as the controversy they generate. In that sense, users stated that having a
visualisation of the whole conversation was very positive and might influence
their reading behaviour. However, users also revealed that our tool might
not be the best choice for reading the thread, as it only provides space
for one comment at a time, contrary to current forums. It is then clear
that users still prefer the classic threaded and linear approach for reading
the conversation, while our approach may support the navigation through
the conversation for finding relevant comments and the awareness of the
discussion context in terms of structure.

6.6 Conclusions

The existence of large conversations is becoming more prevalent as many
pages incorporate conversation components. While their hierarchical struc-
ture may provide a clear organisation that might enable participants and
researchers to understand how a discussion is structured, the lack of an
overview and interactive methods for browsing and navigating them are
compromising the usability and effectiveness of classical web-based discus-
sion interfaces.

Following the call of Gómez et al. in (GKL08), we took advantage of the
customisable nature of WET to visualise online discussions with the ra-
dial tree metaphor, allowing the easy discovery of their threaded structure.
Our interface is aimed at enabling readers, conversation participants and
researchers to navigate through the often intricate discussion structure, al-
lowing the customisation of the visual items according to a set of comment
features. The main interactive map of the conversation provided by our
system may help in the understanding the structure as well as the level of
controversy existing in a thread.

Our system contributes to the discipline of Social Visualisation by comple-
menting existing tools and offering visual approaches to analyse a discussion
in detail. We have applied it to conversations from Slashdot.org and evalu-
ated it through a controlled experiment with a set of users that accomplished
a set of tasks related to the discovery of interesting comments according to
several criteria such as the number of generated subthreads, the users rating
or comment length. Results show that our system outperformed the Slash-
dot.org web interface in the overall time spent per task, while a few tasks
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were completely unmanageable with the traditional linear interface. Users’
qualitative feedback also showed the inefficiency of current discussion inter-
faces, while suggesting that our conversion map may assist the navigation,
awareness and finding of relevant comments in large conversations. How-
ever, the traditional approach seems to be best for reading content, which
suggested the need to integrate both approaches: the visual conversation
map for exploring and discovering interesting comments, and the classic
approach for reading them. Nevertheless, feedback from users suggest that
WET is too complex to merely assist in the exploration of conversation
threads. From these comments, we infer that a more specific customisation
of the tool might improve its usability for non-analytic purposes. That is to
say, rather than providing the mapping tool and the rest of the interaction
panels, users suggested that the existence of the conversation map colour
coded according to the score of the comments would be enough, and would
simplify the usage of the tool.

Our prototype may be easily adapted to permit the representation of a
conversation in real time, being an interface for enhancing the engagement
of users to the discussion. Evaluation results also suggest that the tool
is especially useful for researchers working in the analysis of social inter-
actions in online forums, as visual inspection of the forum conversations
is very important when identifying new phenomena or finding interesting
relations between structure and variables. This task is often cumbersome
using standard visualisation tools or just numerical analysis. Once a certain
interesting characteristic with our tool in specific discussions has been iden-
tified, an exhaustive analysis can be performed afterwards to demonstrate
the generality of the findings.

Future research directions will focus on the integration of our conversation
map in discussion components. Our main hypothesis is that the context
provided by the map of the conversation as well as its exploration capabil-
ities will dramatically change the way users read and participates in flash
forums.

Furthermore, refining the approach presented in (SF01) where the entire au-
thor relations network is visualised, we will take advantage of the graph vi-
sualisations available in WET to include the representation of ego-networks
and other author interactions in our platform.

Work from this chapter has been published in (PCK09).



Chapter 7

Final Discussion

In this dissertation we have addressed the problem of analysing and under-
standing Web spaces, in an effort to bridge the disciplines of Web Mining
and InfoVis/VA. To tackle this problem, we developed a visual tool called
WET, which provides an environment to visualise and explore graph-based
data. The customisable nature of our system has allowed us to adapt it in
order to support the exploration of different Web spaces, such as websites,
virtual learning environments, and large conversations existing in online
forums.

In each of these Web spaces we have stressed the main problems that users
must face, and evaluated our tool using a variety of evaluation techniques
such as controlled experiments and evaluations with real users in real scenar-
ios to report evidences of the usefulness of some of the techniques available
in our tool.

In this chapter we will present a summary of our contributions, discuss the
generalisability of our results and suggest future research directions.

7.1 Contributions

InfoVis and Visual Analytics are still young fields. While early research was
mainly devoted to the generation of new visual metaphors and interaction
techniques to represent abstract and large datasets, these disciplines still
lack evidence to help identify the best approaches to solve specific problems,
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as well as to find out best practices to support the investigation of data.
To do so, many researchers recommended concentrating efforts on moving
from research into practice (Pla04; TC05; Mun09), aimed at learning from
designing, deploying and studying InfoVis/VA tools in real world scenarios.

In an effort to contribute in this regard, we have introduced an integrated
architecture that enables the visualisation of Web spaces in the form of
graph-based structures, and used it to tackle problems related with the un-
derstanding of different types of Web spaces. We have also provided further
evaluations that have stressed the benefits and the potential of our visual-
isations in three different Web spaces. According to the goals presented in
Section 1.2, our main contributions have been:

The development of a customisable visualisation tool. In this disser-
tation we have introduced the development of our customisable system
(see Chapter 3), which provides a coordinated environment to explore
data. The system incorporates interactions to modify the visual at-
tributes of represented items as well as dynamic filtering mechanisms
to reduce the amount of information that is being displayed.

The conversion of large graphs into meaningful subgraphs. Our
Graph’s Logic System describes a mechanism to reduce the com-
plexity of large graphs. While classic techniques tackle this problem
by forming data clusters, our approach is able to extract smaller
subgraphs that maximise the existence of relevant data according
to the needs of the analyst. Hence, the system is able to filter
non-relevant data items while preserving the structure of the graph
(Section 3.2).

The application of Infovis/VA techniques for assessing websites.
One of the main goals in this dissertation has been the visualisation
of website data (see Chapter 4). This goal was motivated by the
difficulty expressed by the analysts of websites to comprehend the
vast amount of usage data that they have access to. Our challenge
has been to provide effective visualisations of website structure and
usage in order to aid the evaluation of websites. Our system creates
visual abstractions of website structure and usage that provide a
context to understand web metrics that can be mapped on top of the
visualisations using different visual attributes. In terms of structure,
we have proposed an extension of the classic breadth first search
algorithm that improves the number of highly visited links visible,
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while preserving the depth of the pages in the hierarchy according to
its shortest distance in terms of clicks from a specific root page. The
combination of the hierarchy obtained with this algorithm represented
with a radial tree, and the ability to map usage data on top of it as
well as to filter most relevant links represents novel approaches that
can be used for the assessment of the usability of a website. This
approximation allows the user to discover design inconsistencies, and
provide a context that can help in the generation of new hypothesis
about the data. This fact became especially apparent in a user study
with domain experts, who stated that this approach may definitely
help them to elaborate more complex hypothesis, such as in the case
of analysing the broken links of a site.

In an effort to satisfy the needs of the analysts gathered in a formative
evaluation, we also developed two different visualisations:

• An interactive graph generated through the superimposition of
all the paths performed by users of a site. The generated graph
revealed many new possibilities to the analysts due to its capabil-
ities for showing a fine grained description of users’ movements,
enabling them to find main behavioural trends that cannot be
discovered with current tools, which mainly provide static funnel
charts that need to be customised a priori.

• A new hierarchical approach that takes advantage of a maximum
branching algorithm. This approach, called usage tree, is espe-
cially interesting as it is a novel approach for representing the
most used routes that started at a specific landing page. Using
a maximum branching algorithm, our technique is able to gener-
ate hierarchies that represent a summary of the most navigated
paths.

According to domain experts, the linking and brushing capabilities
of our system applied to the comparison between the structure of a
website and the usage tree is a powerful tool to compare the shortest
path from a root page to a desired node with the most common route
performed by the users. In our study, we also characterised the size
of the graphs generated by the superimposition of users routes starting
at a specific page performed in five well navigated websites. As a
result, we saw that the topology of the webgraphs obtained turned
the complexity of the maximum branching algorithm into quasi linear
(Section 4.4.3). A thinking aloud protocol provided feedback from
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domain experts, who stated that the visualisations of WET might
complement current tools in order to better assist in the investigation
of usage data (Section 4.5).

With the study of our visualisations with domain experts we have
learned that simple visualisations, such as the structure tree, that do
not require a deep exploration of the data are preferred, mainly due to
time restrictions and pressure in reacting fast to what happens in the
target websites. It is interesting to note that recent research conducted
in other domains has provided similar insights in this regard (Sed10).
Moreover, for Infovis/VA solutions to succeed it is very important to
integrate them within real data currently available in analysis tools,
which currently provide APIs containing already pre-processed usage
data.

Visualisation of Virtual Learning Environments. Virtual Learning
Environments (VLEs) can benefit from Web analytics tools and
methodologies as they are web based applications. The analysis of us-
age data from these kinds of platforms may dramatically improve the
understanding of the behaviour of the students, as well as understand-
ing the usefulness of the learning material. We explored the impact
of our visualisations in this regard, and conducted two MILC stud-
ies with usability experts. In this process, we characterised the main
problems that instructors must face when dealing with usage data from
learning environments (Section 5.1). One of the main characteristics is
that, contrary to what happens in e-commerce where profit (that can
be easily measured) is pursued, instructors need more qualitative ap-
proaches to understand usage data and to formulate hypothesis about
the quality of their materials and the usability of the courses.

We have seen how in both case studies our tool supported the discov-
ery of uncovered and unexpected patterns (Section 5.4), suggesting
that it may potentially provide a valuable asset for instructors and
policy makers to enhance the implementation and evaluation of e-
learning platforms. In order to better understand how the analysts
used our tool, we developed a logging system, rarely used in most
MILC studies reported to date, that helped us to keep track of the
analysts’ behaviour. Due to the different analysis goals of the two
studies, we cannot infer that any of the provided visualisations are
better than the others. However, we saw that all of them were used
and revealed interesting patterns to the analysts. With these stud-
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ies, we have learnt the importance of these kinds of logging systems,
as they allowed us to get an understanding of how our system was
used before the final interviews with the analysts. This fact simplifies
the task of interviewing users, as clear questions may arise after the
analysis of such logs.

Visualisations of large conversation in online forums. In this dis-
sertation we have also introduced the usage of our tool for assisting
the exploration and navigation through asynchronous online conver-
sations. These types of debates are transforming the way we commu-
nicate, and have been spreading through websites within discussion
widgets, raising new types of conversations whose main characteristics
are large size, a tight focus overall with overlapping topics between
threads, and a short timeframe for the conversation. The main prob-
lem in such forums is that readers and contributors have very little
time to decide where to read or contribute next.

Taking advantage of the main characteristics of the WET architecture,
we used the radial tree metaphor to represent these conversations in
an interactive interface that enables the user to explore and navigate
the different comments of a conversation. We applied our approach
to a real use case based on a popular news site, and evaluated our
solution with a controlled experiment.

Although no major statistical differences were found in terms of tasks
performance, the interactive conversation map provided by WET sig-
nificantly reduced the number of errors performed by the users while
accomplishing a set of tasks that mainly involved the discovery of
interesting comments and subthreads.

User feedback was also encouraging, suggesting the integration of our
visualisations in current forums. However, we learnt that the linear
and nested organisation of comments is preferred when reading con-
versations suggesting the development of a mixed approach containing
our conversation map for locating especially interesting areas of the
discussion as well as the classical linear approach to read them.

We claim that the interactive capabilities of WET could also benefit
to social researchers who might want to analyse in detail the structure
of large asynchronous conversations.
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7.2 Evaluation Process and Generalisability

As we have already presented, we attempted to validate this PhD work and
demonstrate the benefit of its use in three different types of Web spaces.
We first conducted a formative evaluation with domain experts in the field
of web analytics to validate the adequacy of the visualisations in a real
scenario. The exhaustive analysis sessions conducted with domain experts
were useful to get positive feedback of the novelties presented by our tool, as
well as relevant features to be added in future versions such as the inclusion
of report and annotations tools in favour of best analysis practices. Such
evaluation also helped us to report major usability problems of the system
that were addressed before the rest of the evaluations. Rather than validat-
ing the benefits of our tool itself, we have contrasted the advantages of our
approaches, suggesting their inclusion in current web analytics solutions.

With a refinement of the system, we conducted in parallel two main evalua-
tions: a controlled experiment to compare our system with the interface of
a very well known online forum, and a long-term study with analysts of vir-
tual learning environments. The former revealed that our system assisted in
the discovery of relevant comments in the site, presenting statistically sig-
nificant results in number of errors, although presenting reading problems
that suggest a mixed approach. The latter has been particularly interesting
as two real analysts with real needs used our tool during a long period. Al-
though with such evaluations we cannot claim that our tool is better than
any other system, our study draws interesting conclusions based upon main
findings provided by the users, who rated the tool and its visualisations very
positively. The comparison of the results in the long term study along with
qualitative feedback obtained with the domain experts from the formative
evaluations provides first clues about the impact that the visual approaches
provided by WET may have when incorporated with current analysis tools.

From these results, it has to be considered that the effort of moving research
into practice in order to benefit from the realism of the experiments has
compromised precision and generalisability, mainly due to the difficulty in
accessing a wide number of domain experts (McG95; Sed10). Nevertheless,
as we have seen throughout this dissertation, encouraging feedback has been
collected in favour of the usefulness of the Infovis/VA techniques applied
that may serve as guidelines to further research in the same direction.
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7.3 Future Work

The short term future work of this thesis must encourage the enhancing
of the WET tool, by incorporating more Visual Analytics techniques to
provide support for hypothesis validation and justifications as suggested in
the analysis sessions. Features such as annotation and exporting tools to
facilitate the revision of the obtained visualisations may also improve the
usefulness of the tool.

Beyond the scope of the WET project, a lot of work remains to be done in
the visualisation of the different Web spaces presented so far, as well as in
the Infovis/VA field. In this section we will present what we believe are the
most promising directions, and propose some new ideas to tackle them.

7.3.1 Within the Web Analytics Community

The short term future work should be related with the integration of WET
with APIs of tools such as Google Analytics, which were not available at
the time that this research was carried on, and may make our system more
widely available. Making the tool more accessible to analysts by integrating
it with their tools may help in the discovery of the impact of the different vi-
sualisations. Moreover, such integration may also facilitate the development
of more long term evaluations.

Furthermore, in this dissertation we have introduced our Graph’s Logic Sys-
tem, which is capable of extracting contextual subgraphs of large websites.
Another possibility to reduce the large amount of pages to be visualised
might be through clustering techniques. Although traditional clustering
techniques such as the ones based on textual properties of the pages, or
even based on their location in the structure of the site might be useful,
an interesting new approach would be to extend them by also considering
clusters of pages generated according to their HTML structure. That is,
knowing that there are a lot of dynamic pages in the Web that are gener-
ated through scripts that use HTML templates to load information stored
in a database, we can assume that related pages may share most of their
HTML structure. Techniques for clustering textual documents may be ap-
plied to non-frequent HTML tags (selected according to their tf-idf weight)
appearing in a website. This method might be very useful in a combination
of traditional clustering approaches to discover very similar pages such as
product pages in an e-commerce website.
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Moreover, it can be of much interest to analyse the best coupling of WET
visualisations with data reports existing in current web analytics packages.
As we have observed in our evaluations, analysts want to have numbers
face to face with visualisations to validate hypothesis obtained through the
visual exploration of the data.

Furthermore, there are many types of data involved in the analysis of web-
sites that we have not worked with, and should be considered in further
research. For instance, the visualisation of the keywords used by users
might be of extreme importance to SEOs, helping to understand organic
traffic and Pay Per Click strategies as big websites may have hundreds of
thousands of keywords used by the users, which represents a challenge to
understand.

7.3.2 Within the Virtual Learning Environments
Community

The novelty of VLEs opens up a wide range of research opportunities. From
our perspective, the most important one should be the integration of a visu-
alisation tool such as WET in the same VLE, allowing the instructor to keep
track of students’ behaviour during the development of the course. Such
interaction may provide a priori data that may help to adequate teaching
strategies during the course.

Furthermore, we have assisted analysts in the evaluation of VLEs where the
students are passive actors. From a psychological point of view, it would be
of much interest to use more 2.0 concepts, understanding how converting
students into active actors of the VLE may influence the teaching strategies
and their learning process.

7.3.3 Within the Context of Asynchronous Conversations

In this dissertation we have seen how our conversation map can support
the context awareness of a conversation and the location of interesting com-
ments. However, for this approach to succeed, further research must imple-
ment these kinds of visualisations into the same forums, and use usage data
to understand readers and contributors behavioural patterns. Such patterns
may help to understand how the visualisation of the conversation structure
may affect the way users read and contribute to forums. In addition, it can
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also be interesting to see how the conversation map can affect the reader
and contributors from conversation threads with single-threaded interfaces,
such as the ones existing in many online newspapers, helping to understand
if the existence of a clear structure in the conversation may improve its
readability and attractiveness to readers.

Moreover, although some studies show that the author is not relevant when
selecting new messages to read, we believe that the reutilisation of the graph
visualisation in WET (applied in the sessions graph) may be convenient to
depict the social network among the different authors existing in a conver-
sation. With this visualisation integrated in a smooth way, it would be
interesting to see if the relevance of the comments changes according to
their author.

7.3.4 Within the Fields of Information Visualisation and
Visual Analytics

The evaluation of WET with domain experts has revealed that most of
them suggested using the provided visualisations as ways to communicate
analysis results to the non-expert board of directors. This finding suggests
a need to better understand and conceptualise the differences between using
visualisations for communicating data and for exploring it.

With our work, we would also like to call for more long term evaluations
performed in real scenarios, as the success stories from research conducted
in real scenarios may encourage the interest of potential adopters. Along
this line, it is important to further investigate methods to support such
evaluations, such as the establishment of a well defined methodology to log
users’ actions, and the study of techniques to understand the potentially
huge amounts of data generated in this regard.

7.4 Epilogue

Information Visualisation and Visual Analytics have a great potential that
still needs to be exploited by regular large information sets, consumers and
analysts. While research is still needed to better understand how visualisa-
tions may take better advantage of preattentive processing to facilitate the
understanding of data, it is also very important to come up with taxonomies
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to identify the most useful visual and interaction techniques to solve specific
tasks or problems.

Nevertheless, much InfoVis/VA research is being carried out through user
centred design approaches that take into account user feedback in all stages
of the design process. However, the novelty of many InfoVis/VA techniques
is usually difficult to be accepted by early adopters. The complexity and
pressure of their work usually prevents them from having enough time to
understand and learn new visual systems. We believe that there is a need
to train professionals to read and understand advanced graphics with suc-
cessful practices. In fact, new generations that have grown up with the
Internet and video games are much more used to seeing and interpreting
interactive visualisations than we have ever been used to. Therefore, new
generations will definitely overcome the visual illiteracy problem that we
are facing nowadays.
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